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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to price contingent claims under the real-world probabil
ity measure. Real-world pricing results naturally by selecting the numeraire as the 
growth optimal portfolio (GOP). Under this approach, the existence of an equiva
lent risk-neutral probability measure is not required. Furthermore, the GOP can 
be used to define other basic contingent claims, such as exchange prices, primary 
security accounts, and even zero-coupon bonds. We begin with application of 
the real-world pricing formula to derive forward prices for each of these financial 
quantities. The obtained formulae are model independent, yet reveal important 
differences between the real-world arid classical risk-neutral approaches.

Real-world prices are systematically derived under each of the models studied 
within this thesis for the following contingent claims: zero-coupon bonds; options 
on the GOP: options on exchange prices; and interest rate caps and floors via 
options on zero-coupon bonds. We start with the classic Black-Scholes-Merton 
model, where the GOP follows a geometric Brownian motion. Under this model, 
real-world pricing recovers the results of classical risk-neutral pricing, since the 
corresponding Radon-Nikodym derivative is a martingale.

For each of the remaining models studied, the GOP is based on a time-transformed 
squared Bessel process. In each case, real-world prices may differ from classical 
risk-neutral prices because the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative is a strict 
supermartingale. The second model considered proposes a modified form of the 
constant elasticity of variance model for the GOP. New analytic results for zero- 
coupon bonds and options on the GOP are derived that were previously analysed 
using numerical methods. Real-world prices for options on exchange prices and 
interest rate derivatives are also provided.

Three versions of the minimal market model are also examined. This model class 
overcomes some of the deficiencies of the aforementioned approaches since the 
dynamics for the GOP better reflect empirical market features, such as leptokurtic 
returns, the leverage effect and a stochastic yet stationary volatility structure. 
Under a stylised version of the minimal market model with a constant short rate, 
we derive analytic solutions to the complete suite of contingent claims examined 
within the thesis. We subsequently allow the short rate to be stochastic in order to 
accurately model the term structure of interest rates, with a focus on low interest 
rate environments. The proposed model provides a very good fit to interest rate
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cap data from the Japanese market. Finally, we examine an extended version 
of the minimal market model, which contains one additional constant parameter 
and reverts to a constant short rate. Further analytic prices are derived under the 
real-world measure for zero-coupon bonds, options on the GOP and options on 
exchange prices while semi-analytic prices are available for interest rate caps and 
floors. The results for the extended minimal market model generalise those of the 
stylised model. They also possess a similar structural form to those derived for 
the modified constant elasticity of variance model. Hence the extended minimal 
market model summarises all of the features of models where the GOP is based 
on time-transformed squared Bessel processes.



Chapter 1 

Introduction

Every chapter of this thesis contains various new results. The concepts of real- 
world pricing and the benchmark approach are first introduced. Then, four differ
ent models are examined under the benchmark approach in subsequent chapters. 
These four models are: the Black-Scholes-Merton model (BSMM); the modified 
constant elasticity of variance (MCEV) model; the stylised minimal market model 
(SMMM); and the extended minimal market model (EMMM). Application of the 
SMMM with a stochastic short rate to interest rate term structure modelling is 
studied in an additional chapter. Each of the models examined within the the
sis, are assessed against a systematic set of criteria. Although this extends the 
length of the thesis, importantly it readily facilitates easy comparison between 
the different models.

The aim of the thesis is to price a variety of standard contingent claims under 
the real-world probability measure for a series of increasingly complex models. 
This is achieved via the benchmark approach of Platen & Heath (2006) where 
the numeraire for pricing is the growth optimal portfolio (GOP). The GOP is the 
best performing portfolio, since it achieves the maximum possible pathwise long
term growth rate. It can be approximated by large well-diversified portfolios, 
such as the MSCI World Stock Index, as detailed in Platen (2005b). It is the 
key financial quantity discussed within the thesis, both because of its role as 
numeraire, and because all other financial quantities of interest can be defined in 
terms of their relationship to the GOP. In this thesis we use the GOP to explore 
the pricing of the following contingent claims: zero-coupon bonds; options on 
the GOP: options on exchange prices; options on zero-coupon bonds and hence 
interest rate caps and floors. As an introduction to the benchmark approach, each 
of the examined contingent claims is priced under the real-world measure for the 
classical Black-Scholes-Merton model (BSMM). The same procedure is repeated 
for a modified version of the well-known constant elasticity of variance (MCEV)
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model. We then examine the same set of contingent claims under two versions of 
the minimal market model of Platen (2001, 2002). The first is a stylised version of 
the minimal market model (SMMM), derived under idealised market conditions. 
The second is an extended version of the minimal market model (EMMM) that 
incorporates an additional parameter, providing considerable flexibility beyond 
the stylised model. Interest rate derivatives under the SMMM are also examined 
when the short rate is allowed to be stochastic.

Real-World Pricing and the Benchmark Approach

Chapter 2 prepares the theoretical background to the benchmark approach of 
Platen (2002) and Platen & Heath (2006). As already mentioned, the key variable 
of the benchmark approach is the growth optimal portfolio (GOP). It represents 
the best performing portfolio obtained by maximising the drift of the logarithm 
of all strictly positive portfolios. Platen (2005b) showed that the GOP can be 
approximated by a suitably defined well-diversified portfolio. Thus the most intu
itive understanding of the GOP, would be an international accumulation equity 
index, such as the MSCI World Stock Index. Chapter 2 details formation of 
the GOP from the basic quantities of savings accounts, exchange prices and pri
mary security accounts. When the GOP is used as numeraire, we refer to prices 
expressed in units of the GOP as bechmarked prices. In addition, all positive 
benchmarked portfolios can be shown to be local martingales in a continuous 
financial market, and thus to be supermart ingales. This property results in the 
real-world pricing formula of Platen (2002). Real-world pricing is a generali
sation of existing pricing approaches, such as risk-neutral and forward-adjusted 
pricing. The existence of an equivalent probability measures is not required, and 
the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative need not be a martingale.

The penultimate sections of Chapter 2 contain new results for real-world forward 
prices for savings accounts, exchange prices, primary security accounts, arbitrary 
positive portfolios, the GOP itself, and zero-coupon bonds. Of these, the most 
interesting is the forward price of a primary security account since one observes 
a clear difference between the real-world and classical risk-neutral prices, inde
pendent of any model assumptions. Finally, the general setup used for option 
valuation throughout this thesis is enunciated. This includes the statement of 
put-call parity under the real-world measure and definitions for the key building 
blocks of asset and bond binary options.

Black-Scholes-Merton Model

The purpose of Chapter 3 is to illustrate the benchmark approach with its concept 
of real-world pricing within the familiar setting of a Black-Scholes-Merton model 
(BSMM). Here the GOP is modelled as geometric Brownian motion, which is
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equivalent to setting the volatility of the GOP equal to a deterministic function 
of time, usually a constant. This specification implies that returns of the GOP 
are lognormal, as in the classical work of Black & Scholes (1973) and Merton 
(1973). If we also assume that the short rate is deterministic, then the real- 
world price of an option on the GOP takes the precise form of the Black-Scholes 
formula. In the case of an exchange price, which can be expressed as a ratio of 
two GOP denominations, we recover the Margrabe (1978) formula for an option 
to exchange one asset for another.

Since the real-world price of a zero-coupon bond is defined in relation to the 
GOP, we can also examine the corresponding interest rate term structure within 
the Black-Scholes-Merton setting. In this manner, we recover the standard short 
rate approach to interest rate modelling, even when the short rate is allowed to 
be stochastic. This is illustrated for both zero-coupon bonds and options thereon.

Real-world pricing generalises risk-neutral pricing. Indeed, it generalises any 
approach that requires a change of numeraire. The replication of classical risk- 
neutral results by the BSMM follows from the fact that the candidate Radon- 
Nikodym derivative is a martingale. The BSMM is the only model we consider 
within this thesis for which an equivalent risk-neutral probability measure exists. 
Despite the recovery of risk-neutral results, a key difference of the benchmark 
approach is that all processes are defined in terms of real-world dynamics.

Modified Constant Elasticity of Variance Model

Chapter 4 extends previous work of Heath & Platen (2002a) on the modified 
constant elasticity of variance (MCEV) model. This model uses the familiar 
CEV form for the volatility of the GOP. Under this model, the volatility of the 
GOP is stochastic since it depends upon the level of the GOP itself. It leads to 
a GOP that is a power function of a time-transformed squared Bessel process. 
Heath V Platen (2002a) illustrated that the squared Bessel process underlying the 
MCEV model of the GOP, can be used to show that the real-world and candidate 
risk-neutral probability measures are not equivalent.

In the previous work of Heath V Platen (2002a) numerical methods were used 
to investigate the real-world prices of zero-coupon bonds and options on the 
GOP. This thesis derives analytic results for both of these contingent claims, 
which are theoretically revealing and much more computationally efficient. The 
zero-coupon bond price can be decomposed in multiplicative form involving the 
candidate risk-neutral bond price and a central chi-square distribution value. 
The strict supermartingale property of the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative 
is expressed analytically via this central chi-square distribution value. Thus one 
observes explicit differences between real-world and risk-neutral prices. Another 
consequence is that forward rates under the MCEV model are hump-shaped and 
possess an intuitive relationship to the volatility of the GOP. Analytic results
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derived for options on the GOP are expressed in terms of the non-central chi- 
square distribution function. Results for a European call option can be shown 
to be equivalent to existing results calculated under the risk-neutral measure, by 
Cox (1996) and Schroder (1989). However, the real-world price for a European 
put option on the GOP differs from that obtained under a putative risk-neutral 
measure because of the presence of a singular positive probability in the payoff 
at the level zero.

Chapter 4 further extends the work in Heath & Platen (2002a) by examining 
options on exchange prices and options on zero-coupon bonds under the MCEV 
model. Since exchange prices can be expressed as a ratio of the GOP in two 
different currency denominations, it is intuitive that an option on an exchange 
price is given in terms of a doubly non-central beta distribution, which itself is 
derived from a ratio of chi-square random variables. Semi-analytic prices are also 
derived for options on zero-coupon bonds. Both of these new results apply in 
restricted settings of: independence between different denominations of the GOP 
for exchange prices; and, a constant short rate for zero-coupon bond options. 
Given the amount of new research on the MCEV model beyond Heath & Platen 
(2002a), a further research article is under preparation for publication.

Stylised Minimal Market Model

Chapter 5 focuses upon the derivation of analytic results under the stylised min
imal market model (SMMM) of Platen (2001, 2002) for all contingent claims 
considered within this thesis. The SMMM remedies the primary drawback of 
the MCEV approach, since the volatility of the GOP is modelled as a stationary 
stochastic process. Under the assumption that the discounted GOP drift evolves 
as an exponential function of time, the volatility of the GOP is shown to take a 
form that reflects the leverage effect and allows stationary dynamics.

The other key attribute of the SMMM is that the discounted GOP is found to 
be a time-transformed squared Bessel process of dimension four. The pricing 
of contingent claims using the real-world pricing formula involves expectation of 
the inverse of the GOP. Under the SMMM, this is equivalent to computing an 
expectation of a time-transformed squared Bessel process of dimension zero. Thus 
the SMMM relates to the very specific forms of non-central chi-square random 
variables with four and zero degrees of freedom. The latter has a distribution 
with the distinctive property of a positive probability mass at zero. It appears in 
the formulae of real-world prices for all contingent claims that possess a non-zero 
payoff at zero. For instance, the SMMM zero-coupon bond price first derived in 
Platen (2005a), contains the same term indicating absorption at zero, as appears 
in the non-central chi-square distribution function with zero degrees of freedom. 
Furthermore, this term expresses the supermartingale property of the candidate 
Radon-Nikodym derivative, and thus can be understood in terms of the non
equivalence between the risk-neutral and real-world measures.
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Other than the zero-coupon bond price, all remaining results in Chapter 5 repre
sent new contributions to the study of the SMMM. Thus, an additional research 
paper based on Chapter 5 is also under preparation. Formulae for options on the 
GOP are provided in terms of non-central chi-square distributions with zero and 
four degrees of freedom. Accordingly, real-world prices for options on exchange 
prices are derived in terms of doubly non-central beta distributions, with degrees 
of freedom of zero and four. We also mention that these latter results formed the 
basis of the related work within Hulley, Miller & Platen (2005), where analytic 
prices are derived for options on primary security accounts for an SMMM that 
includes jumps. Hulley, Miller & Platen (2007) extends that work by developing 
an efficient numerical algorithm that accounts for the special intricacies of options 
on exchange prices under the SMMM. Analytic pricing formulae are also derived 
for options on zero-coupon bonds.

Interest Rate Term Structure Model

Chapter 6 builds on the work of Chapter 5 by presenting an interest rate term 
structure model in a similar context to the SMMM, but with a stochastic short 
rate. The necessity of a stochastic short rate under real-world pricing for the 
SMMM will become evident within the examination of interest rate caps and 
floors in Chapter 5. As a start-, the introduction of a stochastic short rate adds a 
second factor to the SMMM that focusses on the early maturities in the interest- 
rate term structure. This is natural since the discounted GOP, or equivalently 
the volatility of the GOP, primarily affect medium- and long-term maturities of 
the yield curve. Thus, yield curve shapes typically observed in empirical data are 
easily replicated using this model.

As outlined in Miller & Platen (2005), the interest rate term structure model can 
be applied in very general circumstances, however we choose to focus upon low 
interest rate environments. Low interest rate environments were observed in the 
United States in the 1930s, Switzerland in the second half of the 1970s and more 
recently, for over ten years in Japan. Common characteristics of these markets 
are implied volatilities with negative skews and steep downward sloping term 
structures. Within such an environment, even the pricing of vanilla interest rate 
derivatives can prove difficult because of the possibility of negative interest rates 
under some models. The mechanism employed here to overcome this problem is 
to set the market short rate to the truncated non-negative component of a shadow 
short rate, as suggested in Black (1995). Here the shadow short rate represents 
an economically optimal short rate that is allowed to take negative values. Thus 
the short rate component of the interest rate term structure model amounts 
to selecting an appropriate model for the shadow rate. Two alternatives for the 
shadow short rate are examined, namely Gaussian and square root processes with 
a time dependent deterministic shift to match the initial yield curve, as per Brigo 
& Mercurio (2001). Using the real-world pricing methodology of the benchmark
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approach it is possible to calculate options on zero-coupon bonds using numerical 
techniques. In turn, interest rate caps and floors can be calibrated to market data. 
The final truncated Gaussian version of the model best replicates the empirical 
features of the Japanese interest rate cap market.

Extended Minimal Market Model

Chapter 7 studies an extended version of the minimal market model (EMMM). 
The EMMM generalises the SMMM by the addition of a constant parameter for 
the dimension of the squared Bessel process that drives the dynamics of the dis
counted GOP. Considerable flexibility is obtained by the additional parameter, 
broadening the scope of the minimal market model beyond the idealised market 
conditions of the SMMM. Furthermore, the EMMM possesses dynamics in a gen
eral distributional sense that are similar to the MCEV model. Hence this chapter 
serves the dual purpose of elucidating the EMMM and providing a comparison to 
the previous chapters on the SMMM and MCEV model. Similar to the SMMM, 
but in contrast to the MCEV model, GOP volatility under the EMMM is both 
stochastic and stationary. It also replicates the leverage effect for the GOP.

Determination of real-world prices for various contingent claims under the EMMM 
reveals interesting results. Zero-coupon bond prices are given in the same struc
tural form as observed under the MCEV model, where the candidate risk-neutral 
bond price is multiplied by the value of a central chi-square distribution. This 
result arises from the strict supermartingale property for the candidate Radon- 
Nikodym derivative. The same property also produces hump shaped forward 
rates under the EMMM. Formulae for options on the GOP are again obtained 
in terms of non-central chi-square distributions, similar in form to those for the 
MCEV model and generalising those of the SMMM. The difference between the 
three models is illustrated by a comparison of the implied volatility term structure 
for options on the GOP. The remaining analytic results of the chapter concern 
options on an exchange price, again expressed in terms of the doubly non-central 
beta distribution. The chapter concludes with an examination of options on zero- 
coupon bonds under the EMMM with the assumption of a constant short rate. 
This simplification allows a direct comparison with the results of earlier chapters.
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Chapter 2

Real-World Pricing and the 
Benchmark Approach

This chapter provides the theoretical framework of this thesis. Following the pre
vious work of Platen (2002) and Platen & Heath (2006) we detail the benchmark 
approach and its associated concept of real-world pricing. By using the basic 
financial quantities of primary security accounts, savings accounts and exchange 
prices, we introduce and discuss the important notion of a growth optimal portfo
lio (GOP). Using the GOP as numeraire, we then refer to any portfolio expressed 
in units of the GOP as a benchmarked portfolio. Platen (2002) showed that a 
corresponding non-negative portfolio process in a continuous market is a local 
martingale, and is thus a supermartingale. This supermartingale property can be 
used to show that the price system under consideration will not permit arbitrage. 
The notion of arbitrage used here differs from the no-free-lunch-with-vanishing- 
risk condition of Delbaen & Schachermayer (1994, 1998). However we argue, as 
does Loewenstein & Willard (2000a), that the notion of arbitrage used here is 
both stronger and more appropriate for realistic financial modelling. The natural 
result of these concepts is that contingent claims can be priced under the real- 
world probability measure. The resultant real-world pricing formula generalises 
the well-known risk-neutral pricing formula. The existence of an equivalent risk- 
neutral probability measure is not required and the candidate Radon-Nikodym 
derivative need not be a martingale. The precise relationships between the real- 
world pricing formula and its precedents, namely the risk-neutral and forward- 
adjusted pricing formulae, are also provided. The comparison to forward-adjusted 
pricing introduces the need to price zero-coupon bonds. This is the first occasion 
within the thesis where we will observe identifiable differences between results 
obtainable under real-world pricing versus traditional pricing approaches. In 
the penultimate subsection of this chapter we introduce new results on the de
termination of forward prices and the equivalent valuation of forward contracts 
under the real-world measure. Finally, we outline the benchmark approach to 
European-style option valuation that will be applied within the thesis.
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2.1 Continuous Financial Market

We consider a continuous multi-asset market with d + 1 primary assets. Uncer
tainty in this market is modelled by d independent standard Wiener processes 
Wk = {Wk, t G [0,T]}. /c G {1,2,..., d}. These are defined on a filtered proba
bility space (ft, At-A- P) with finite time horizon T G (0, oo), fulfilling the usual 
conditions, as given in Trotter (2004). Here the filtration A = (MAe[o.r] models 
the evolution of market information over time, whilst At describes the informa
tion available at time t G [O.T], P is the real-world probability measure. In the 
sequel we follow the benchmark approach as developed in Platen (2002, 2004) and 
Platen & Heath (2006).

Primary Security Accounts

We introduce d + 1 primary assets d G {1,2,...}, where the 0th primary asset 
is the domestic currency. Examples of primary assets include stocks, currencies, 
bonds and commodities. Most primary assets earn income, although some incur 
carrying costs. This is obvious if we consider different asset classes. For example, 
the income earned from holding US dollars is the US interest rate, stocks usually 
pay dividends, property receives rent, and the domestic currency invested in a 
bank account will earn the domestic interest rate. On the other hand, certain 
commodities, such as base and precious metals, agricultural and oil-based prod
ucts incur carrying costs, which are often modelled by a convenience yield. The 
jtli primary asset j G {0.1,..., d}, when measured in units of the zth currency, 
is modelled via the primary security account process S1'3 = {Slt'3. t G [0. T]} for 
i.j G {0.1,..., n} and n G (0,1,..., d}. Each primary security account repre
sents the accumulation of all income, carrying costs plus capital gains or losses 
achieved whilst holding the underlying primary asset. As an example, consider 
a stock, say BHP Billiton (BHP) as traded on the Australian Stock Exchange 
(ASX). The primary security account for BHP consists of the price quoted on 
the exchange plus all dividends reinvested into BHP stock since the initial time 
t = 0, with the total value of these holdings expressed in units of Australian dol
lars (AUD). We also assume that the units of primary assets are infinitely divisible 
such that it is possible for trading to be both continuous and frictionless.

We assume that Slt,J is the unique solution of the stochastic differential equation 
(SDE)

d
dS't’j = a’J S’J dt + S't’j y vrk dWf (2.1.1)

k= 1
for t G [O.T], i G {0.1....,n} and j G {0,1,...,d) with finite initial value 
Sq3 > 0. The jth appreciation rate a1,3 = {aJt: t G [0, T]} is the expected return 
of holding the jth primary security in units of the zth currency. The (z, j, k)th 
volatility bl,3,k = {6}J,/c, t G [0,T]} expresses the fluctuations of the return of the
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jth primary security when denominated in the zth currency, generated by the 
kth Wiener process Wk, k G {1,2,... ,d}. Both the appreciation rates and the 
volatilities are assumed to be almost surely finite, predictable processes.

Assumption 2.1.1 We assume for i G {0,1,...,n} that the volatility ma
trix b\ = ]jk=i exists an(i is for Lebesgue-almost-every t, invertible, hence 
{b\)~l < oo fort G [0,T].

This ensures that market prices of risk for each currency denomination are uniquely 
obtainable. Therefore in this study, we consider the case where there exists a 
unique market price of risk in each currency denomination for every source of 
uncertainty modelled by the Wiener processes Wk, k G {1, 2,..., d}.

Savings Accounts

Consider the zth primary asset and form an accumulation account in units of 
this security. We refer to such an account as the zth savings account process 
B% — {B\, t G [0,T]} for the zth primary security, z G {(), 1,... , d}. It is consid
ered to be locally riskless, similar to domestic cash holdings in a bank account 
denominated in t he domestic currency. The growth rate of the zth primary se
curity account at time t. when denominated in units of the zth primary asset, is 
referred to as the zth short rate, denoted as r\. We assume that the zth savings 
account B\ satisfies the equation

for t G [0. T] and z G {0,1,..., d}, where we set Bl0 = 1 without loss of generality. 
Comparing (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) we observe that B2t = Sf\ when af7 = r\ and 
b\'l'k = 0 for z G {0.1,.... d}, k G {1,.... d} and t G [0, T], We emphasise that 
the zth savings account is measured in units of the zth primary asset,. Therefore 
the primary security account for BHP stock discussed above, when denominated 
in units of BHP shares instead of AUD, becomes the BHP savings account. Such 
a savings account is considered locally riskless when denominated in units of 
BHP stock and dividends play the role of the short rate. Also note that the 
zth savings account process Bl = {B\. t G [0,T]} and the ztli short rate process 
rl = {r\, t G [O.T]} provide equivalent characterisations of the time value of the 
zth primary security when denominated in units of itself, for each z G {0,1,..., d}.

If we introduce the appreciation rate vector a\ = (a}’1,... ,«{’^)T in the zth cur
rency denomination and the unit vector 1 = (1,...,1)T, then by Assumption 
2.1.1 we obtain the market price of risk vector in the zth currency denomination 
as

(2.1.2)

(2.1.3)
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for t G [0. T) and i G {0,1,..., n}. Using (2.1.3), we can rewrite the SDE (2.1.1) 
in the form

dS\'J = S]'J V e\i,k
k= 1

dt + s* v (2.1.4)
fc=l

for t G [0, T], i G {0,1,..., n) and j G {0,1,..., o?}. Formally, since each strictly 
positive primary asset can be interpreted as a kind of ‘currency’, then from now 
on we set n — d. Also note that thus far, no major restrictions have been placed 
on the dynamics of the primary security accounts.

Exchange Prices

Next we introduce the exchange price Xlt'], as the amount one pays in units of 
the zth primary asset at time t to obtain one unit of the jth primary asset, then

s\'j = Xlt’j B{ (2.1.5)

for t G [0,T] and i.j G {0,1,..., d}. Hence the exchange price provides a link 
between primary security accounts and savings accounts. This is best illustrated 
by a simple example. Let the 0th primary asset be the AUD and the 1st primary 
asset be a dividend paying stock, such as BHP, listed on the ASX. Then the 
exchange price A{01 is the ex-dividend stock price quoted on the ASX in AUD 
for holding one unit of this stock at a dividend payment date t. In between 
dividend payment dates the stock price automatically adjusts to incorporate the 
accumulation of dividends. If we reinvest all dividends at each payment date, 
then one obtains the primary security account Sf-1 at time t. In Table 2.1 below, 
possible values for such a stock are listed according to (2.1.5) at ex-dividend dates. 
Here discrete dividends are paid at a rate of three per cent semi-annually in arrears 
and the initial exchange price is set to one ALID Xq’1 = 1.00. We observe the 
values for the exchange price of the stock at ex-dividend dates t G {0.0, 0.5,1.0} as 
A{0,1 = 1.00,1.10.1.20, respectively. The accumulated stock holdings, maintained 
in units of the stock, as occurs in a dividend reinvestment plan, is given by 
B]. The value of these accumulated holdings in AUD are therefore given by the 
primary security account S}0,1.

Trading Strategies and Wealth Processes

We can now construct a portfolio of d + 1 primary security accounts. We say 
that a stochastic process S = {A — (5{*,..., Sf)T,t G [0,T]} is a strategy, if 6 is 
T-predictable and A-integrable, as defined in Protter (2004). The jth component 
of the strategy at time t is denoted 53t G (—oc, oo) and represents the number of
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Time t(yrs) vu;iAt B] sr
0.0 1.00 1.0000 1.00
0.5 1.10 1.0300 1.13
1.0 1.20 1.0609 1.27

Table 2.1: Links between an exchange price, primary security and savings ac
counts.

units of the jtli primary security account that are held in the portfolio at time 
t £ [0, T} for all j £ {0,1,.... dj.

For a given strategy 6 we denote the corresponding wealth process as S^s = 
{Sf5, t £ [0,T]} when expressed in units of the zth currency, determined as

sp (2.1.6)

for t £ [0,T]. For any strategy 6 with almost-surely strictly positive portfolio 
value Sf5 > 0, the exchange price within (2.1.5) can be defined analogously to an 
exchange rate between different currencies. More precisely, the time t exchange 
price X]'J can be expressed as

ni,6

Xp = -y (2.1.7)
h>t

for t £ [0. T) and i,j £ {0,1,..., d}. However, as noted above, the exchange price 
concept is very general, since it is applicable to more than simply currencies. 
Using (2.1.5) and (2.1.7) an alternative way to express the time t value of a 
primary security account Slt'J is given by

= (2.1.8)

for t £ [0, T] and i.j £ {0,1,..., d} using any strictly positive portfolio with 
strategy S.

Definition 2.1.2 A strategy 5 and the corresponding wealth process Sl:S are called 
self-financing if

d
dSp = J2^tdSp (2.1.9)

l=o
for t £ [0, T] and all i £ {0.1,.... d}.

In economic terms, self-financing strategies infer that there are no inflows or 
outflows of funds to the wealth process S’1'6 and that all changes in value are
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clue to gains from trade. We only consider self-financing strategies and wealth 
processes in the remainder of the text.

Definition 2.1.3 A strategy 5 is cm,lied admissible with respect to the ith currency 
i G {0,1,..., d}, if it is self-financing and its corresponding wealth process S1'6 is 
non-negative.

Therefore admissible strategies exclude the possibility of access to credit.

For a given strategy S and portfolio value Sf6 in the zth currency, let nfs equal 
the proportion of the value of the portfolio, that is invested in the jth primary 
security account at time t, which is calculated as

j,87u = H SC 81 Bi
S- i,5 Si l,S (2.1.10)

for t G [0, T] and i.j G {0,1,..., d}. Note from (2.1.6) and (2.1.10) that these 
proportions must sum to unity, that is

TT=1 (2.1.11)
1=0

for all t G [0, T], j G {0,1,..., d}. For this same strategy S the corresponding 
wealth process Sf6 is found as

dS'C = S'C E E d6 bCh B\'k
k=1 j'=0

d d

dt + S't’6 v V np bCk dWk (2.1.12)
k=1 1=0

for all t G [0, T], i.j G {0,1..... d] and k G {1,..., d).

2.2 Growth Optimal Portfolio

It is our aim to construct a benchmark portfolio, that can be used as a numeraire 
or reference unit. More precisely, we seek the uniquely determined growth opti
mal portfolio (GOP). The GOP achieves the maximum possible pathwise growth 
rate in the long run, as shown in Platen (2004). As such, the GOP is the best 
performing portfolio. It has been studied previously in Kelly (1956), Long (1990), 
Karatzas & Shreve (1998), Platen (2002) and many other researchers.

In the continuous market under discussion, we can determine the GOP by calcu
lating the maximum of the drift of the logarithm of all strictly positive portfolios. 
Hence from (2.1.12) and the Ito formula we find

d d
dhfiSf6) = g\'5 dt + EE M5biJ'ktdWk (2.2.1)

k= 1 j=0
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for t G [0, T] and i,j G {0.1,....d}, with the time t portfolio growth rate g\'5. 
The optimal strategy 4* = {6*(t) ~ (5J(£),..., Sf(t))T, t G [0, T]} follows from 
solving the first order conditions of the corresponding quadratic maximisation 
problem, as shown in Platen (2002). This optimal strategy translates into the 
optimal proportions

= = 0.2.2)

for t G [0, X] and i G {0,1,..., d}. Therefore substitution of the optimal pro
portions (2.2.2) into (2.1.12) uniquely forms the GOP Sf5* for the zth currency 
denomination at time f, satisfying the SDE

d ~ d
r\ + at + S't’5‘ Yi dwt (2.2.3)

. k=1 J k=l

for t G [0.T] and i G {0,1,...,d} with a given strictly positive initial value 
Sq5* > 0. By (2.1.12), (2.2.1) and (2.2.3) we obtain the optimal growth rate g\'5* 
of the GOP in the ?‘th denomination at time t in the form

9tS‘ =ri + \ (2.2.4)
k=1

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. The two terms of (2.2.4), these being the short 
rate and half the square of the GOP volatilities, are of course, the same as those 
found in Long (1990) or Karatzas & Shreve (1998).

The squared total market price of risk, which is the risk premium of the GOP in 
(2.2.3), equates to the expression

d
\ei\2 = (6i)Te't = YOtkf (2.2.5)

k= 1

ds:i.5» 5

at time t G [0, T] for i G {0,1,..., d}. It is also observed as the square of the 
GOP volatility. Hence we can rewrite (2.2.3) as the vector SDE

dsp- = si’5* [r* + \g‘\2] dt + si’5- \ei\dw; (2.2.6)

for t G [0, T\ and i G {0,1,..., d}. Here the Wiener process Wl = {Wf, t G [0, T}} 
has the stochastic differential

1 d
dW: = w\T,e‘k dwt (2-2.7)

' k=1
for t G [0. T] and i G {0,1,..., d}.

The following remark highlights one of the most important features of the bench
mark approach from a practical point of view. Namely, the use of diversified 
market indices to approximate the GOP.
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Remark 2.2.1 Platen (2005b) proves that appropriately defined diversified port
folios also represent approximate GOPs. This result confirms that appropriately 
defined diversified portfolios exhibit similar behaviour. Thus commonly used, well- 
diversified stock market accumulation indices can be used to approximate the 
GOP, including but not limited to the following: the Standard and Poor's 500 
Index (StkP 500/, the Russell 2000 Index and the MSCI Growth World Stock 
Index (MSCI).

Furthermore, inputs used in models discussed in later chapters can be based 
on market observable indices. As an example, the volatility of the GOP can 
be reasonably approximated by the volatility of the S&P 500 or the MSCI. By 
using this approach model inputs will be independent of investor preferences, plus 
probabilities and expectations are taken with respect to the real-world probability 
measure, as will be discussed in the following subsection.

Another example of a, well-diversified index that approximates the GOP is the 
World Stock Accumulation Index (WSAI) provided by Global Financial Data. 
This long-term time series is a careful reconstruction of an accumulated World 
Stock Index weighted by market capitalisation beginning in 1925. In Figure 
2.1 we plot the logarithm of the WSAI denominated in United States dollars 
(USD) for the period December 1925 to July 2003. By assuming that the GOP is 
approximated by the WSAI, Figure 2.1 can be interpreted as the logarithm of a 
historical sample path for the GOP over the same period. A similar world stock 
index is studied by Dimson, Marsh & Staunton (2002), where a USD version of 
the WSAI discounted by the savings account achieves an average growth rate of 
0.049 per annum over the twentieth century.

X-'V
S-J

1940 1960 1980 2000

Figure 2.1: Logarithm of the WSAI in USD from 1925 to 2003.
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Note that the GOP dynamics are completely characterized by the short rate r\ and 
the market prices of risk 9\'k for t G [0,T], i G {0,1,..., d} and k G {1,..., d}. 
We can separate these two effects by considering the discounted GOP process 
S1,6* = {Slt,s*, t G [0.T]}, given by

Discounted Growth Optimal Portfolio

satisfying the SDE

SIi,8* sff
(2.2.8)

dS,ni,S* \e\\2dt + s't'°- \e\\dwi,5* (2.2.9)

for t G [0,T] arid i G {0.1,..., d}. Thus discounting in each denomination, 
provides a natural way to separate the corresponding short rate and the market 
price of risk components of the GOP in the respective denomination.

Benchmarked Prices

Market indices play an extremely important role in asset management. Active 
investment managers attempt to outperform the market index whilst passive in
vestment managers attempt to match the returns of the market index. Indeed, 
the latter are usually referred to as index managers and investment firms that 
lie somewhere in between often sell products such as ‘Index Enhanced Managed 
Funds’. In all of these cases, investment managers benchmark their performance 
against that of the market index. Hence, the market index acts as a bench
mark. Recall from Remark 2.2.1 that a WSAI, such as the MSCI, is a reasonable 
proxy for the GOP. Therefore one can infer that investors that use well-diversified 
market indices to benchmark their performance are actually comparing their per
formance against a proxy for the GOP.

As explained in Geman, El Karoui & Rochet (1995), any strictly positive ref
erence unit can be chosen as numeraire. Traditionally in derivative pricing, an 
equivalent probability measure is then chosen for pricing, based on this numeraire. 
Subsequently, given market dynamics and the numeraire itself, one must deter
mine if such an equivalent probability measure exists. In the following, we select 
the GOP as the numeraire and refer to prices expressed in units of the GOP as 
benchmarked prices. Previously, Long (1990) showed under strong assumptions 
that when pricing securities in a complete market with the GOP as numeraire, 
it is not necessary to perform a measure transformation. In turn. Platen (2002) 
showed that only quite weak conditions need be satisfied for the existence of the 
GOP. Here, the real-world probability measure automatically becomes the pricing 
measure. Therefore the GOP as numeraire under real-world probability pricing
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plays a similar role to a savings account for risk-neutral pricing or a zero-coupon 
bond under forward-adjusted pricing.

For any non-negative portfolio Sl,s in the zth denomination, the corresponding 
benchmarked portfolio process Ss = [Sf, t G [0, T]} is defined as

sf = (2.2.10)

for t G [0, T] and z G {0,1,... ,d}. Note that the dynamics of the benchmarked 
value Sf do not depend on the original zth currency denomination. Application 
of the ltd formula together with (2.1.12), (2.2.3) and (2.2.10), result in the value 
of the benchmarked portfolio Sf at time t satisfying the SDE

dst = - E E 4 f (ep - bpk) dwtk E E 4 si <4* aw? (2-2.11)
k—1 j=0 k—1 j=0

where
afk = 0\'k - b\’j'k (2.2.12)

for all t G [0, T], z, j G {0,1,..., o?} and k G {1...., d}, as shown in Platen (2001). 
This leads to the following corollary found in Platen (2002).

Corollary 2.2.2 Any self-financing benchmarked wealth process S6 is an (A. P)- 
local martingale. If the corresponding strategy 5 is admissible then its bench
marked wealth process is also the (A. P)-supermartingale.

Consider the jth benchmarked primary security account process = [Sf, t G 
[0, T]}, which is obtained by

sf- (2.2.13)

for t G [0. T] and i.j G {0,1,..., d}. Using (2.1.4), (2.2.3) and (2.2.13) and the 
Ito formula we find that Sf satisfies the SDE

d

k=1
dWtk -si^apdw?

k= 1
(2.2.14)

for t G [0, T], i.j G {0.1,.... d] and k G {0,... ,d}. We observe that the right- 
hand-side of (2.2.14) is driftless and therefore, the benchmarked primary security 
account process is an (*4, P)-local martingale. Additionally, since S’-7 is non
negative, it is also an (A, P)-supermartingale, as per Appendix Corollary A.7.
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2.3 Real-World Pricing

Arbitrage

As we will show, the majority of models studied in this thesis cannot be used 
to price securities within the standard risk-neutral framework. Therefore, we use 
the benchmark approach with its associated concept of real-world pricing out
lined in Platen (2002) and Platen & Heath (2006). As mentioned above, the 
choice of the GOP as numeraire leads us to price benchmarked securities by us
ing conditional expectations with respect to the real-world probability measure 
P. In contrast, under the widely used risk-neutral and forward measure ap
proaches, a change to an equivalent probability measure is necessary for pricing. 
This restricts the range of stochastic dynamics available to market models that 
exist under equivalent probability measure transformations. Actually, the corre
sponding Radon-Nikodym derivative processes need to be martingales under the 
real-world probability measure, as discussed in Karatzas & Shreve (1998) and 
Platen & Heath (2006). As an example, a simple Black-Scholes model, driven by 
geometric Brownian motion, satisfies the necessary restrictions. However, more 
complicated models that better reflect empirical features of financial data, may 
not. For instance, a number of difficulties are encountered for the well-known Con
stant Elasticity of Variance (CEV) model, as discussed in Delbaen & Shirakawa 
(2002), Heath & Platen (2002a) and Heston. Loewenstein & Willard (2007). More 
generally, complications exist for several classes of stochastic volatility models, 
discussed in Sin (1998) and Lewis (2000). However, since these models exist un
der the real-world probability measure, and potentially offer an improved fit, to 
market data, a wider selection of stochastic market dynamics become available 
under the benchmark approach. In each case, by Corollary 2.2.2 all non-negative 
benchmarked portfolio processes are (A, P)-supermartingales. This supermartin
gale feature is used in Platen (2002) to show that the resulting price system of 
securities does not permit arbitrage. In words, the definition of no-arbitrage used 
here is that “strictly positive profits cannot be generated under limited liability 
with strictly positive probability from zero initial wealth'1. The precise mathe
matical definition of arbitrage used within this thesis is similar to that in Platen 
V Heath (2006).

Definition 2.3.1 An arbitrage is an admissible trading strategy 6 with an asso
ciated non-negative wealth process S1,6 beginning with zero initial wealth (SfS = 0 
almost-surely) that satisfies the relationships

P[sO > 0 | At] = 1 (2.3.1)

and

for all t G [0,T] arid i G {0.1,... , d}, where T is a stopping time taking values 
in [0,T}.
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We have already noted in Corollary 2.2.2 that 11011-negative benchmarked wealth 
processes are (A, P)-supermartingales. Platen (2002) proves that if the initial 
value of a non-negative wealth process is zero, then it must remain zero indef
initely. Therefore arbitrage as per Definition 2.3.1 is automatically excluded in 
the given continuous market under the benchmark approach.

It is also important to distinguish between the type of strong arbitrage we have 
defined here and that discussed in the classical literature. Originally the absence 
of arbitrage opportunities was defined in terms of the existence of an equiva
lent risk-neutral probability measure, starting with Harrison & Kreps (1979) and 
Harrison & Pliska (1981. 1983). The extensions to locally bounded and gen
eral semi-martingale markets were advanced in Delbaen & Schachermayer (1994, 
1998), respectively. These have become known as the fundamental theorems of 
asset pricing. The latter work defines the equivalence between a specific notion of 
no-arbitrage, referred to as no-free-lunch-with-vanishing-risk (NFLVR), and the 
existence of an equivalent probability measure under which discounted wealth 
processes are local- or sigma-martingales, respectively.

The arbitrage criterion of Definition 2.3.1 is stronger than the NFLVR condition. 
This means that in our framework there exists some models that exclude the ar
bitrage of Definition 2.3.1. yet may not satisfy the NFLVR condition. We argue 
that the NFLVR condition is too restrictive since the existence of an equivalent 
probability measure is not necessary to capture the true economic spirit of 110- 
arbitrage. Here one can draw on the work of Loewenstein & Willard (2000a.) 
who show that an absence of arbitrage opportunities (as per Definition 2.3.1), is 
equivalent to the existence of an optimum for a representative hypothetical agent 
that prefers more to less and takes prices as given. This may also be expressed 
as the existence of a competitive equilibrium resulting in a price system referred 
to as ‘viable’ by Harrison & Kreps (1979). The existence of an ‘optimal’ compet
itive equilibrium for a representative agent is inconsistent with the existence of 
arbitrage opportunities. This is because when an arbitrage exists, it will always 
be feasible as an incremental strategy that improves utility of the representative 
agent, as argued in Loewenstein V Willard (2000a).

I11 summary, the results of Loewenstein & Willard (2000a) are as follows. They 
define arbitrage analogously to Definition 2.3.1 as the positive probability of a 
profit with zero initial investment that does not require intermediate credit. First, 
it is shown that an optimum exists for a credit constrained agent who prefers 
more to less and takes prices as given, if and only if, arbitrage opportunities 
are prohibited. The implications of this result are twofold: it demonstrates that, 
assumptions on the agents’ consumption and investment choice problems help 
determine what notion of arbitrage is equivalent to viability; and, a price system 
that is arbitrage-free and viable does not necessarily imply the existence of a state- 
price density or an equivalent martingale probability measure. In fact, existence 
of a state price density and/or an equivalent martingale measure are convenient 
mathematical properties of a price system that may represent potential models of
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competitive equilibrium rather than economic arguments. Second, Loewenstein 
& Willard (2000a) show that viability and the existence of positive state prices are 
equivalent when a mild regularity assumption is imposed on preferences removing 
discontinuities in consumption at or near the optimum. The key to this result is 
the notion of a cheap thrill arbitrage that only occurs if state prices are allowed 
to become zero. The bond price model of Ball & Torous (1983) is an example 
of where state prices may become zero, yet arbitrage as in Definition 2.3.1 is 
excluded. Third, under the assumption that strictly positive state prices exist, 
the existence of an equivalent martingale probability measure is still not implied 
by viability, even with additional assumptions on consumption preferences. Here 
a free snack, which is essentially an arbitrage requiring the use of intermediate 
credit, is allowed within a viable price system. To see this notice that a free snack 
will always be taken by an agent that prefers more to less, and is also consistent 
with viability since the agent will only have limited access to credit or no credit 
at all. In contrast, a free snack is inconsistent with the martingale property 
because an agent is able to finance a consumption plan at a lower cost than its 
risk-adjusted present value. This occurs when the state-price density is a strictly 
positive (A. P)-local martingale and hence an (A, P)-supermartingale. This is an 
issue we will discuss further below and throughout this study. One should note 
that the definition of arbitrage used above, does not refer to equilibrium, credit, 
consumption or utility.

Real-World Pricing

Next we introduce an important notion from Platen (2002) that is required to 
explain the mechanism of real-world pricing.

Definition 2.3.2 A price process Ul — {Ut £ [0, T}}, denominated in the
ith currency for i £ {0,1,..., d}, with E Sir < °c for t £ [0, T], is called fair

i^t ’ J ^ w .
if the corresponding benchmarked price process U = {Ut = Ult/Sf , t £ [0, T]} 
forms an (A. P)-martingale, that is

U* — E Up I At (2.3.3)

for all 0 < t < T < T.

The (A. P)-martingale property of a benchmarked fair price process means that 
its last observed benchmarked value is the best forecast for any of its future 
benchmarked values.

Many different definitions can be found for contingent claims and derivative se
curities, usually in the form given in Baxter & Rennie (1996) or Hull (1997). 
The latter provides the definition of a derivative as “a financial instrument whose
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value depends on the value of other, more basic underlying variable”. In con
trast, some definitions are more mathematical, such as those given in Karatzas 
& Slireve (1998). In order to remove any ambiguity in this thesis we provide the 
following definition.

Definition 2.3.3 We define a contingent claim Hf, denominated in the ith cur
rency i G {0,1,..., d}. that matures at a stopping time T G [0, T] as an Af- 
measurable, non-negative payoff with

< oo (2.3.4)

for all t G [0, T\ and i G {0,1,..., d).

Henceforth we refer to a derivative as a contract that has a contingent claim 
as its payoff. In Platen & Heath (2006) it is shown that the minimal portfolio 
price process that hedges a replicable contingent claim is the fair price process 
that matches the payoff at maturity. This comes from the fact that the minimal 
non-negative supermartingale that matches a given payoff is the corresponding 
martingale. Furthermore, Platen & Heath (2006) also show that the price process 
resulting from the utility indifference pricing approach of Davis (1997), is again 
a fair price process, even for the case of an incomplete market with contingent 
claims that are not replicable. It is therefore reasonable in this thesis to make 
the following assumption.

E
---

---
-1

jl«
.

1 ----------------
1

ni,8»
D rj-\

Assumption 2.3.4 All derivative price processes are fair.

i,H’~ •To calculate the fair value Ut T for the contingent claim Hf, in the zth currency,
the corresponding price process U%'H? = t G [0, T}} is assumed to satisfy
the replication condition

UfH'T = H'f (2.3.5)

at the stopping time X1, P-almost surely for each i G (0,1,..., d}. By Assumption 
2.3.4 the derivative price process U1'hit must be fair arid by Definition 2.3.2 the 
benchmarked price process UHf must then be an (A, P)-martingale. Thus UHf = 
E[Hf | At]- This yields the following result.

i Hl-Corollary 2.3.5 [Platen (2002)] The fair value of the derivative price Uf T in 
the ith denomination can be obtained at time t by the real-world pricing formula

i Hl
Ut T = E

S\i,&*

ni,S*
^ rj~i

Hf At

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}.

(2.3.6)
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We emphasize that whilst it is possible that other self-financing price processes 
may replicate the contingent claim P^, the fair price process is the minimal repli
cating price process. This follows since a martingale is the minimal replicating 
non-negative supermartingale.

Risk-Neutral Pricing

In this subsection we show that the real-world pricing methodology generalises 
the classical risk-neutral pricing framework.

Recall from Karatzas & Shreve (1998) that the candidate Radon-Nikodym deriva
tive process Ahd — {Aj-<?, t E [0,T]} in the zth denomination for the putative 
risk-neutral measure Pu6 with

A\'e dP,6
dP

B\ Sf *

At s,i,5* Bl
s,i,S*

s:
(2.3.7)

equals, up to a constant normalisation factor, the zth benchmarked savings ac
count or inverse of the discounted GOP, with initial value Aq0 = 1. In fact, the 
candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative is found from (2.2.9) and (2.3.7) to equal

2 ds — f 
Jo

for t E [0, T] and z E {(), 1,..., d}.

Under the assumption that the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative is an (A. Pi- 
martingale. application of Girsanov’s Theorem (Appendix A.5) to the GOP (2.2.6) 
allows us to write the SDE as

dSf * = r\ Sf * dt + \ei\ sf * dwf (2.3.9)

where
<iWf = \9\\dt + dW't (2.3.10)

for t € [0. T] and i € {0,1,..., dj. Here Wl,e is a Wiener process under the 
risk-neutral probability measure in the zth currency denomination.

Using the data underlying the WSAI in Figure 2.1 and corresponding USD short 
rate data, we can construct a plot of the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative
(2.3.7) denominated in USD from 1925 to 2003, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Notice 
that the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative process declines systematically, 
and therefore is unlikely to represent the trajectory of a true martingale. Recall 
that the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative can be interpreted as the inverse 
of the discounted stock market index. Therefore the consistent decline of the 
candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative displayed in Figure 2.2 is not surprising,

IP;I dW (2.3.8)
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given the evidence that average returns on long term investments in stock markets 
are greater than the average short rate, as documented in Dimson, Marsh & 
Staunton (2002). An important implication of this observation is that the key 
assumption of risk-neutral pricing, that the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative 
process is an (M. P)-martingale, is questionable. This assumption is required 
for application of Girsanov's Theorem (Appendix A.5), and should therefore be 
avoided, as suggested in Platen (2002).

1.5

o.o
1940 1960 1980 2000

Figure 2.2: Candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative in USD from 1925 to 2003.

The representation for the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative process A1,9 in
(2.3.8) is often described as a state-price density, for instance in Duffie (2001) 
or Karatzas & Slireve (1998). But in the context of the work of Loewenstein 
& Willard (2000a) discussed above, or in Platen (2002), A1'9 need not necessar
ily be a martingale, and thus may not necessarily correspond to an equivalent 
change of probability measure. For the special case, when A1'9 is strictly positive 
on [0, T] and E[Alf | Mo] = Al()6 = 1, then A1'9 is indeed a state-price density. 
However, as we have just observed in Figure 2.2, the empirical data indicates 
that the candidate Radon-Nikodym process is best described by a strict (A, P)- 
supermartingale. This translates into the strict inequality E[Af9 | Mo] <1. It 
also relates to a free snack, as described in Loewenstein & Willard (2000a). We 
also mention that the case of E[Afe | Mo] = 0, relates to a cheap thrill. There 
are two important points to note here. The first is to repeat the conclusions 
of Loewenstein Sz Willard (2000a) that an optimum may exist for agents that 
prefer more to less without implying the existence of an equivalent martingale 
probability measure. The second is to note that real-world pricing, as outlined 
in Subsection 2.3 and suggested in Platen (2002), makes no assumptions for the 
process A't-91 because it does not form part of the real-world pricing methodology.

One can obtain the SDE for the candidate Radon-Nikodynr derivative from either
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(2.3.11)

(2.3.8) or by using (2.2.9) and (2.3.7) with the Ito formula as

dK6 = -Af \0\\dWi

for t G [(3, T] and i G {0,1..... t/}. Obviously, A1'6 is an (A, P)-local martingale. 
Whether or not the SDE (2.3.11) describes a martingale will depend upon the 
nature of the volatility \6\\ of the GOP. The solution of the SDE (2.3.11) will 
be a true martingale if. for instance, one of the final two conditions provided in 
Corollary A.7 of Appendix A is met.

It is possible to write the real-world pricing formula (2.3.6) with the aid of (2.3.7)
as

i Hi-
Uf T = E

AlT Bi
\u

m (2.3.12)

for t G [0.T] and i G {0,1.... ,d}- For models where the candidate risk-neutral 
measure Pt£ and the real-world measure P are equivalent, as per Appendix A 
Definition A.2, and the Radon-Nikodym derivative process A1'6 is an (A. P)- 
martingale, then (2.3.12) simplifies via Theorem A.5 to the standard risk-neutral 
pricing formula

i H‘
u; T = Eri,6

Rl
Bl- TT

At (2.3.13)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. Here Ei,e denotes conditional expectation with 
respect to the risk-neutral probability measure Pu6>. However, it should be noted 
that there are many models, such as those discussed in later chapters of this 
thesis, where the real-world and candidate risk-neutral probability measures are 
not equivalent since the Radon-Nikodym derivative process A1'6 is not an (A. P)- 
martingale. In these cases, the assumptions underlying the risk-neutral pricing 
formula are not satisfied, and thus (2.3.13) cannot be used. In contrast, the 
real-world pricing formula (2.3.6) remains applicable under these circumstances.

Zero-Coupon Bonds

Zero coupon bonds are fundamental securities in financial markets. With the 
aid of the real-world pricing formula (2.3.6) we can formally define zero-coupon 
bonds in the benchmark framework.

Definition 2.3.6 The real-world price of a zero-coupon bond Pl(t, T) in the ith 
currency at time t with fixed maturity T G [0, T] is defined as the value at time t 
of a payoff of one unit of the ith currency, and is given by

P\t.T) = E s;
s,i,5* 

T
At (2.3.14)
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for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d).

Note that Pl(T. T) = 1. Throughout this thesis we will find it useful to introduce 
the following realistic assumption.

Assumption 2.3.7 Assume that the driving processes of the ith short rate pro
cess rl and the discounted GOP S1,6* are independent.

This assumption allows us to characterise the real-world zero-coupon bond price 
Pl(t,T) in the following multiplicative way

Pl{t.T) = E
si'6’ b;

At Mf(t) Gf{t) (2.3.15)

where the discounted GOP contribution to the zero-coupon bond price is

A'5'
ni,S*
O rj-\

r.w
= E At = E A (2.3.1G)

and the short rate contribution to the bond price is

GUt) = E BL
LB'f At (2.3.17)

for t G [0. T] and i G {0.1.... ,d}. An example where the discounted GOP and 
the short rate are assumed to be independent, is studied in Miller & Platen (2005). 
Another relevant example is when the short rate is assumed to be deterministic, 
as appears regularly in the study of options in equity markets.

Remark 2.3.8 The expression in (2.3.16) referred to as the discounted GOP 
contribution to the zero-coupon bond price is one of the most important quantities 
we consider in this thesis. The second equality in (2.3.16) reminds us that it can 
also be interpreted as the expected value of the Radon-Nikodym, derivative for the 
candidate risk-neutral measure. An equivalent risk-neutral probability measure 
will exist if and only if A1'6 is an (A, P) -martingale and hence Mf(t) = 1 in
(2.3.16) for all t G [0.T]. This is the case for the Black-Scholes-Merton model 
that we will consider in the next chapter. Mathematically, this means that the 
underlying assumptions of Girsanov’s Theorem (Appendix A.5) are satisfied for 
this specific model. However, for the models that will be discussed in Chapters 

A1'6 forms an (A, P)-supermartingale, meaning that Mf(t) < 1 for all t G 
[0, T). In this latter case, Girsanov's Theorem is not applicable since its key 
assumption is not satisfied.
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Forward Rates

Given zero-coupon bond prices for the ith currency, we can also calculate the 
instantaneous forward rate fl{t1T) at time t for the maturity time T G [0,T] and 
ith currency, expressed as

fi(t,T) = --t\n[Pi(t,T)} (2.3.18)

for all t G [0, T] and i G {(). 1,.... d}. Therefore, in the case when the zero-coupon 
bond price can be written in the form of (2.3.15), then the forward rate (2.3.18) 
takes the form

/i(t,f) = r4W + #) (2.3.19)

where the discounted GOP contribution to the forward rate is
= -T In(2.3.20)

and the short rate contribution to the forward rate is

9W) = ~§f ln[G*fW] (2-3.21)

for t G [0, T\ and i G {0,1,..., d}.

Forward-Adjusted Pricing

In the same way that real-world pricing generalises the concept of risk-neutral 
pricing, it also generalises forward-adjusted pricing, where a zero-coupon bond 
price process Pl(-, T) with fixed maturity T is used as numeraire. The probability 
measure for this numeraire is referred to as the T-forward risk-adjusted measure 
or more briefly as the T-forward measure. For the zth currency denomination this 
probability measure is denoted by P{ f and its expectation is denoted Euf.

In the case of the T-forward measure, the corresponding candidate Radon-Nikodym 
derivative process A1,1 = {Aj’r, t G [0,T]} equals

Af = dP;i,T
dP At

Pz(t, T)
/^((hf)

P*(f.T) Sp' 
P'(0. f) S't'5’

(2.3.22)

with initial value AqT = 1 for each z G {0,1,..., d}. To derive the corresponding 
forward-adjusted pricing formula we can rewrite the real-world pricing formula
(2.3.6) using (2.3.22) to find

i H‘ul' T E A f P%T)
ApC(T.f) 'T (2.3.23)
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for t G [O.T] and i G {0,1,... , d}. If the T-forward measure P{ f and the real- 
world measure P are equivalent, and the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative 
process A1,7 is an (A, P)-martingale, then (2.3.23) reduces to the forward-adjusted 
pricing formula

ut'H'T = P\t, T) Et f [H'f | At] (2.3.24)

for t G [O.T] and i G {0,1,..., d}, which is discussed in detail, for instance in 
Musiela & Rutkowski (1997). Hence, we have shown that real-world pricing also 
generalises for ward-adjusted pricing. We emphasize that under real-world pricing 
there is no need to assume that the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative process 
Al,J in (2.3.22) is an (A. P)-martingale, nor that the probability measures Pt f arid 
P are equivalent. We do acknowledge however, that in those cases where these 
assumptions are satisfied, there may exist significant computational advantages 
when using the forward-adjusted pricing formula.

2.4 Forward Prices and Contract Valuation

In this section we examine forward prices and the valuation of forward contracts in 
each zth currency denomination, in the context of the benchmark approach. First, 
consider a forward contract on an underlying price process U% = {TJ, t G [0,T]} 
that pays the cash flow Uf at maturity date T for the fixed delivery price K0 set 
at time 0. For a long position in a forward contract then the nett payoff at the 
maturity time is given by

Hf = Uf — K(). (2.4.1)

Given this payoff, we calculate the time t — 0 value Vf K lJZ (0) of such a forward 
contract using the real-world pricing formula (2.3.6) and the payoff (2.4.1) to 
obtain

S,
i,5*Sf

where

(Uf - A0) Ao - 9*— o0

Uf
-i

Uo = E r
qhS* Ao

Uo-KoPl(0.T) (2.4.2)

(2.4.3)

for t G [O.T] and i G {0,1,...,d}. We also make use of the real-world zero- 
coupon bond pricing formula (2.3.14). Note that if the process Ul is fair, as per 
Definition 2.3.2, then (2.4.2) simplifies to

VlKO]U.(0) = UZ-KoPi(0,T) (2.4.4)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}.
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At the initiation of the forward contract, the delivery price is set equal to the cur
rently observed forward price. It is for this reason that we obtain the often quoted 
result that the forward contract must have zero value at inception. Therefore, 
the forward price Ff *(0) associated with the forward contract written at time 
t — 0, is obtained as a substitution for the delivery price Kq when the forward 
contract value (2.4.2) is set to zero. That is, Ff ^(0) = K0 when VfK c/i(0) = 0. 
Such a re-arrangement of (2.4.2) results in the formula

Fl- .rT, Ul (0)
Sjp Up
Pi(0fT)

(2.4.5)

for T £ [0.T] and each denomination i £ {0,l,...,d}.

One can generalise the relationship in (2.4.2) to the value of a forward contract 
Vf Kt u* W on f^ie price process Ul paying the identical cashflow Uf at maturity 
time T for the time t delivery price Kt. The real-world value of such a contract 
at time t is found as

VnT, Kt, Ul (t) = E s, i,6*
m - Kt A = SlA Ut - K, P'(t, T) (2.4.6)

where

Ut = E
Uf

iy* (2.4.7)

for all t £ [0,T] and i £ {0,1,...,d}. The time t forward price Ff lTi{t) cor
responding to (2.4.5) is found once more as a substitution for the time t de
livery price Kt when the value of the forward contract is set to zero, that is 
VfKo m(^) = Therefore using (2.4.6) and (2.4.7), we obtain

n,uS) K, =
sp Ut 
P'(t, T)

(2.4.8)

for t £ [0, T] and i £ {0,1,..., d}. In the case when the underlying price process 
Ul is fair, then the forward price in (2.4.8) reduces to

Fi.Jt) = —f — (2.4.9)
11 ’ P'(t, T) ’

for t £ [O.T] and i £ {0.1,..., d}, which recovers the standard forward price 
formula, as given in Hull (1997) or Cox, Ingersoll & Ross (1981).

Next consider a long position in a forward contract on a price process Ul that 
pays Uf at maturity time T, originally transacted at time t = 0 with the delivery 
price Kq in the zth denomination. In order to offset this original long position at
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the intermediate time t E [0, T], one needs to sell a new forward contract with 
the same payout UJ at maturity time T, but at a new time t fixed delivery price 
Kt. The nett payoff for such a portfolio of forwards at the maturity time T is

H!r = (Uf - K0) ~ (Uf - Kt) = I<t - K0. (2.4.10)

for t € [O.T] and i E {0,1,... ,d}. Thus the real-world value at time t of this 
portfolio of forward contracts is determined by applying the real-world pricing 
formula (2.3.6) to the payoff (2.4.10), and is found to be

ni,6*

PT, Ko, U1 (^) — P K (Kt K0)
O rj~i

At (Kt-Ko) Pl(t,T)

(2.4.11)

for t E [0,T] and i E {0.1.......d}. The above analysis shows that for a forward
contract entered at time 0, its subsequent value at time t prior to maturity time T, 
will always be known with certainty. To see this, first recall that the delivery price 
at inception /E0 must equal the original forward price Ff ^(0). Next, note that 
the value of the time t forward contract Vf K ^(t) is zero when its delivery price 
Kt equals the time t forward price. That is, Vj, lJt(t) = 0 when Kt = F?r LJl(t). 
Substituting this information into (2.4.11) we observe that

^ T, K0, U"1 (^) ~ 4,^(o) p\^T) (2.4.12)

for t E [0. T] and i E {0,1,..., d}. Intuitively, expressions (2.4.11) and (2.4.12), 
state that at time t, the value of a forward contract originally written at time 0, 
is simply the change in the market forward price discounted by the appropriate 
real-world zero-coupon bond. This result applies to all types of forward contracts 
available in the market.

For comparison, we discuss the classical approach to the pricing of forward con
tracts, described most notably in Cox, Ingersoll & Ross (1981). These authors 
define the forward price Ff ni(t) written at time t as the value of a contract on an 
underlying price process Ul — {Uf, t E [0, T]} that has a payoff at the maturity 
time T of

U{- _

Pl(t,T)
(2.4.13)

for t E [0, T) and i E {(), 1,.... d}. Application of the real-world pricing formula
(2.3.6) to the payoff (2.4.13) results in

Pp uS) = E
S,i,S* inf
sf. p*(t,T) At

s;A U, 
P*(t,T)

(2.4.14)
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for t G [0, T] and i G {0.1.... , d}, which by (2.4.7) shows that (2.4.14) is equiv
alent to (2.4.8). The only difference between (2.4.8) and (2.4.14) is the path 
taken to derive the result. In the former (2.4.6) —(2.4.8), we examined the payoff 
of a forward contract nett of the underlying price process at maturity. In the 
latter (2.4.13) —(2.4.14), we calculated the real-world value of the payoff for the 
corresponding forward price.

An important distinction is the case when the underlying price process Ul is fair, 
as defined in Assumption 2.3.2. Then the forward price (2.4.14) simplifies to

Ff.M) = -ff (2.4.15)

for t G [0, T\ and f G {0.1,..., d}. Otherwise if the price process Ul is not fair, 
then we deduce from (2.4.7) and (2.4.14) that

Ff ,n(t) < ./A (2.4.16)
T'uy,~P'(t,T)

for t G [0, T] and i G {(), 1,..., d}. The equality in (2.4.15) is the typical forward 
price representation given in standard finance texts. However, it is important to 
recognise that (2.4.15) contains the real-world zero-coupon bond price and not 
the classical risk-neutral zero-coupon bond price, as used in, say Hull (1997) or 
Ritchken (1996). The inequality in (2.4.16) is provided to illustrate the difference 
between underlying price processes that are fair and those that are not. It arises 
from the fact that any admissible benchmarked wealth process is an (A. P)- 
supermartingale, as advised in Corollary 2.2.2. Therefore, when the price process 
is not fair, the forward price should be calculated according to formula (2.4.14), 
and not by using the classical formula of (2.4.15).

We now calculate forward prices using (2.4.14) for each of the price processes 
discussed thus far, as well as for zero-coupon bonds. To begin, we consider 
calculation of a forward price Ff Sl J (t) at time t for a primary security account
Slf3 with maturity time T, which is found using (2.1.8) and (2.4.14) to be

FT, Sl--3
(t)

qi,5,
^..E

P’(t, T)

QhJFj i
s:fS.

T
_ p

P'{t. T) AtqjA
sr

Mi(t)
Pi(t,T)

(2.4.17)

where

MUt) = E qj>s*
C rj~i

A, (2.4.18)

for t G [O.T] and i.j G {0.1....,d}. The expression M3̂{t) in (2.4.17) —(2.4.18) 
is the discounted GOP contribution to the zero-coupon bond price, in the jth
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denomination, previously introduced for the zth denomination in (2.3.16). As 
can be seen from (2.4.17), M^{t) arises naturally in the context of calculating 
the forward price on a primary security account, even without Assumption 2.3.7. 
In contrast, M^(t) has thus far only appeared in real-world zero-coupon bond 
pricing under Assumption 2.3.7 of independence between the driving processes 
of the discounted GOP and the short rate. This general result was published 
in Hulley, Miller & Platen (2005) for the particular case of the stylised minimal 
market model discussed in Chapter 5.

Furthermore, the appearance of the discounted GOP contribution to the zero- 
coupon bond within (2.4.17) is quite general in the sense that we have not specified 
a model for the discounted GOP. Depending upon the underlying model selected, 

will either be a true (A. P)-martingale or an (A. P)-local martingale, as 
discussed in Remark 2.3.8. In the case when is an {A, P)-martingale, we
have Mf(t) = 1 for all t G [0, T]. From another perspective, when the term 
M^(t) does not equal unity, it will represent the explicit difference between the 
forward price of a primary security account calculated using real-world pricing 
and that obtained using classical risk-neutral pricing. Hence the forward price 
can be materially different depending upon model choice when using real-world 
pricing. Examples of models for which the discounted GOP contribution to the 
zero-coupon bond price do not equal unity will be provided within Chapters 4—7.

Next consider a forward contract on a savings account. The time t forward price 
Ff Bi(t) in the zth currency denomination of the zth savings account with 
maturity time T is determined by (2.4.14) as

pi 
1 T,B ■ (<) =

s
P^t.T)

=-E
Blj, 

i,5»_sT At < bi

Pl(t, T)
(2.4.19)

for t G [0,T] and z G {0,1,...,d). Note that since we have denominated the 
savings account process Bl in units of the zth primary security, the real-world 
pricing formula (2.3.6) must be applied in the same denomination. One should 
also note that equality for the last expression in (2.4.19) will only hold for models 
where the benchmarked zth savings account Bl is an (M, P)-martingale.

If we wish to calculate the time t forward price F,J, of an exchange price at
maturity time T, in units of the zth currency, then we need to apply (2.4.14) to
(2.1.7) at the maturity time T, thereby obtaining

S',i.5*

Pi(t, T)
E

Yl-J

a, K’3
Pj(t,T)

(2.4.20)

for t G [0,T] and i.j G {0,1,..., d}. Here PJ it. T) gives the value of a zero- 
coupon bond paying one unit of the y 111 primary security at maturity date T.
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Thus, if the jth primary security is a foreign currency, then TJ(t,T) is a zero- 
coupon bond denominated in that currency.

A more complex example is the forward contract on a non-negative arbitrary 
portfolio SuS. Denoting the time t forward price of a contract that pays at 
maturity time T the portfolio value S^5 as S2.s(t), we obtain via (2.4.14) the 
result

Fl-rT, Sl (t) =
s:i,5*

P'(t,T)
=-E

S,i,5

D rj-\
A < S,i,5

Pi{t1T)
(2.4.21)

for t G [O.T] and i G {0,1,...,d}. A portfolio price process S1,6 may or may 
not be fair according to Assumption 2.3.2. An example where the portfolio price 
process may not be fair is the case of the savings account discussed in (2.4.19). 
However, when the portfolio price process is fair, as is the case for any derivative 
by Assumption 2.3.4, then equality holds for the second relation in (2.4.21).

Now we consider a forward contract in the zth currency on the GOP itself. The 
time t forward price TJ- si.6^(t) with maturity T is calculated by (2.4.14) as

FrT. S1-6- (0 s;i,6*
-=r EP'{t.T)

T

G rj~\
At SIi,6*

Pi(t, T)
(2.4.22)

for t G [0, T\ and i G {0,1,..., d}. By Definition 2.3.2 the GOP is a fair price pro
cess, and thus (2.4.22) is consistent with the classical result (2.4.15). Obviously, 
the benchmarked GOP is an (A, T)-martingale, since Sf* = 1 for all t G [O.T].

The last forward price we consider, denoted as T|. Pi^fT\{t), represents the time 
t price of a forward contract where the underlying security is the forward zero- 
coupon bond TZ(T, T). Hence the expiry of the forward contract is T whilst the 
maturity of the forward zero-coupon bond is time T > T. We determine by
(2.3.14), (2.4.14) and the law of iterated expectations that

Ft,pi(t,t)P) ~
qi,5*

PP.__ E
P’(t. T)

’ P’ ( T. T)
A

oi,5*PA rj-i
J\t

P’(t. T) 
P'(t. t)

(2.4.23)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0,1,.... d}. This is a simple but important result. 
In the next section we discuss a transformation of the above result, known as a 
forward rate agreement (FRA), which is traded in interest rate markets.

2.5 European Option Pricing

In the following we will consider the pricing of a range of European options in
cluding call and put options, binary options and other related derivatives. We
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use notation similar to that of Buchen (2001, 2003). In particular, binary options 
on the underlying asset are referred to as first order asset binary options. Rubin
stein & Reiner (1991) previously used the term £asset-or-nothing’ options. Binary 
options on a cash payout are referred to as first order bond binaries. These were 
termed ‘cash-or-nothing5 options by Rubinstein & Reiner (1991).

First Order Binary Options

Let us denote by Ul = {Uf t G [0, T]} the price process of an underlying security 
in the zth currency denomination. The price Vf K lJl{t) of a general first order 
binary option on Ul in units of the zth currency is a derivative contract with 
non-negative strike price K and fixed expiry date T > t with the payoff

H't = f(U'f)l{±u^±K} (2.5.1)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. Here /(•) is an appropriately defined function 
and ± is the sign indicator for call and put binary options, respectively.

The prices of first order binary options are found using the real-world pricing 
formula (2.3.6) as

yi, ±
T,K,US) = E

sf-
ql,
^ rj~\

i,6* f {Uf) 11t) 1l{±U^>±K} (2.5.2)

for t G [0, T] and z G {0,1,..., d}. Here again, the expectation operator E relates 
to the real-world probability measure P.

A first order asset binary is obtained by the selection f(Uf) = Uf in the payoff 
(2.5.1). Thus it represents an option on one unit of the underlying asset at expiry, 
and its price in the zth currency simplifies from (2.5.2) to

Ai’±T, K, Uji(t)=E

for t G [0, T] and z G {0,1,..., d}.

Sf
lST

iA 1{±ue>±k} A (2.5.3)

On the other hand, a first order bond binary option is given by the selection of 
f(Uf) — 1 in (2.5.1), representing an option on one unit of the zth currency at 
expiry. Hence the price of a first order bond binary option becomes

ot ± 
dt, k. u* Ct) = E

s, i,5*

1
L Sf

iA iL{±UE>±K}

for t G [0, T] and z G {(), 1,..., d}.

(2.5.4)
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We can also derive parity relationships for first order binary options. Note that 
for a given strike price K we can express any arbitrary payoff function /([/+) as

fm) f(Uf) ^{m>K} + f{Uf) l{cy<ic} (2.5.5)

for t G [0. T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. If we express the price of a European option 
that pays /([/+) at expiry time T by V* Vl{t), then it follows from (2.5.5) that

nrri(t) = vi'trjt) + v£ (2.5.6)

for t G [0,T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. For simplicity, we assume that the event 
U^ = I\ has zero probability. Irrespective of the dynamics for the underlying price 
process [/*, it is straightforward to verify that the following parity relationships 
are satisfied by first order binary options

AA„,(t) +A’~ : W = UfT, K, Ul ' / 1 T, K, Ul
BpKM,(t) + BpKtUAt) = p'(t,T)

(2.5.7)

(2.5.8)

for t G [(), T] and i G {0,1,... ,d] with (2.4.7). Note that the asset binary parity 
relationship (2.5.7) simplifies to

4 4 +T, A', U* (t) + .4 t, —

f, K, U1 (t) = ui (2.5.9)

when Ul is a fair price process as per Definition 2.3.2.

First order binary options can be thought of as basic building blocks for European 
derivatives. If we let K ut(t) denote the price of a standard European call 
option with strike price I\ and expiry date T > t, then using the real-world 
pricing formula (2.3.6), (2.5.3) and (2.5.4), one obtains

Crf,
s:i,S*

i,<5*L ST
(Uf - K)- A i 44+T, K. Ul (t) K Bl~+T,K,U1 (<) (2.5.10)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,.... d}. Similarly, if we let PfKUi(t) denote the price 
of a standard European put option with strike price K and expiry date T > t, 
then we obtain

Pt, k, u1 (^) —

for t G [0, T\ and i G {0. 1..... d}.

Ah~T, K, Ul (t) + K BT, K, U ■■ Ct) (2.5.11)

We also recover the well-known form of put-call parity from (2.5.7) —(2.5.8) and 
(2.5.10) —(2.5.11) to be

Cf.K.U’it) + KP'n T) = Pf,KtU,(t) + Sp- U't (2.5.12)
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for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,... , d}, where U} is defined in (2.4.7). This put-call 
parity relationship is very general. We emphasize the use of the real-world zero- 
coupon bond price and not the ratio of savings account values. This is because 
the true economic spirit of put-call parity is that a portfolio comprising a long 
call option plus the discounted value of the strike price equals a portfolio of a 
long position in a put option and the discounted value of the underlying from 
the option expiry back to the transaction date. Hence there are two important 
differences between the put-call parity relationship derived under the benchmark 
approach above and traditional risk-neutral put-call parity representations. The 
first is that under the benchmark approach the discounted value of the underlying 
cannot be simplified beyond the representation given by the last term in relation 
(2.5.12) above. This is because, in general, we do not know whether or not 
the underlying price process is fair, as given in Definiton 2.3.2. The second 
difference is that it is essential that put-call parity be expressed using the real- 
world zero-coupon bond price (2.3.14), as it was for generic forward pricing in
(2.4.14) —(2.4.16). In contrast, use of the ratio of savings accounts could lead to 
confusing statements indicating that put-call parity does not hold, as has been 
argued in Cox & Hobson (2005), Li (2005) and Heston, Loewenstein & Willard 
(2007). We discuss this matter further with specific examples within each of the 
remaining chapters of the thesis.

Now we consider the application of the put-call parity relationship to the financial 
quantities discussed previously. Starting with the GOP itself, by using (2.4.7) and 
(2.5.12) it is elementary to show, as expected, that

CL, A',si's* (0 + K = pip k,s1-5* (^) + St'5* (2.5.13)

for t G [0, 7] and i G {0,1,... , d}. Next, we consider the case of put-call parity 
for an exchange price. Here we require (2.1.7), (2.4.7) and (2.5.12) to determine 
that the put-parity relationship in this case is

4.K,x‘At) + 1< P%T) = P^K,x,„(t) + X't'j Pj(t. T) (2.5.14)

for t G [0,T] and i,j G {0,1 , ...,d}. This result is also standard in that the 
strike price is discounted by the domestic bond, while the spot exchange price is 
discounted by the ‘foreign5 bond. The analogous result is obtained under risk- 
neutral pricing for options on exchange rates, as can be observed in Ritchken 
(1996) or Hull (1997). Lastly, for now, we provide the result for put-call parity 
relating to primary security accounts, which itself requires (2.1.2), (2.4.18), (2.4.7) 
and (2.5.12) to compute

4,K,s‘At) + KP\t, T) = 4>KiSiaC + Sp Mi{t) (2.5.15)

for t G [0. T] and i,j G {0,1,..., d}, where M^(t) is the discounted GOP contri
bution to the zero-coupon bond price in the jrth currency denomination. Once
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more, we have obtained a result for a primary security account that includes 
Thus identical considerations to the primary security account forward 

price (2.4.17) apply here. Namely, that the discounted GOP contribution to the 
zero-coupon bond is in general, an (A. P)-local martingale. However under a 
standard risk-neutral Black-Scholes-Merton model, as studied in the next chap
ter, remains an (A, P)-martingale.

European Interest Rate Derivatives

We also introduce the background necessary to price the most basic of over-the- 
counter (OTC) interest rate derivatives, these being interest rate caps and floors.

Under the benchmark approach, all interest rate sensitive financial quantities are 
dependent on both the discounted GOP Sf6* and the short rate r\ for t G [0, T\ 
and i G {(). 1,..., d}. Following the zero-coupon bond decomposition in (2.3.15), 
it is usually possible to obtain certain simplifications that make real-world pricing 
of interest rate derivatives feasible. However, in order to define these instruments 
we must first provide clear definitions for the more basic quantities of discrete 
forward rates and forward rate agreements (FRAs).

Discrete forward rates, as opposed to instantaneous forward rates defined by
(2.3.18), are one of the fundamental financial quantities in interest rate markets. 
We introduce a simply compounded discrete forward rate Ffr(t) representing the 
interest rate that can be obtained at time t for the forward period defined from 
the expiry time T > t to the maturity time T > T. The most commonly used 
discrete forward rate is the LIBOR rate. The simple compounding property of 
discrete forward rates means that the forward bond price previously calculated 
in (2.4.23), is priced in the market as a discount instrument, and hence

Ff,PHT,T)(t) = 1 + Fi jt) (T _ T)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0:1.... ,df. By re-arranging (2.5.16) in terms of the 
discrete forward rate FfT(t) with the aid of (2.4.23) we obtain

1
T-T

P\t,T) 
Pl(t, T)

(2.5.17)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0,1,..., d}. This discrete forward rate (2.5.17) is the 
fixed interest rate in a forward rate agreement (FRA) that sets the FRA contract 
value equal to zero at inception.

Also note that bv using the smoothness properties of zero-coupon bonds, the 
instantaneous forward rate (2.3.18) can be shown to be the limit of the discrete
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forward rate (2.5.17) as the maturity approaches the expiry date, that is fl(t, T) = 
limT^j.+ F^T(t) almost-surely.

We continue with the following definition of options on zero-coupon bonds.

Definition 2.5.1 The real-world prices of call and put options on a zero-coupon 
bond at time t with expiry T, bond maturity T >T and strike price K in the ith 
currency denomination are defined as

zbcTiTfK(t) -= E
"sf-

ni,5*D rj-i
(P*(T, T) - A') + At

zhp fTK(t) == E
'sf-

ni,5*D r~j~i

(I< - P'(T, T)) + At

for 0 < t < T < T and i E {0.1,..., d}.

(2.5.18)

(2.5.19)

Obviously, one can also determine the put-call parity relationship for options on 
zero-coupon bonds using (2.5.12) and Definition 2.5.1 as

zb4 + KP'it.T) = zbp f^K(t) + P%T) (2.5.20)

for 0 < t < T < T and i E {0,1,..., d).

We note here the price of options on zero-coupon bonds under the assumptions 
that an equivalent risk-neutral probability measure exists and that the short rate 
is constant, hence r\ = ru for t E [0, T] and i E {0,1,..., d}. In this case, one 
trivially obtains from (2.5.18) —(2.5.19) the following results

zbcf r^K^) = [+ exp{—ry (T - t)} - K exp{-7y (T - t)}]+ (2.5.21)
zbP= [“ exP{~D {T - t)} + I\ exp{—?y (T - t)}]+ (2.5.22)

for 0 < t < T < T and i E {0,1,... ,d}. Obviously, both call and put options 
will be zero when K = exp{—(T—T)}. This discussion is included here for com
parison with the corresponding results we will derive for each model considered 
in subsequent chapters.

As mentioned in standard mathematical finance texts such as Baxter & Rennie 
(1996), Hull (1997), or Brigo & Mercurio (2006), interest rate caps and floors are 
simple transformations of put and call options on zero-coupon bonds, respectively. 
An interest rate cap can be decomposed into a portfolio of individual caplets. Each 
caplet itself is equivalent to a put option on a zero-coupon bond with adjustments 
to the strike rate and notional principal. Analogously, an interest rate floor 
comprises a portfolio of fl.oorlets, and each floorlet is equivalent to a call option 
on a zero-coupon bond with adjustments to the strike rate and notional principal.
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Let us denote an interest rate cap contract by capt K N{t) at time t < Tq with 
strike rate K, notional principal N and the set of dates T = {T0, Ti,..., Tn}. 
The Mi individual caplet cpVT T^K(t) relates to the Mi zero-coupon bond put 
option for £ G {1,.... n} as

caP t.k.nC) = YlcpVr<-i.T,,K,N(t)
e=i

= J2N(T(-T[-l)E
e=i

S,i,6*

l^Te
n^Tt-0 - k\f At

_

I>E
£=1

s;i,5*

s:•i,8* 
Tt-1

K( - P^Te-u Tt) At

E^ZbP T,-t,Tt,kcW
£=1

(2.5.23)

where

Ne = N (1 + K (Te -Tt-O) and ke = -——^—r— (2.5.24)
1 4- A (Tf - Tt-i)

for 0 < t < To < ... < Tn and i G {0.1,..., d}.

We also provide the analogous result for an interest rate floor contract f\vlTK N(t) 
valued at time t < Tq. The Mi individual floorlet fllre^ates to the Tth 
zero-coupon bond call option for t G {!,...,??} as follows

firT, K, N (t)
e=i

J2 N (T‘ - Tt-1) E
e=i

■sf-
qi,8*

E E
e=i

<M* / * \ +
flr (P<(Te-u Tt) - Kt

K ~ Trt-uTtFt-1.

At

^Nezbc’ T %(t) 
e=\

(2.5.25)

for 0 < t < T0 < ... < Tn and i G {0,1,..., d} with adjusted strikes and notional 
principal values as per (2.5.24).
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Chapter 3

A Black-Scholes-Merton Model

This chapter demonstrates that a number of standard results from classical deriva
tive pricing are nested within the benchmark approach when using real-world 
pricing. The aim is to apply the benchmark methodology with real-world pric
ing to the well-known model first developed within Black & Scholes (1973) and 
Merton (1973). For this reason we will refer to the model considered in this 
chapter as the Black-Scholes-Merton model (BSMM). This allows us to illustrate 
the benchmark approach in a classical setting before venturing into more com
plicated models. Mathematically, the BSMM is based on geometric Brownian 
motion. The different denominations of the GOP are modelled as a system of 
correlated geometric Brownian motions. There exist two chief advantages of the 
benchmark approach. Firstly, contingent claims are valued using the real-world 
probability measure, and thus no measure change is needed. Secondly, such a 
consistent price system is created based on different denominations of the GOP. 
In this chapter a consistent price system is developed for equity indices, exchange 
rates, interest rates and stock prices, all within the familiar construction of the 
BSMM. A subsidiary purpose of this chapter is to introduce the standard results 
of the BSMM in the same format we will encounter in subsequent chapters.

Under the version of the BSMM presented in this chapter the stochastic dynamics 
of the GOP are straightforward. To begin, we assume that the short rate and 
GOP volatility in each denomination, are deterministic functions of time, usually 
constants. It will be shown that options on the GOP take the standard form 
of the Black-Scholes formula when calculated using real-world pricing. It will 
also be shown that an option on an exchange price is equivalent to the well- 
known formula of Margrabe (1978). This latter result arises naturally within the 
benchmark approach. In the pricing of zero-coupon bonds and options on zero- 
coupon bonds, we will allow the short rate to be a stochastic process. Here, we 
recover the general short rate approach to interest rate term structure modelling. 
The main exception from the classical approach is that conditional expectations 
are calculated with respect to the real-world probability measure using the GOP 
as numeraire.
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3.1 Black-Scholes-Merton Dynamics

Ultimately all of the models discussed in this thesis are based on the specified 
dynamics of the GOP. consistent across each denomination. Equivalently, one can 
differentiate between models using the functional form specified for the volatility 
of the GOP. The Black-Scholes-Merton specification for GOP volatility is assumed 
to be a deterministic function of time. This means we set \9l\ = {\6lt\ = crj, t E 
[0, T]} with a] deterministic for each i E {0,1,..., d). If we also assume that the 
short rate rl — {r\,t E [0.T]} is deterministic, then the dynamics of the GOP 
take the classic form of geometric Brownian motion. Under general conditions we 
have an explicit expression for the GOP. Previously written in the general form 
of (2.2.6), it can now be written as

('■1 + 5 El)2) ds + j‘aidWi\ (3.1.1)

for t E [0, T] and i E {0,1,...,c?} with S205* > 0. Note that in the general case 
where the short rate and the volatility are permitted to be stochastic processes, 
it is still possible to write the GOP in the explicit form of (3.1.1). However, this 
is in general, no longer a geometric Brownian motion. Although the discounted 
GOP written in the general form of (2.2.9) with deterministic volatility will be a 
geometric Brownian motion, and hence can be written explicitly as

§;A = 'SUexpP jf (aifds + ^a’dw;] (3.1.2)

for t E [0. T] and i E {0,1.... ,d}. Re-arranging terms and using its differential 
form we can rewrite the SDE for the logarithm of the discounted GOP (3.1.2) as

dln(3A) = I(<r‘)a<(t + ff{<jtf? (3.1.3)

for t E [0. T] and i E {0.1,..., d} with initial value S206* > 0. This SDE indicates 
a natural way to observe the volatility of the GOP from historical data. In fact, 
it is easy to show that the volatility of the GOP equates to

a; = yU(ln (5**)), (3.1.4)

for t E [0,T] and i E {0,1,...,d}. Here (•) denotes the quadratic variation of 
the process, as defined in say Klebaner (1998). In words, the squared volatility 
of the GOP equates to the slope of the quadratic variation of the logarithm 
of the discounted GOP. Furthermore, from (3.1.3), the growth rate or drift of 
the logarithm of the discounted GOP equals half of the squared GOP volatility.

ni.o*bt = b0 expi,5*
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Utilising the data for the World Stock Accumulation Index (WSAI) of Figure 
2.1, together with the historical three-month USD interest rate as a proxy for the 
short rate, we plot in Figure 3.1 below, the historical volatility of the GOP using 
(3.1.4). One immediately observes that the GOP volatility is not constant, nor 
even a deterministic function of time, but is a stochastic process. In keeping with 
the original assumptions of Black & Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973), we will 
assume that the volatility of the GOP under the BSMM is constant.

0.35 if:
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Figure 3.1: WSAI volatility \6\\ in USD from 1926 to 2003 under the BSMM.
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Distributional Properties of the BSMM

The lognormal dynamics of geometric Brownian motion are well-known and its 
deficiency in realistically describing the behaviour of financial quantities is the 
subject of much discussion for both market practitioners and academics alike. Yet 
geometric Brownian motion, and thus the BSMM, are now the market standard. 
This is reflected by the fact that the starting point in the modelling of most new 
financial products almost invariably begins with the assumption that the financial 
quantity of interest possesses lognormal dynamics. One of its chief advantages is 
its simplicity. An explicit form for the transition density function of geometric 
Brownian motion exists, as can be found in standard texts on stochastic processes, 
such as Karlin & Taylor (1981) and Ivaratzas & Shreve (1991). We include below 
the transition density associated with the solution of the SDE for the GOP in 
(3.1.1). Since both the short rate and GOP volatility are set to constants, we will 
set r\ = Vi and crj = cq for all t € [0, T] and i € {0.1,.... d}. Using this notation 
and the substitutions z\ = Sf5* and zf — Slj6*, one obtains the BSMA1 transition
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density as

q (t, z\; T, 4) =
4 Gi yJ'l'R (T - t)

exp
In(: ) - (n + 5 y)(f

(7i'/r'—t

(3.1.5)

for t G [0. T] and i G {0.1,... ,d}. Note that the transition density correspond
ing to the discounted GOP SDE (3.1.2) with constant GOP volatility would be 
identical to (3.1.5) with the exception that the short rate would not appear in the 
formula. That is, the transition density for the discounted GOP equals (3.1.5) 
with Ti = 0.

To illustrate the implications of assuming lognormal dynamics for the GOP we 
plot the BSMM transition density (3.1.5) calibrated to the parameter set: Slt * = 
2. 000: ^ — 0.05; cf1 — 0.25: for the time period t — 0.1 to 1.0 year.

In addition to providing a graphical interpretation of the likelihood of changes to 
the GOP over the next year, the BSMM transition density also provides a link 
to formulae comprising the Black-Scholes option pricing model. To see this, we 
propose the following substitution into the BSMM transition density (3.1.5) of

MG) - (n + \ -1)
CTi Vt -1

(3.1.6)
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for t G [0, T], T G [0,T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. Using this substitution (3.1.6) as a 
change of variable, it is easy to show that the BSMM transition density is equiva
lent to the standard Gaussian probability density, denoted by pjq(-) and defined in 
Appendix B as formula (B.l). Hence it is possible to write the lognormal BSMM 
transition density (3.1.5) under transformation (3.1.6) as the standard Gaussian 
probability density pjg{uf) f°r T F [0,T] and each i G {0. 1,..., d}. The corre
sponding standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function is written as AZ’(-) 
with its definition appearing in Appendix B as formula (B.2).

3.2 Zero-Coupon Bond Prices

Now consider the problem of pricing zero-coupon bonds under the benchmark 
approach when the GOP is modelled under the BSMM. Below we show that zero- 
coupon bond prices can be calculated under the real-world measure in a manner 
that is completely analogous to the traditional method of risk-neutral pricing. 
The main difference is that the GOP is taken as numeraire, and expectation is 
taken with respect to the real-world probability measure. Hence the underlying 
dynamics of the short rate and the GOP must also be specified with respect to 
the real-world measure. We will see that in the BSMM case, the real-world price 
and the risk-neutral price of a zero-coupon bond coincide.

For the remainder of this subsection we relax the assumption of a deterministic 
short rate and allow it to be stochastic. However, in accordance with Assumption 
2.3.7, we require the short rate to be independent of the discounted GOP. in order 
to simplify our calculations and conveniently illustrate the benchmark approach.

Lemma 3.2.1 The real-world price of a zero-coupon bond Pl(t,T) in the ith 
currency at time t with maturity T under the given BSMM equals

( rf \
Pl{t.T) = Gf(t) = E exp if r>-,/s I At

for t G [0, T] and i G {(). 1,.... d}.

Proof. The first step is to calculate the discounted GOP contribution to the 
zero-coupon bond price. To achieve this we first recall that the transition density 
for the discounted GOP matches that of the GOP itself excepting the inclusion 
of the short rate. Thus we set z\ = S\'5*, zf — S!f5* and rrl — 0 in the BSMM 
transition density (3.1.5), which together with (2.3.16) leads to

roo „i _

Mf(t) = -j- q (t, z\] T. Zf) dzif (3.2.2)
J 0 '-"jr
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for t £ [0. T] and i £ {0,1,.... d}. In order to simplify the expression in (3.2.2), 
set

u

for t £ [0, T] and i £ {0,1,..., d}. If we input (3.2.3) into the exponential term 
in (3.2.2) and re-arrange (3.2.3) in terms of z^,, then we obtain

ln(4/z')- \<Jf(T-t)
criVT-t

(3.2.3)

MUt) =
' + OC i

Zt

-oo zlf y/2n
’ + OG

—oo 
r+oc

diLf

exp (*4)2 j duf

[ulf + (Ji \Jt — tjexp \-~\Uf-\-cr du'T

(3.2.4)

with a second substitution of

- Urf, + (7 iN/f-J (3.2.5)

for all t £ [0, T] and i £ {0. 1.......d}. This result can also be proven for the more
general case where the volatility of the GOP is a deterministic function of time by 
using the fact that the inverse of the discounted GOP in (3.1.2) is an exponential 
(A, P)-martingale.

The final result follows if we introduce the sigma-algebra Art‘ generated by At and 
the path of the short rate rl until time T. That is Art' = cr{rls, 5 £ [0, T]} U At, 
noting that At G Art for i £ {0,1,...,d}. Then using the independence of 
the driving processes for the short rate rl and the discounted GOP S1'5*, the 
real-world price of a zero-coupon bond under the above BSMM is found to equal

P*(t,T) = E

= E

= E

= E

i,5*Blit
tB’f sfi,6*

Bt
B%

E S,

A*

i,6*

ni,6*
L ST

a:

4.
L

K
L B'f

Mf(t)

At

At

(3.2.6)

for t £ [0, T] and i £ {0,1,..., d}, where the expectation E is taken with respect 
to the real-world probability measure. □
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Two important points follow from Lemma 3.2.1. The first is to stress once again 
that the price of a zero-coupon bond can be calculated in a completely analogous 
way to the classical risk-neutral case with the exception that expectation is taken 
with respect to the real-world measure. The risk-neutral measure is not required 
because the GOP is used as numeraire instead of the savings account . This means 
that the stochastic short rate must also be specified in terms of driving processes 
under the real-world measure. In the case when the driving processes of the short 
rate and the discounted GOP are not independent, then the zero-coupon bond 
price is still uniquely determined by the real-world expectation (2.3.14), but may 
not yield a simple formula such as (3.2.1).

The second point that we observe from the proof of Lemma 3.2.1, and specifically 
from (3.2.4), is that the discounted GOP contribution to the bond price M^{t) 
under the BSMM is an (A. P)-martingale. Equivalently from Remark 2.3.8, the 
expected value of the Radon-Nikodym derivative under the above BSMM forms an 
(A, P)-martingale. This means that the assumptions underlying Girsanov’s The
orem, (Appendix A.5) are satisfied. Therefore, contingent claim prices obtained 
using the real-world pricing formula (2.3.6) will equal those obtained using risk- 
neutral pricing via (2.3.13). Under the benchmark approach, the assumptions of 
Girsanov’s Theorem need not be satisfied to calculate the real-world zero-coupon 
bond price. However, it is essential to satisfy those assumptions to obtain the 
risk-neutral zero-coupon bond price.

3.3 Options on the GOP

Now we consider European call and put options on the GOP. Recall from Remark 
2.2.1 that well-diversified portfolios, such as equity indices, are a good approx
imation to the GOP. Therefore, the work of this subsection is related to the 
pricing of equity index options. We illustrate the pricing of these options under 
the real-world measure using the concepts of first order asset and bond binary 
options advanced by Buchen (2001, 2003), as discussed in Chapter 2. The sim
plest model to consider is the BSMM with constant volatilities and a constant 
short rate. As mentioned above, the BSMM is a lognormal model for the GOP, 
and therefore, European options on the GOP take the same form as in the Black 
& Scholes (1973) formula. The following alternative proof of the Black-Scholes 
formula is of interest because it is derived using the geometric Brownian motion 
transition density (3.1.5) under the real-world measure. Hence there is no need 
to solve a PDE, nor any requirement to change probability measures. As such it 
can be added to the canon of different derivation methods for the Black-Scholes 
formula discussed in Andreasen. Jensen <G Poulsen (1996). In the following, we 
utilise the definition of the standard Gaussian distribution function, denoted as 

and defined in Appendix B as (B.2).
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Lemma 3.3.1 The real-world prices of first order asset binary options on the 
GOP in the ith currency unth expiry T and strike price I\ under the given BSMM 
are

where

4±Ksa.(«) = 5^Ar[±d1(5ti's-)J

i,s„ _ HSl's‘/K) + in + \°2i) (T~ t)
di (sr) =

a ,VT—

(3.3.1)

(3.3.2)

for t £ [0. T\ and i £ {0,1,..., d).

Proof. We start by deriving the first order asset binary put option using the 
generic result for an asset binary option (2.5.3), thereby obtaining

II

TTCOSy
4

I ^ Ql,d* | \
* {Slzs* < K} \ ^t = Sp- E ^ {SO* < A'} At

for t £ [0. T] and i £ {0.1.__ d}. Writing (3.3.3) in integral form with the
substitutions z\ = S\'5* and zf = Slf6* and (3.1.6) in the BSMM transition density 
(3.1.5), then the price of the first order asset binary put option on the GOP 
simplifies to

A G
^f, K, Sl-SAt) q (t, z\; T, zlf) dzlf

-di(zi)
PAr(uf) du (3.3.4)

where _
. hi(zl/K) + (r* + fcrfi) (T — t) ,di(zl) = - - ----OZ----------------- L 3.3.5

(TjCf - t
for t € [0. T] and i S {(), 1,..., d}.

The corresponding price of a first order asset binary call option on the GOP is 
obtained similarly as

AT, K, S1 (t) = Sis* E
p+OO

= 4

^-{sO*>/y} I 'At

Pj[(u!p) du
'+di(z\)

T P.\f(uf) du] (3.3.6)
-d\{z\)

for t £ [0, T], i £ {0,1,... ,d} and di(z\) as per (3.3.5). □

Hence we observe that the compact expression for both first order asset binary 
call and put options on the GOP in (3.3.1) is due to the symmetry of the Gaussian 
probability density.

Lemma 3.3.2 The real-world prices of first order bond binary options on the 
GOP with expiry T and strike price I\ under the above BSMM are

Bf%,s^At) = exp{-r*(f - t)}fif[±d2{Sl'5*)} (3.3.7)
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where

(3.3.8)d2(S'tA) =
In(Slt'6*/K) + (ji - |<r2) (T - t)

(7
for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}.

Proof. Using the same approach as for the asset binary case, we consider a bond 
binary put option using the generic result for a bond binary option (2.5.4), from 
which we can write

TD\i ~
Dr, k, S’'6* (t) = E

SIz,<5*

L Slfi,5* H1Uf <K) A (3.3.9)

for t G [0, T] and i G {(). 1, ... ,d}. To simplify notation we set z\ = AJ’5* and 
2^ = .Si)-'. * in the BSMM transition density (3.1.5). The change of variable (3.1.6) 
can be substituted into the exponential term in (3.1.5), and re-arranged in terms 
of zf, in order to obtain

where

—
T. A', S’'6* {t)= ~q (U z\; T, zlf) dz

Jo Zf
r~di(zi) yi "t

T

1
t ^ /0<Tr exP "J 2 f ^Ut2^ \f2n

= exp{-Vi(T -t)}
-d2 (d)

PAf(Uf) duT

d2(4) = d^zl) - aiVT^i

Urp ---- Urj, “T O

(3.3.10)

(3.3.11)

(3.3.12)

for all t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. As in the zero-coupon bond case, the 
second substitution of (3.3.12) is required to obtain the final equality in (3.3.10).

The corresponding real-world price of a first order bond binary call option on the 
GOP is then

T, K, S ,S. (t) = E
S, i,5*

niJ* H f , <5* >K) At = exp{-rz(T -t)}
'+d2(zi)

Pj\r{ulf) duT

(3.3.13)

for t G [0, T], i G {0.1.......d} and d2(2j) is as in (3.3.11). □

With these results we can price call and put options on the GOP via the general 
results of (2.5.10) —(2.5.11) under the BSMM.
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Corollary 3.3.3 The real-world prices of call and put options on the GOP in 
the ith currency at time t with expiry T and strike price I\ under the given BSMM 
are

4,A->SM.(t) = +5,a-A/'[+d1(5(a*)] - A'e-r*(f-‘W[+d2(S(iA)] (3.3.14)

Pr,K, + K e-r‘U-t> Af[-d2(SiA)\ (3-3.15)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,...,d} using (3.3.2) and (3.3.8).

In addition to recovering the Black-Scholes formulae, put-call parity as expressed 
in (2.5.13) can be derived from the results in Corollary 3.3.3. In this case, the real- 
world zero-coupon bond price is calculated under the assumptions of a constant 
short rate and constant volatility of the GOP.

3.4 Options on an Exchange Price

Now we price options on exchange prices under the BSMM specification for dif
ferent denominations of the GOP. Note that the exchange price is not modelled 
directly, but rather as the ratio of the GOP given in two different denominations. 
In the existing classical literature, Garman & Kohlhagen (1983) price options on 
an exchange rate that is modelled directly as a single process. In contrast, Mar- 
grabe (1978) derives an option pricing formula that can be applied to an exchange 
rate if it is viewed as the exchange of one currency for another involving models 
for two processes. In the former there is only one source of risk, whereas in the 
latter there are two sources of risk.

The result we derive below for the BSMM is exactly the same as the Margrabe 
(1978) formula. Although the resulting mathematical formula is identical, a key 
insight of the benchmark framework is that the exchange prices we discuss can 
be used to model a range of financial quantities. A large number of examples 
were previously discussed by Margrabe (1978) and Rubinstein (1991), including 
exchange rates, dual currency bonds, margin accounts, stock tender offers, and 
mortgage standby commitments. An inconvenience of the risk-neutral approach 
is that each currency denomination requires its own risk-neutral measure. Thus, 
consistent pricing of quanto options and other complex multi-currency products 
requires careful derivation, even under a simple Black-Scholes model. By compar
ison. under the benchmark approach, such calculations are more straightforward, 
since they are all performed under the one real-world measure with the one GOP 
as numeraire.

Under the benchmark approach, even an option on a stock price can be thought 
of as an exchange price option problem, where one source of risk is intrinsic to the 
stock and another comes from the currency in which it is denominated. There 
are many examples of multinational companies that are listed in different stock
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exchanges around the world, and hence in different currencies. An obvious case 
is BHP Billiton (BHP), which is listed on both the Australian and London Stock 
Exchanges, and hence in Australian dollars (AUD) and British pounds (GBP). It 
is trivial to observe that the prices of such stocks in the two different currencies 
are almost perfectly correlated. A key factor in the difference between the two 
prices must be the currency in which they are denominated. Of course, other 
factors such as supply, demand and market liquidity will also be important.

To remind the reader, we defined an exchange price Xlt J in Subsection 2.1 as 
the amount one needs to pay in units of the zth primary security at time t to 
obtain one unit of the jth primary security. Mathematically, exchange prices can 
be defined in terms of primary security and savings accounts, as in (2.1.5), or 
in terms of a positive portfolio denominated in different currencies as in (2.1.7). 
For the case we consider the exchange price will be defined as the ratio of two 
different currency denominations of the GOP.

We assume that the two sources of risk, Wx and U’J driving the two different 
denominations of the GOP S1'6* and S•7,<5*, are correlated via p. Thus we now re
quire a bivariate generalisation to the univariate BSMM transition density (3.1.5). 
The bivariate BSMM transition density is provided below where the notation is 
z\ = Sf'6* and z!~ = S^6* for k G {i, j }. thereby producing

q{t,z\,z?t ;T, 4,4) =
1

dp Zj, 2n (ij (T — t) yjl — p2
exp

2(1 -p2)

in(t) - (n + \<rf)(T-t)

<7 VT-t

~ Zj + 2 aj)(T ~ t)\
a ,Vt -1 J

■2 p
111(G) - (r4 + 1 o*)(T -t) \ l InCf) - (rj + | o*)(T - t)

a,Vf — t ajVf — t

\

Jl

(3.4.1)

for t S [O.f], p G [—1, +1], ztj, G (0, oo) and z, j G {0,1,..., . In the same way
that the univariate BSMM transition density (3.1.5) reduces to the univariate 
standard Gaussian probability density with the substitution (3.3.2), the bivariate 
BSMM transition density (3.4.1) similarly reduces to the standard bivariate Gaus
sian probability density with appropriate substitutions. It is denoted py2(-, •; p) 
and is defined as equation (B.5) in Appendix B. As a variation on the standard 
substitution (3.1.6) we define

ln(-f) - (r* + 2<7l){T - t)
Urf, —

crk VT - t
(3.4.2)

for t € [0,T] and k € {/../). i.j € {0,1,..., d}. Therefore, a substitution of
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(3.4.2) for each denomination of the GOP enables us to re-write the bivariate 
BSMM transition density (3.4.1) using shorthand notation as p/q2(ulj,,uk; p).

Once more we find it useful to apply the binary option framework of Buchen 
(2001, 2003). This time we solve the problem of pricing options on exchange 
prices under the benchmark approach.

Lemma 3.4.1 The real-world prices of first order asset binary options on an 
exchange price, in the ith currency, with expiry T and strike price K, given 
correlated denominations of the GOP under the given BSMM are

Af%,x= xt3 exP{—Tj (f - t)}-V[±dil^X}’3)] (3.4.3)

where

di(Xp) =
In(X'C/K) + [n - rj + | cry (T - t)

(y%jCr -1
aXi = °t - 2pcr,cr) +p

for t E [0, T] and i,j E {0.1,.... d}.

(3.4.4)

(3.4.5)

Proof. Application of the generic result for an asset binary option (2.5.3) to an 
exchange price in the case of a call results in

4T.yE<) = e
qi,S*
zl_ n^1,5* ^ f ^ {xzx > A'} A<

= X'C E sp
qjP*
C/

■{Sf6* < Slf* /K} At (3.4.6)

for t E [0, T] and z, j E {0,1,..., d}. By using the integral form with substitutions 
Zt = St'5* and zif — S^6* in the bivariate BSMM transition density (3.4.1) and 
the change of variables (3.4.2) for each k E {z, j}, (3.4.6) can be written as

, ix.
4+ (t) = X— \nj

T, K, XlA j q (t, z{, z\; T, zJf, Zf) dzJf dzT

= XtJ

'0 Jo Zf

r+oo fd\( X\J) jI I
- p^2 (uf,uf-p) du-k dufT T

-oo J — oo

where

(3.4.7)

M xj)
Hpf) ~[rj-n + KP ~ P)](T-t) a1 (

CTjVT — t
+ Uj,

CTi
(3.4.8)
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for t G [0. T] and i, j G {0,1,..., d}. Setting

4 = uJf + a , \/r - I

>. j = tij. — p <jj y l - t

(3.4.9)

(3.4.10)

allows the expression (3.4.7) t,o be written as

^f.A-.A-wW = X!J exP{—rj (T-t)}
» + 00 rd\ (Xl'J

— oo J —oo
PMi (ufi uf i P) duf dUf

(3-4.11)
with

ln(^) + [ri~rj + l(a]-2pajai + a?)](T-t) 0i
di(X 2 Wj

(jj Vt — t
u1- — 

T „aj
diiX?) + 4

, (7,

(Ti
(3.4.12)

for t G [0,T] and z, j G {(), 1 By changing the order of integration and
completing the square, (3.4.11) can be written as

4t,A',A-7(0 = xtJ exP{-rj (T-t)}
*+oo ndi{X\'3)

pj^2 (uJf + 4 ~ 5 4; p) duifa
_ rd\( Xlt3) r+oo

= xtJ exp{—rj (T-t)} Ptf(uxf) dufpx(u3f) du\
J—oo J—oo

MX?)
= X\'J exp{—zq (T-t)} PAf(uJf) duJf (3.4.13)

where

and

. 4^-4^.
4 = —----------------a.h3

a.
Uf

+3
a 7^7

Uf + 4 - * 74
aCJ

(3.4.14)

(3.4.15)

d+Xl) = +(X
,,o aj _ H^) + [n - c + 1 -1)

a+3 (JrjVT - t
(3.4.16)

for t G [0, T] and z, j G {0,1,.... d}.

Once we have completed the calculation for the call case, then the price of an 
asset binary put option on an exchange price is straightforward. By the symmetry
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of the Gaussian probability density we find that

.v;-' /•: H r qU*SJA >s1t°*/k} At

•+oo

= X]'3 exp{-rj (T - t)} I PAf(uJf) du3f
J-d^X'p)

_ r-dpxX)
= X\'3 exp{—7y (T-t)} Px-(uJf) du3f (3.4.17)

for t £ [0, T] and i.j £ {0,1,..., d}. □

We now prove a similar result for bond binary options on exchange prices under 
the BSMM.

Lemma 3.4.2 The real-world prices of first order bond binary options on on 
exchange price, in the ith currency, with expiry T and strike price K, given 
correlated denominations of the GOP under the given BSMM are

B'Pk Xij(C = expj-n (T - t)}X[±d2(X't’3)]T, K,X'>J (3.4.18)

where

M xi'3) =
HX\J/K) + [r, - r, - 1 ofj\ (f - /)

a iVrm
(3.4.19)

for t £ [Q.T] and i.j £ {(). 1..... d} where a^j is defined by (3.4.5).

Proof. Beginning with the generic result for a first order bond binary option 
(2.5.4) we find

Bf.K. x*A0 = E
S°t

i,6*

lST
11 A = E

_

S,i,(5*

t,<5* ^-{Sf5*<s0* K}
ql,G rj-y

At (3.4.20)

for t £ [0,T] and i.j £ {0,1,...,d}. Substituting z\ = S^6* and z!f = Sf5* 
for k £ {z, j} and i. j £ {0,1,... ,d} di the bivariate BSMM transition density 
(3.4.1) together with the change of variables (3.4.2), then we rewrite (3.4.20) in 
integral form as

A. k, xm (A
'OO rzj K i

T Q (A zf z{ ; T, zf, z3f) dzf dz}
'0 JO "T

'+oo rd'2 (-f) y%
zt o

-oo J —oo Zrj-i
- pjg.2 (it^, u3f ; p) duf du3f (3.4.2b
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where

di{x\r
ln( i /_J? Uzt + Vi ~ n + \ (cr? - af)](f - t)

a'i\T — t
+ a <r

T G,
(3.4.22)

for t G [0, T] and z, j G {0,1,... ,d}. Comparison between the proof for an asset 
binary call option on an exchange price with the bond binary put case reveals 
strong similarities. Namely (3.4.6) corresponds to (3.4.20), (3.4.7) corresponds to 
(3.4.21), and the inner limits of integration (3.4.8) and (3.4.22) are quite similar. 
In fact, one can follow the identical steps to (3.4.9) —(3.4.16) to determine that

K, Xl-3 (t)

r>h +
Df, K,XlO it)

= exp{-n (T-t)} 

= exp {-n {T-t)}
'+d2(X't’

Pxf[uJf) duJf

Pui^f)

where

dt(XP) = W iLK + Vi
a ,Vf-(

for t G [0, T] and z, j G {0,1,..., d}. □

(3.4.23)

(3.4.24)

(3.4.25)

We can combine the results of this subsection to determine call and put options 
on exchange prices using (2.5.10) —(2.5.11) under the assumptions of the above
BSMM.

Corollary 3.4.3 The real-world prices of call and put options in the ith cur
rency on an exchange price at time t until expiry T and strike price K under the 
given BSMM are

cf,K,xrj(t) - +XfJ e

Pf, k,xia it) = ~Xt J e

-r><T-t)j\r[+d1(Xi'i)\ - Ke-r'if-t)Af{+d2(Xfj)} (3.4.26) 

-ri(T-t)^_ d^X^)} + K e-rdf-^M{- d2{XfJ)\ (3.4.27)

for t G [0, T] and i.j G {0,1,..., d} using (3.4.4) and (3.4.19).

Thus we recover the standard Margrabe formula to exchange one asset for an
other. Put-call parity follows similarly, given by (2.5.14). Once again we use a 
real-world zero-coupon bond price calculated using a deterministic short rate.

It is worth mentioning that under the benchmark approach, in general, exchange 
price options require two volatilities as inputs, and a correlation input as well. 
If one considers the most intuitive illustration of an exchange price as that of 
a foreign currency exchange rate, it is easy to see that the GOP volatility in 
one currency could be significantly different from that in a second or possibly 
even a third currency. Another illustration of this principle is the calculation of
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the volatility of a cross-currency exchange rate. As an example, the historical 
volatility of the AUD/EUR exchange rate can be determined using the relation 
in (3.4.5) by calculating the historical volatility of the AUD/USD and EUR/USD 
exchange rates, as well as the correlation between these two USD exchange rates. 
For the BSMM under consideration, the square root of the bivariate Gaussian 
covariance function (3.4.5) can be viewed as the input volatility for an exchange 
price option. We can use this relation to see the difference between the constant 
volatility input to the Garman & Kohlhagen (1983) approach and that of Mar
grabe (1978), or equivalently the BSMM discussed above. In Figure 3.3 below 
we provide a plot of the ‘total’ BSMM volatility, which is the square root of the 
expression in (3.4.5). Here the domestic volatility is kept constant at cq = 0.15, 
while the foreign volatility takes the range a3 E [0.05,0.25] and the correlation is 
given within its usual boundaries of p E [—1, +1]. One observes within Figure 3.3 
that when the foreign volatility is significantly less than the domestic volatility, 
the ‘total’ BSMM volatility stays reasonably constant irrespective of the corre
lation input. However, as the foreign volatility input is increased two further 
observations are apparent: firstly, for significant negative correlation, the level 
of ‘total’ BSMM volatility increases linearly; and, secondly, the absolute level of 
’total’ BSMM volatility decreases non-linearly as the level of correlation increases 
towards unity, with a kink at the point where domestic and foreign volatility are 
equal.

0.25

0.2

Foreign Vol A ^

0.05

-0.5

0.
Correlation

Figure 3.3: ‘Total’ volatility cq-j with inputs cq = 0.15, oq E [0.05,0.25] and 
p E [—1,+1] under the BSMM.

Finally for this subsection, we remark that the extension of the results for options 
on exchange prices to options on primary security accounts is straightforward.
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This is easily seen within equation (2.1.5), for constant or deterministic time- 
dependent short rates, volatilities and correlations. In fact, the calculation of 
real-world primary security account option prices under a BSMM extended by 
the addition of jumps, as given in Hulley, Miller & Platen (2005), were based on 
the results of this subsection.

3.5 Interest Rate Options

In the past, models have been specified for different sectors of the financial mar
kets with little regard for each other. The only exceptions have been sophisticated 
interest rate term structure models that account for different currencies. As we 
have seen in this chapter, under the benchmark approach, all financial quantities 
are priced consistently via their link to the GOP. Since the GOP is unique, it 
is then possible to price options on zero-coupon bonds, and hence interest rate 
caps and floors, in a consistent manner for any currency denomination. We do 
so below, where we return to the same assumptions we employed for the pric
ing of real-world zero-coupon bonds. Namely, we assume that the short rate 
rl — {rj, t G [0,T]} for i G {0,1,...,d} is a stochastic process, and that the 
driving processes of the short rate and the discounted GOP are independent as 
per Assumption 2.3.7. This is a reasonable assumption for which empirical evi
dence was provided in Miller & Platen (2005), and is also discussed in Chapter 
6 of this thesis. In addition, the short rate and discounted GOP processes are 
defined in terms of the real-world probability measure. Consistent with all of 
the preceding results in this chapter, we recover expressions equivalent to those 
known from risk-neutral pricing. These are included to demonstrate differences 
to the alternative models found in subsequent chapters.

Options on Zero Coupon Bonds

Lemma 3.5.1 The real-world price at time t of call and put options on a zero- 
coupon bond in the ith currency denomination with expiry T. bond maturity T > 
T and strike price K under the given BSMM are

zbcf T K(t) = E

zbp = E

B
Bl-L T

B

r (cyp-A-)

Bl-T
r (K - Gpf))

A,

At

(3.5.1)

(3.5.2)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0.1..... c/}. G1t{T) is the short rate contribution to 
the zero-coupon bond price. as defined in (2.3.17).

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.2.1 for the price of a zero-coupon bond 
we introduce the sigma-algebra Af generated by At and the path of the short
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rate rl until time T. That is, Art' = <r{r*, s G [0, T]} U At, noting At C Art‘ for 
i G {0,1,..., d}. Using (2.3.14), (3.2.4) and Lemma 3.2.1, the price in the zth 
currency denomination of a call option on a zero-coupon bond under the given 
BSMM is found as

zbcf T K(t) = E st (P’(T,T)-I\) +
i,5*

= E

= E

= E

= E

_ST

E

E

S (P‘(T.T) - K)
U rj~<

L5p* B‘f
a:

3 Mf(t) (G'r(f) ^ K)
L nT

At

' Art

(G’AT) - K)

At

At

At

Bl
lbtr EAT) ~ K) At (3.5.3)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0,1,..., d}. Note once more that expectation is 
taken with respect to the real-world probability measure, and hence the process 
for the short rate must also be specified under the real-world measure. The 
corresponding case of a put option on a zero-coupon bond under the given BSMM 
is proven easily using the same techniques. □

We also mention that even with the reasonably generic definitions given in Lem
mas 3.2.1 and 3.5.1, it is possible to recover the put-call parity for zero-coupon 
bonds of (2.5.20), under the assumption of a stochastic short rate. Therefore we 
recover classical results for options on zero-coupon bonds contained within the 
literature associated with short rate models. The main difference is again, that 
expectations are taken with respect to the real-world measure and the numeraire 
is chosen as the GOP.

Interest Rate Caps and Floors

Options on zero-coupon bonds are canonical interest rate derivatives, precisely 
because they are the building blocks for almost all other interest rate option 
securities. The relationships of zero-coupon bond options to interest rate caps and 
floors, provided in (2.5.23) —(2.5.25), are particularly simple. We have recovered 
the standard risk-neutral setup of short rate models as a subset of real-world 
pricing under the BSMM. Therefore we can utilise the extensive existing literature 
on short rate models to price interest rate caps and floors. Excellent coverage of 
short rate models can be found in Rebonato (1998) or Brigo & Mercurio (2006).
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Conclusions on the Black-Scholes-Merton Model

This chapter was designed to illustrate that the benchmark approach can be 
used to recover results consistent with the standard risk-neutral approach based 
on geometric Brownian motion and the initial work of Black & Scholes (1973) 
and Merton (1973). More specifically, the Black-Scholes formula is recovered in 
the pricing of European options on the GOP. In addition, real-world prices for 
options on exchange prices were shown to equal the Margrabe (1978) formula. We 
were also able to recover the standard risk-neutral short rate methodology, in the 
pricing of zero-coupon bonds and options on zero-coupon bonds, including the 
case of a stochastic short rate. These results were possible because the benchmark 
approach with real-world pricing is a generalisation of the risk-neutral framework.

While the BSMM of this chapter recovers classical risk-neutral pricing results, it 
also inherits its many weaknesses. Most notable is the inability to account for 
the stochastic nature of volatility. For this reason, in the following chapter we 
apply the benchmark approach with real-world pricing to the well-known constant 
elasticity of variance model.
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Chapter 4

A Modified Constant Elasticity 
of Variance Model

The standard constant elasticity of variance (CEV) model has a distinguished 
history. It was developed in Cox (1975), Cox & Ross (1976), Beekers (1980), 
Emanuel & MacBeth (1982), Schroder (1989), Lo, Yuen & Hui (2000) and others, 
with summaries given in Cox (1996) and Shaw (1998). Empirical tests of the CEV 
model can he found in MacBeth & Merville (1980), Lauterbach & Schultz (1990), 
Hauser & Lauterbach (1997), Jones (2003) and Chen, Lee & Wu (2004). The 
CEV model has also been applied to non-standard derivatives such as lookback 
and barrier options in Boyle & Tian (1999), Lo, Yuen & Hui (2001), Davydov & 
Linetsky (2001), Davydov V Linetsky (2003), Linetsky (2004) and Lo, Tang, Ku 
& Hui (2004). Despite the extensive research mentioned above, it is only recently 
that discussions on the difficulties of applying risk-neutral pricing to the CEV 
model have appeared, including Sin (1998), Lewis (2000), Delbaen & Shirakawa 
(2002), Cox V Hobson (2005), Heston, Loewenstein & Willard (2007) arid Li 
(2005). Another study detailing the drawbacks of the risk-neutral approach for 
the CEV model in a modified setting is that of Heath & Platen (2002a). Here the 
standard CEV model is used as a model for the GOP without assuming that an 
equivalent risk-neutral measure exists. The resulting model for the GOP under 
the real-world measure, referred to as the modified constant elasticity of variance 
(MCEV) model, is the subject of this chapter.

The precise form of the MCEV model is most succinctly defined as an expression 
for the volatility of the GOP. In words, the volatility of the GOP equals the GOP 
itself raised by an exponent and multiplied by a scalar. This is a simple gen
eralisation of the Black-Scholes-Merton model (BSMM) of the previous chapter 
with volatility representing a power of the underlying. Under the MCEV model 
we derive a series of analytic formulae for standard financial quantities. First, 
the MCEV price of a zero-coupon bond is given in terms of two independent 
components, one driven by the short rate, the other driven by the discounted 
GOP. The discounted GOP contribution to the bond price, calculated in terms
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of the central chi-square distribution function, is found to be a supermartingale. 
A corresponding formula for the instantaneous forward rate under the MCEV 
model is also presented and discussed. Second, the real-world price of standard 
European call arid put options on the GOP are given in terms of central and non
central chi-square distributions for the MCEV model. Thus we extend the work of 
Heath Sz Platen (2002a) where numerical solutions were utilised. These analytic 
formulae facilitate direct comparison between real-world and risk-neutral prices, 
thus highlighting failures and limitations of risk-neutral modelling identified by 
Lewis (2000) and Heston, Loewenstein & Willard (2007). Third, analytic pricing 
formulae are derived for European call and put options on exchange prices. The 
prices derived are given in terms of a doubly non-central beta distribution, which 
itself is based on a ratio of two independent non-central chi-square distributed 
random variables. Lastly, we calculate real-world prices for both call and put op
tions on zero-coupon bonds under the MCEV. These results are semi-analytic in 
nature, yet facilitate easy transformation to real-world MCEV prices for interest 
rate caps and floors. The extension of the work of Heath V Platen (2002a) by the 
analytic pricing formulae, combined with the new research results on exchange 
price and interest rate derivatives will be used to prepare a sequel research article 
on the MCEV model.

4.1 Modified CEV Dynamics

Historically the standard CEV model was developed to model stock prices. This 
chapter differs from that approach in that it follows Heath & Platen (2002a) in 
studying a modified constant elasticity of variance (MCEV) model. It is modified 
in the sense that the CEV form is used to model the GOP rather than a stock 
price. As will be shown below, the MCEV model for the GOP is obtained when 
the volatility of the GOP takes the form

= (4.1.1)

for t G [0, T] with exponent fa G (—oo,+oo) and a constant scaling parameter 
> 0, i G {0,1,..., d}. One immediately observes that in this form the volatility 

of the GOP is stochastic when fa ^ 1, since it depends on the level of the GOP 
itself. Combining (4.1.1) with (2.2.6) leads to a GOP of the form

dSiA = [r'Sp* +ei{Sl'S')Wi-1\dt + ii(SitAf<dWl (4.1.2)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. Hence the drift of the GOP is also stochastic.

A different interpretation of the MCEV is as a stochastic volatility model with 
perfect correlation between the driving processes of the GOP and its squared 
volatility. To see this we set v\ — \6\\2 = ^(S^5*)2^-1) as the square of the
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volatility of the GOP in the zth denomination. Then using (2.2.6), (4.1.1) and 
the Ito formula we can write the SDE for the squared volatility of the GOP as

dv\ = (ft - 1)[2r{ v\ + (2,3, - l)(t>’)2] dt + 2 (A - 1)K)3/2 dW't (4.1.3)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}.

Heath & Platen (2002a) show that it is possible to re-express the dynamics of the 
MCEV GOP as a power of an underlying square root process. In turn, because 
of the relationship between square root and squared Bessel (BESQ) processes, 
the GOP can be expressed as a functional of a BESQ process, as described in 
Delbaen & Shirakawa (2002). In detail, Heath V Platen (2002a) showed that

SlA = (Z’t)^v, (4.1.4)

where Z2 is a square root process satisfying the SDE 

dZ't = [£ (1 - A)(3 - m + 2(1 - A) r\ Z\\ dt + 26 (1 - A) vZdW't (4.1.5)

for t € [0,T] and i € {0,1,...,d} with initial value Z'0 = > 0. In
order to see the relationship between the square root process Zl = {Z\, t G [0, T]} 
and the underlying BESQ process, we introduce the scaling function

A\ = Al0 exp{2 (1 - PJn t} (4.1.6)

for t G [0,T] and i G {0,1 d}. The Dambis, Dubins-Schwarz Theorem (Ap
pendix A.l) can be used to find the time change t1 — {ttl, t G [0, T]}, defined 
as

Ai ds Tn
g(l-A)

2 Vi Aln
(1 — exp{—2(1 Pi) n t}).

(4.1.7)

Equivalently,

dp = Q2(l -PrY
Ai dt (4.1.8)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. Therefore defining

(4.1.9)

yields in the transformed time scale of (4.1.7) an SDE of the form

3 - 2 pi
1 - Pi

dp + (4.1.10)
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for Tj € [tq, Tj] and i € {0,1,... ,d}. This is a BESQ process with dimension

n, =
3-2 ft 
1 — ft

(4.1.11)

for Pi ^ 1 and i G {0.1,.... d}. It is convenient to note the definition of the 
index eg of the BESQ process, and its relationship to both the dimension n* and 
the CEV exponent P% as

tp — 2 1
2 = 2(1 - Pi) (4.1.12)

for Pi ^ 1 and i G {0,1,...,d}. Approaching the problem from a different 
perspective, Heath & Platen (2002a) obtain an SDE for the MCEV model under 
a hypothetical risk-neutral measure PLq. Following identical steps to the real- 
world case, one finds for the candidate risk-neutral measure that the GOP is 
governed by an underlying BESQ process, with dimension n^, given as

1 - 23-Ujj = 4 - n* = —-----£ (4.1.13)
t — pi

for pi 1 and i G {0,1,...,d}. Comparison between the two BESQ process 
dimensions (4.1.11) and (4.1.13) leads to the conclusion that the candidate risk- 
neutral measure PZ£ under the MCEV model is not equivalent to the real-world 
measure P, as explained in Heath V Platen (2002a). The non-equivalence between 
the real-world and candidate risk-neutral measures is now becoming a widely 
accepted feature of the standard CEV model, noted in Lewis (2000), Delbaen & 
Shirakawa (2002) and Heston, Loewenstein & Willard (2007).

Distributional Properties of the Modified CEV Model

As discussed above, a BESQ process of dimension n, is the underlying process 
driving the GOP under the MCEV model. Therefore we introduce the transition 
density p^fr*, x\\r£, x]j) for a BESQ process X1 = {X*i? rl G [tq.t^]} with the 
general dimension tp > 2. to move from x\ = at time rt* to x1̂ = Xlrl at time
7~t > rl satisfies the equation

Pn,{rPxlt:Pf:xlf)
(G)vexp(_ ;i+4 ), . (\ ,; ,Q

2(4 - t}) \x\) \ 2(4 - Tj) J 2 1 4 - T\ J

(4.1.14)

for rl G [tq, r{.] and i G {0.1,... ,c/}. Note the inclusion of the modified Bessel 
function of the first kind 7^, defined as (B.19) in Appendix B. We can now use the 
BESQ process transition density given by (4.1.14) to determine a corresponding
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transition density for a square root process associated with the MCEV model. It 
has become a tradition in all CEV research to provide a transition density func
tion, although this has been achieved with varying degrees of success because of a 
number of typographical errors, as noted by Shaw (1998). The transition density 
for the MCEV case, as provided by Heath & Platen (2002a) too has a typograph
ical error within the exponential term that we hope to remedy below. Hence, the 
transition density qn)(t. z\\T, z%) for a square root process Zl — {Z\, t € [0, T]} 
with the general dimension n? > 2, to move from z\ = Z\ at time t to z!r = Z^ at 
time T > t can be shown via (4.1.9) and (4.1.14) to take the form

q,v(Mt';T.4) =

44

2(4 - 44 V zj/4 exp

(4.1.15)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d} using the scaling function (4.1.6) and the time 
transform (4.1.7).

The distributional characteristics that result for the MCEV model vary greatly 
depending upon the value of the CEV exponent (3i) as shown in Figure 4.1 below. 
Note that under the MCEV model the exponent is the only additional parameter 
required above those necessary for the BSMM. The inputs used in Figure 4.1 were: 
t = 0; Sl0A = 2,000; rz = 0.05; and |0j| = 0.25, while [3% G {0.25,0.50.0.75}. In 
each case the transition density illustrates the probability of the GOP moving to 
a new value in one year. It is clear that the effect of decreasing the value of the 
exponent leads to a more peaked distribution with thinner tails, and that small 
changes in the exponent’s value affect the distribution shape dramatically.

At this point it is useful to note the relationship between square root processes 
and chi-square distributed random variables as was previously noted for the CEV 
model by Schroder (1989) and Delbaen & Shirakawa (2002). It was also noted 
in the context of interest rate term structure modelling in Cox, Ingersoll & Ross 
(1985). Specifically, the square root process transition density associated with 
the MCEV model given in (4.1.15) can be equated to the non-central chi-square 
density (Appendix B.16), with substitution of the following transformations

£2* = zi (sp)2(1~
JT

Uf

(4 - 44 (4 - Tl )4 (4 - 44
4 4 (5y.)2(i-ft)

(4 - 4 At (4 - T1 )Af (4 - 4A

(4.1.1G) 

(4.1.17)

that recover equality between the two equations.
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Figure 4.1: Transition density for T £ [0,1] year with /?* £ {0.25,0.5,0.75} under 
the MCEV model.

4.2 Zero-Coupon Bond Prices

Traditional approaches to CEV modelling focus on stock prices and say little, 
if anything at all about the pricing of zero-coupon bonds, let alone attempting 
to price the two financial instruments consistently. However, the benchmark ap
proach produces a consistent price system for all financial quantities via their 
relationship to the GOP. The simplest calculation to perform under the bench
mark approach is to calculate the real-world price of a zero-coupon bond. Here, 
we will observe our first explicit difference between real-world and putative risk- 
neutral prices under the MCEV model.

To simplify calculations and exposition we assume that the short rate is constant, 
so r\ = Vi for all t £ [0,T] and i £ {0, 1 .....d}. This will focus attention on 
the differences that arise from the discounted GOP contribution to the zero- 
coupon bond. The result requires knowdedge of the gamma function T(V), the 
incomplete gamma function P(-;n), the regularised incomplete gamma function 
Q(-'.n) and the central chi-square distribution y2(-; n) where u represents the 
degrees of freedom in the latter case. These functions are defined in Appendix B 
as (B.ll), (B.12), (B.13) and (B.10), respectively.

Lemma 4.2.1 The real-world price of a zero-coupon bond Pl(t,T) in the ith 
currency calculated at time t with maturity T under the given MCEV model equals

where

P\t, T) - exp{—r* {T-t)} y2

|#i|2(l “ Pi) l1 -exp{ —2(1 - fa) n (T - t)}]

(4.2.1)

(4.2.2)
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for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}.

Proof. Noting the relationship between the GOP and the square root process 
given in (4.1.4) allows the zero-coupon bond price (2.3.14) to be written in integral 
form with the density (4.1.15). If we set z\ = Z\ and z1̂ — Z'T) then we obtain

Pl{t.T) = q^(f, zlt]T, zlf)d: T (4.2.3)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. Using the changes of variables in (4.1.16) 
and (4.1.17), (4.1.11), (B.10) and (B.13), plus a significant amount of algebraic 
manipulation leads to

Pl(t.T) =
' U?y-1)
_ r(f-i) 

X2(~t ; n. - 2)

1 Q

(4.2.4)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0.1,.... d). We obtain (4.2.1) by noticing that

3
Ai

B\
B%

= exp{—n (T - <)} (4.2.5)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. The input parameter £*=, is obtained by 
combining its formula as a change of variable (4.1.16) with the scaling function 
(4.1.6) and the time change (4.1.7) to find that

£7 =
n (5(,'<s-)2(1‘ft)

JT C2 t1 - Pi) [1 - exp{—2 (1 - /?,) -r, (T - <)}]
(4.2.6)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0.1,... .d}. Equality between (4.2.2) and (4.2.6) follows 
from the definition of the volatility of the GOP in (4.1.1). This is important 
because the volatility of the GOP is a time t observable quantity, whilst the 
scaling constant <7 is not observable. Hence a robust method of estimating & 
would be required if we were to use (4.2.6) instead of (4.2.2). □

Given that the short rate is assumed to be constant, it is trivial to observe that 
the zero-coupon bond price decomposition of (2.3.15) applies to Lemma 4.2.1. 
Hence it can be deduced from (2.3.16) and (2.3.17) that for the MCEV model

GUt) = E

Mf(t) - E

Bf
A,

SI
i,<5*

At

exp{—r* (T - t)}

1 N
= X £'t’Y 3iMl

(4.2.7)

(4.2.8)
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for t G [0. T] and i G {0,1,...,d} with definition (4.2.2). The result for the 
discounted GOP contribution to the zero-coupon bond price given as (4.2.8), 
can of course, be proven independently using the transition density associated 
with the time-transformed BESQ process, or by equivalent methods. In fact, this 
result, expressed in terms of the incomplete gamma function ratio (Appendix 
B.10) appears in Feller (1951), Shaw (1998) and Lewis (2000), but not in the 
context of pricing zero-coupon bonds. On the other hand, Heston, Loewenstein 
& Willard (2007) find a similar quantity in pricing a zero-coupon bond for the 
Cox, Ingersoll & Ross (1985) model. However, none of the above authors use the 
probabilistic interpretation of the central chi-square distribution.

Two interesting points arise from the above result. First, we recall from Remark 
2.3.8 that the discounted GOP contribution to the zero-coupon bond, denoted 
as is also the expected value of the Radon-Nikodym derivative for the
candidate risk-neutral measure. Since M^(t) equals a distribution function, then 
by (4.2.2) and (4.2.8), one observes that M^(t) G [0,1] for t G [0,T], T G (0, oo) 
and i G {(), 1,... ,d}. Since the Radon-Nikodym derivative A* under the above 
MCEV model is a non-negative strict (A, P)-local martingale, it is thus a strict 
(A, P)-supermartingale. This property is the underlying reason for differences 
between the real-world and candidate risk-neutral zero-coupon bond prices un
der the MCEV model. Furthermore, one immediately observes that the key 
assumption of Girsanov’s Theorem (Appendix A.5) is not satisfied. Hence for 
the MCEV model, not only are the real-world and candidate risk-neutral mea
sures not equivalent, but the corresponding Radon-Nikodym derivative is not a 
true (A. P)-martingale either. Thus the MCEV model is an example of a viable 
financial market, as discussed in Loewenstein & Willard (2000a), where the tra
ditional no-free-lunch-with-vanishing-risk (NFLVR) notion of no-arbitrage spec
ified by Delbaen & Schachermayer (1998), is inadequate. Hence a more flexible 
methodology such as the benchmark approach discussed in Chapter 2 is more 
suitable.

The second observation comes from examining a graphical depiction of the dis
counted GOP contribution to the zero-coupon bond price (4.2.8) for T > 0. 
Charts are given for the exponent range /3 G [0, 1) and the two maturity ranges 
T G [0, 30] and T G [0,100] in Figure 4.2. We use the input parameters of: t — 0; 
7'j = 0.05; and \9l0\ = 0.25. Inspection of Figure 4.2 reveals that M£(0) remains at 
unity under the case of (3 = 1. which is equivalent to the BSMM of the previous 
chapter. However for exponent levels of (3 G [0,1), Figure 4.2 shows the strict 
supermartingale property of M^(0).

Figure 4.2 reveals the fact that M£(0) appears to approach a constant for large 
maturity times T —* oo, and thus leads us to analyse (4.2.8) in greater detail. In 
particular, one finds that

(4.2.9)
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Figure 4.2: Mj(0) with 3 G [0,1) for T G [0,30] (LHS) and T G [0.100] (RHS) 
under the MCEV model.

for i G {0,1,, d}. In addition, if we impose reasonable restrictions on the 
parameter inputs, such as rx > 0, \6l0\ > 0 and 3% € [0,1) with economically 
sensible upper bounds for both r% and | |, then A/fc(0) will be strictly positive. 
Therefore, the real-world price of a zero-coupon bond under the MCEV model 
possesses lower and upper bounds, these being

(iwfer rbt) G'-m s F->tT] - °w)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. The upper bound G^(t) is the putative 
risk-neutral zero-coupon bond price. A graphical depiction of the relationships 
between the three quantities in (4.2.10) is shown in the two panels of Figure 4.3 
using the parameters: t = 0; rx = 0.05; |0J| = 0.25; and 3i = 0.5. The obvious 
implication of this result is that the magnitude of differences between real-world 
and risk-neutral bond prices will be limited under the MCEV model.
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Figure 4.3: Upper and lower bounds for P2(0. T) for T G [0.30] (LHS) and 
T G [0.100] (RHS) under the MCEV model.
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Forward Rates under the Modified CEV Model

As we observed in Chapter 2, instantaneous forward rates are a simple func
tional of zero-coupon bond prices. Under the MCEV model, the short rate is 
assumed to be constant, and hence the short rate contribution to the forward 
rate is trivially calculated to be the short rate itself. In contrast to the BSMM of 
the previous chapter, because the Radon-Nikodym derivative is a strict (A. P)- 
supermartingale the discounted GOP contribution to the forward rate nilj,(t) is 
11011-zero. Specifically, we calculate its value using (2.3.20) and (4.2.8) to be

i2(1 -Pi) \0\\2 (1 ~ ft) exp{—2 (1 - ft) r{ (T - t)
^(1 + 2(1-0i) ) ’ 1 -Pi)

(4.2.11)

for all t G [0, T] and i G {0.1,..., d}. The definition of in (2.3.20) provides
more insight into the meaning of ra^(t) than does the result in (4.2.11). In 
essence is a transformation of the rate of change of M^{t) with respect to
maturity. Figure 4.4 illustrates the general shape of m^(0) with the parameters: 
t = 0; |(9q| = 0.25; — 0.05; ft G [0,1) and T G [0. 30]. The resulting contribution
to the forward rate is hump-shaped, and as with all aspects of the MCEV model, 
depends heavily on the value of the exponent ft. The hump shape is more peaked 
and occurs earlier in the term structure for lower levels of the CEV exponent ft. It 
should be noted here that hump-shaped forward rates are empirically supported 
by the research of Bouchaud, Sagna, Cont, El-Karoui & Potters (1999), Bouchaud 
& Matacz (2000) and Brown & Schaefer (2000), amongst others.

Exponent

0.25
20

Maturity
10

0.04

0.02

0.
30

Figure 4.4: 0) for ft G [0,1) and T G [0,30] under the MCEV model.
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Both forward rates and zero-coupon bond prices under the MCEV model are 
reasonably sensitive to changes in the initial level of the volatility of the GOP. 
The economic interpretation of this relationship between GOP volatility and the 
discounted GOP contribution to the forward rate is interesting and intuitive. 
The volatility of the GOP primarily affects medium- to long-term maturities 
of the yield curve, as can be explicitly observed both in Figure 4.2 and 4.4. 
This accords well with both economic theory and practice. While short-dated 
interest rate instruments are primarily influenced by the monetary policy specific 
to that currency, longer dated maturities of the yield curve are influenced by many 
factors, most notably supply and demand, as well as local and global economic 
conditions. Therefore, the economic drivers of both equity markets and the long- 
end of the yield curve are highly correlated. Since the volatility of the GOP is 
a good proxy for the volatility of a well-diversified equity index, it can also be 
interpreted as the volatility, or general level of uncertainty of underlying economic 
conditions. Furthermore, the relationship between general market volatility and 
long-term interest rates is usually directional. In periods of increased uncertainty, 
volatility increases, and hence the 'risk premium’ component of long-term yields 
must also increase to compensate for the increased level of uncertainty. Such a 
directional relationship between \9\ \ and mlft) is evident within the given MCEV 
model, as can be seen in Figure 4.5 below. A corresponding inverse relationship 
exists between \0\\ and The input parameters used in Figure 4.5 were:
t — 0; ?\ — 0.05; arid the CEV exponent scenarios f £ {0.0,0.25,0.5,0.75}. 
Interestingly, we see that the level of initial GOP volatility has no impact on the 
forward rate until a 'threshold' volatility level has been reached, which is also 
intuitive. More generally, one observes that the magnitude and placement of the 
hump within the forward rate curve varies with the initial level of GOP volatility.

As a final comment on forward rates under the MCEV model we observe that 
the asymptotic value of the discounted GOP contribution to the forward rate is 
zero, that is m1^ (t) = 0 for t £ [0. oo) and i £ {0,1,..., d}. This is an unrealistic 
feature of the MCEV model since from (2.3.19) it implies that, in general

}i(t,t) = g\(t)=r\ (4.2.12)

and
f{t. oo) = g2x{t) + rnff) = (4.2.13)

for t £ [0. oo) and i £ {0,1,.... c/}. where rl0 is the initial value of the short rate 
and rf is the asymptotic limit of the short rate. Thus, neither the initial value, 
nor the long term limit of the forward rate depend upon the discounted GOP 
contribution. It is noted that when the short rate is constant as discussed above, 
we have r\ = rl0 — if = rt for all t £ [0, oo) and i £ {0,1..... d}.
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Figure 4.5: m^(0) for |^| E [0.05,0.50] and T E [0,30] under the MCEV model 
with 3i E {0.0,0.25,0.5,0.75}, clockwise.

4.3 Options on the GOP

Below we extend the work of Heath & Platen (2002a) by providing analytic results 
for both call and put options on the GOP in terms of the central and non-central 
chi-square distributions. These analytic prices confirm the conclusions of Heath 
& Platen (2002a) in that call options on the GOP are exactly the same under 
either the real-world or candidate risk-neutral measures, but that put options on 
the GOP are not. In addition, we verify that put-call parity only holds when the 
real-world MCEV zero-coupon bond price is used to discount the strike price. The 
results will significantly reduce the computational burden of examining implied 
volatility surfaces. Finally, being the canonical option price example under the 
benchmark approach, it contributes to the discussion of the limitations of risk- 
neutral pricing.

We begin with a result for asset binary options on the GOP under the above 
MCEV model. In addition to previous notation, we require the non-central chi- 
square distribution y2(-; u. A) with degrees of freedom v and non-centrality pa-
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rameter A, defined in Appendix B as formula (B.17).

Lemma 4.3.1 The real-world prices of first order asset binary options on the 
GOP in the ith currency at time t with strike price I\ and, expiry T under the 
given MCEV model are

T, A\ S1-6 (t) = St
t,<5» 3 - 2A 

1 ~Pi

Ah~
T, K, S1-5

. W = sf * X 3 - 2 ^ 
l-Pi

where

llj. =
2 n(5p* ' K)2^ -i)

|^'|2(1 - ft)[exp{2(l (T-t)} - 1]

for t G [0, T], z G {0,1,..., d} with as per definition (4.2.2).

(4.3.1)

(4.3.2)

(4.3.3)

Proof. The first order asset binary call option on the GOP under the MCEV 
model can be written in integral form using (4.1.4), the transition density (4.1.15) 
with (4.1.11) and the substitutions z\ = Z\ and zf = Zf as

4h +
T, K. S^s* (t) = S,i,S*

2' n,-1
qnt(t:zl:T.zlf)d (4.3.4)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0.1,..., d}. The changes of variables (4.1.16) —(4.1.17) and 
the results (B.10) and (B.17) from Appendix B allow simplification of (4.3.4) to

4 T-fexp{ i-x2(4;n,+2e]

e=o '
sp- [i-x2(ayn„4)] (4.3.5)

for t G [0. T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. The non-centrality parameter is identical 
to that derived for a zero-coupon bond appearing in (4.2.2). The argument comes 
from (4.1.17) with (4.1.6) and (4.1.7) yielding

. _ 2 nK^-M
1 p (1 - A)(exp{2 (1 - A) r, (f - <)} - 1]

(4.3.6)

for t G [0, Tj and i G {0.1,..., d}. Equality between (4.3.3) and (4.3.6) is obtained 
via (4.1.1). Preference is given to expression (4.3.3) because it contains the time 
t observable financial quantities of the value of the GOP and its volatility. The 
use of (4.3.6) would require estimation of the scaling constant G-
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The corresponding price of a first order asset binary put option on the GOP under 
the above MCEV model is then calculated from (4.3.5) as

AT, K, s
(0 = SI'1'E V- <^} A, = SiA x2(upn,.4) (4.3.7)

for t G [0. T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. □

While first order asset binary options on the GOP are relatively straightforward 
to calculate, corresponding bond binary options are not. The solution method 
follows Schroder (1989) and is based on representations of gamma distributed 
random variables. The density is denoted pg(-: a) while the distribution function 
is denoted Q(-; a) where a is the shape parameter, given respectively as (B.20) 
and (B.21) in Appendix B.

Lemma 4.3.2 The real-world prices of first order bond binary options on the 
GOP in the ith currency at time t with strike price K and expiry T under the 
given MCEV model a,re

BpKtS,.s. (t) = e-r‘(f-‘) X2 ( 4 :

4,k..s.,.(0 = e-"(f-‘) x2 4;

Hi
1

1 -Bi
X2 4;

1 - Bi
, Ur

for t G [0,T] and i G {0.1,.. ., d), using notation (4.2.2) and (4.3.3).

(4.3.8)

(4.3.9)

Proof. Writing the real-world price of a first order bond binary call option on 
the GOP in expectation form using (4.1.4) and (4.1.11), we obtain

BfXs^(t) = E Kni~2 } At (4.3.10)

for t G [0,T] and i G {0,1Letting z\ = Z\ and zf = Zf and using the 
square root process transition density (4.1.15), one can write

D*i +
T,K, S1-6At) qta, (L zt: T. zf) dzf (4.3.11)

for t G [0,T] and i G {0,1,...,d}. The changes of variables (4.1.16) —(4.1.17) 
and the gamma distribution definitions of (B.20) —(B.21) simplify (4.3.11) to

BT, K, S*-s- «)
A
Ai

Z2^ £T A +
n,

+ 1 (4.3.12)
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for t E [0, T] and z G {0.1...., d). In order to reduce the expression of (4.3.12) to 
the desired result in (4.3.8), a significant amount of algebra is required, making 
use of the recurrence relation (B.22) between the gamma distribution and density 
functions, as per Schroder (1989). Eventually we obtain

r=o

x2 (£f; n, - 2, iif) . (4.3.13)

The desired result of (4.3.8) is obtained by combining (4.3.12) with (4.3.13) and 
substituting the real-world dimension (4.1.11).

The price of a corresponding first order bond binary put option on the GOP 
under the given MCEV model requires (4.2.1), (4.3.12), and (4.3.13) since

BT, K, S' ot)
'sf-

E At - E
ni,6*
O rj£~\

si
s.

i,5*

. r If{St >K} At

K
AL

n z —2 
2

lx2(&;ni-2)-x2(£kni-2,u‘ (4.3.14)

for t E [0, T) and i E {(), 1,..., rf}. □

Law of Squared Bessel Processes

The most reasonable model for the GOP holds under the MCEV model when 
the exponent is restricted to (3i E [0,1). This ensures that the BESQ process 
underlying the GOP remains strictly positive. It also matches some empirical 
features of equity indices such as the leverage effect discussed in Black (1976a). 
When (3i E [Too), the underlying BESQ process has dimension n? < 2, and will 
reach zero with strictly positive probability.

Next we introduce an extremely useful result described in Yor (1992), relating a 
BESQ process with a negative index to another BESQ process with a positive 
index, as detailed in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3.3 Let r^,a:^) represent the transition density of a BESQ
process X1 = {V*,, rl E [tq, rf]} of general dimension n?: > 2 and initial value 
Xf > 0, to move from x\ = Xf at time t] to xf — X\ ad tim.e rf > r\ for all

t t

i E {0,1,..., d}. If we set the stopping time to t = inf{V > 0 : Xf = 0} then 
we have the relation

x
— pn, (rl, x\\4, x*f) = 1{T < t} p4_tli (rl, x\\ rf, xlf) (4.3.15)
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Here p4_^ (4 x\ \ 4? x^) describes the transition density of a BESQ process where 
zero is a lower boundary with absorption and has dimension = (4 — tq) < 2 
when n? > 2. This transition density changes from that previously defined in 
(4.1.14) in that we take the modulus of the index of the modified Bessel function 
of the first kind, thereby obtaining

p4-n, ('bfc i 3't'i ^Ti *^t)
2(4 - A)

(4.3.16)

for t G [0, T\ and i G {0,1,..., d}. Refer to Borodin & Salminen (1996) for further 
details.

Therefore Lemma 4.3.3 expresses the relationship that exists between BESQ pro
cesses of dimension n* and tq^ = (4 —tq), as long as either process does not reach 
zero. Thus, it facilitates a change of measure for BESQ processes accounting for 
the case when zero is an absorbing boundary. Hence we can use Lemma 4.3.3 to 
confirm the price of a first order bond binary option on the GOP, as determined 
in Lemma 4.3.2. More specifically, starting with (4.3.11), one obtains

=

n2 —2 
2

Jk-

y
4

4
4.

4
4.

n; — 2 

2

n2 
2

q+(t,4;T,4)d4

P„,(t>\xJ; Tf,Xf)dx'f
x:

n^-2
2

X
Al-at

T •

2 L{r < t}p4-n,(4,xJ;4,x^) dxT

p4-a, (4, xj; 4, x4 dxX (4.3.17)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. It is now a matter of calculating the integral 
in (4.3.17) which itself reduces to (4.3.12). Thus the use of Lemma 4.3.3 from 
Yor (1992) leads to identical results to those presented in Lemma 4.3.2.

As we have seen thus far, the calculation of contingent claims under the real-world 
measure involves taking the expectation of the inverse of the GOP at some future 
point in time. In the case of the given MCEV model, this translates into taking 
the expectation of the inverse of a scaled and time-transformed BESQ process 
with dimension nt > 2. Using Lemma 4.3.3 one observes that this is equivalent to 
taking the expectation of a BESQ process with dimension ip # = (4 — nQ < 2 with 
an absorbing barrier at zero. Therefore, there exists positive probability for the
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process to reach zero, impacting on real-world contingent claim values calculated 
under the above MCEV model. This means that all contingent claims with a 
11011-zero payoff at the level zero, such as zero-coupon bonds and put options, will 
have different prices to those calculated under a candidate risk-neutral measure. 
Attempting to price such payoffs under the risk-neutral measure will lead to 
higher prices and thus incorrect results.

We also mention here that a second method exists to calculate the real-world 
prices of options on the GOP by exploiting the symmetry property of the modified 
Bessel function of the first kind. From Abramowitz & Stegun (1970) we have that 
hi(-) = /— d? (-) for all di G {...,-2, —1, 0.+1,+2,...}. In practical terms, this 
property limits the values the CEV exponent can take to fa G {|?f,§,-••}• Using 
this property in the transition density (4.1.15) it is possible to derive another set 
of formulae for asset and bond binary options on the GOP. We omit details here, 
but equivalence to the above results is obtained via recurrence relations for non
central chi-square distribution functions, mentioned in Schroder (1989) or Cohen 
(1988). While we do not pursue this method for pricing options on the GOP, 
we will employ the Bessel function symmetry property for options on exchange 
prices later in this chapter.

Real-World Call and Put Options on the GOP

We can now price call and put options on the GOP for the given MCEV model 
using bond and asset binary options together with zero-coupon bonds.

Corollary 4.3.4 The real-world prices of call and put options on the GOP in 
the ith currency at time t with expiry T and strike price I\ under the above MCEV 
model are

CT,K,Si-6* W —
[l v2V-3“2'( £fW

A) J
- K exp{—n(T - t)} x2 ;

rM-
(4.3.18)

/ 3_2 4P1t,k,si.«* (0 = ~StS* X2 ( uy ; -—) + K exp{—r,(T - t)}
1

x2 4;
i

1 -x2 4;
i2 ' al- • __2__ u*_

T i -\ UT1 ~Pi
(4.3.19)

for t G [0,T] and i G {0,using notation (4.2.2), (4.3.3) and (4.1.11).

In addition to the representations for call options on the GOP in Corollary 4.3.4, 
we can also derive an alternative representation based on the two-parameter 
gamma density and the complementary distribution function, given in Appendix
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B as formulae (B.20) and (B.21), respectively. Initially, we re-express the as
set binary option component (4.3.5) using the gamma density and distribution 
function representations, then combine with (4.3.12) to obtain the formula

CT, K, SW —

£=o

U 1

exp{-r, (T -t)}^Tpg £

■X;* +-----------
2 ’ 2(1 - A)

1

r=o
f’e + W^) + 1)G

u'

(4.3.20)

; £ + 1

for t E [0, T], i E {0,1...., d} and fa E [0,1), with (4.2.2) and (4.3.3). Com
parison of (4.3.20) to results in Cox & Ross (1976), Beckers (1980), Cox (1996), 
Shaw (1998), Delbaen & Shirakawa (2002) and Schroder (1989) reveal that the 
price of a call option on the GOP under the MCEV model is exactly the same 
as the putative risk-neutral price. The two prices are equal because a call option 
has a zero payoff for all outcomes below the strike price K at expiry. However, as 
mentioned above, differences between real-world and risk-neutral prices arise for 
financial instruments that possess non-zero payoffs at the level zero. This is the 
case for zero-coupon bonds and put options, as evidenced in (4.2.1) and (4.3.19), 
respectively.

It should be noted that in general, computational issues may present problems 
for the implementation of CEV-type models. Notwithstanding that comment, 
we provide in Figure 4.6 the implied volatility surface obtained for call options 
on the GOP based on: t = 0; Slf6* = 2,000; = 0.05; |0q| = 0.25; T = 30; 
for fa E {0.00,0.25,0.50,0.75}. The purpose of showing all four charts is once 
again to illustrate the variability of results that are obtained for different levels of 
the CEV exponent. Beginning with the top LHS in Figure 4.6, one observes the 
classic skewed, downward sloping implied volatility surface that is obtained for 
Gaussian models with fa = 0.00. Then moving clockwise, the exponent increases 
to fa E {0.25,0.50,0.75}, respectively. Accordingly, the implied volatility surface 
flattens out both in terms of skew and slope as we increase the numerical value 
of the exponent up to fa = 0.75, almost corresponding to the BSMM which 
itself possesses a completely flat implied volatility surface for obvious reasons. 
An important point to make is that implied volatility surfaces generated by put 
option prices will only match those given by call option prices if the discount 
factor used within the Black-Scholes model is implied from real-world MCEV 
zero-coupon bond prices calculated using Lemma 4.2.1. Otherwise, the implied 
volatility surfaces for call and put options on the GOP will be different, as shown 
in Heath & Platen (2002a).

Another situation where the use of the MCEV zero-coupon bond price given 
in Lemma 4.2.1 is critical, is in the statement of put-call parity for options on 
the GOP. Under the benchmark approach, the result remains as per (2.5.13) 
regardless of the model under consideration. This can be verified in the MCEV 
case using the zero-coupon bond price (4.2.1) and the two put and call prices in
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30

Figure 4.6: Implied volatility surfaces for options on the GOP under the MCEV 
model with T G [0,30] for G {0.0,0.25,0.5,0.75}, clockwise.

Lemma 4.3.4. Heston, Loewenstein & Willard (2007) argue that for the standard 
CEV model uone can choose either put-call parity or risk-neutral option pricing, 
but not both". Arguments with the same implications are also provided in Lewis 
(2000). We can only agree with the first of these conclusions, since under the 
MCEV model, put-call parity is achieved using real-world pricing, but it is shown 
to be inconsistent with risk-neutral pricing. Cox & Hobson (2005) and Li (2005) 
both repeat the claim that put-call parity does not hold under the risk-neutral 
measure, but contrary to Heston, Loewenstein & Willard (2007), neither paper 
provides an alternative where it will work. The above discussion clarifies the 
situation.

Comparison to the Existing Literature

It is useful to relate the results of this subsection to existing literature and in par
ticular to Lewis (2000) and Heston, Loewenstein & Willard (2007). Lewis (2000) 
presents a broad study of option valuation with stochastic volatility, pioneering 
in its discussion of the failure of risk-neutral pricing, and much more accessible
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than Sin (1998). Lewis (2000) discusses a restricted CEV model within a stochas
tic volatility framework similar to (4.1.3) under the risk-neutral paradigm. To 
maintain similar notation to Lewis (2000) we denote the squared GOP volatility 
process once more by v1 = {v\ = \0\\2, t G [0, T]} for i G {0,1,..., d}. Upon 
re-arranging (4.1.1) we can write the GOP as

(4.3.21)

for t G [0, T) and i G {0.1,..., d}. One can then show that the squared volatility 
of the GOP can be expressed as the inverse of a BESQ process, that is

S2
TV (4.3.22)

for t G [0. T] and i G {0.1,..., d}. Broadly speaking, the arguments of Lewis 
(2000) are as follows. Using Feller's test for explosions, from say Karatzas & 
Shreve (1991), one finds that the squared GOP volatility (4.1.3) will reach infinity 
in finite time with strictly positive probability. This is because when the exponent 
falls within the range (3t G (—oo, 1), the BESQ process in (4.3.22) will have a 
risk-neutral dimension = (4 — nQ < 2 that reaches zero with strictly positive 
probability. The natural extension of this fact and (4.3.21) is that the GOP 
under the risk-neutral measure will reach zero with strictly positive probability, 
and for the solution to the SDE (4.1.2) to hold, zero must be an absorbing rather 
than a reflecting barrier. Hence it is the explosion of the squared volatility of 
the GOP that leads to an ‘explosion probability adjustment’, which achieves 
corrections equivalent to our results. The work of Lewis (2000) is reasonably 
systematic, however because he assumes an equivalent risk-neutral measure exists, 
the adjustment appears to be ad-hoc. For example, it is shown that for put- 
call parity to hold, the ‘explosion probability adjustment' is required, but the 
important link to pricing zero-coupon bonds is not explored. In comparison, 
these adjustments are a straightforward consequence of the benchmark approach.

Heston, Loewenstein & Willard (2007) also remain within the risk-neutral paradigm, 
and therefore produce similar results to Lewis (2000). They begin a discussion 
on the standard CEV model by specifying an SDE for a stock price under the 
risk-neutral measure, with the exponent range pi G [ 1, oo). In contrast, we study 
the GOP under the MCEV model within this subsection, and hence are careful 
when making comparisons. For the GOP. when pi > 1 the underlying BESQ 
process will remain strictly positive under the risk-neutral measure, since it has 
dimension n,-^ = (4 — rq) > 2. However, this implies real-world dynamics for the 
underlying BESQ process with dimension n, < 2. Therefore Heston. Loewenstein 
& Willard (2007) are following the specification of Emanuel & MacBeth (1982), 
where the volatility increases for higher levels of the underlying, and conversely, 
volatility decreases for lower levels of the underlying. This is contrary to the con
ventional wisdom on the leverage effect documented by Black (1976a), yet has
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found some recent empirical support in Jones (2003). It is also the dual problem 
to the case we consider. The importance of the work of Heston, Loewenstein & 
Willard (2007) is their aim to bridge the gap between mathematics and economic 
significance, as in the previous work of Loewenstein V Willard (2000a, 2000b). 
They provide three conditions that must be satisfied such that ‘asset pricing bub
bles' will not exist. The first is that the market price of risk must be finite, while 
the second is that the candidate risk-neutral Radon-Nikodym derivative, must 
be an (A. P)-martingale. The third condition amounts to the existence of an 
equivalent local martingale measure Pt£ under which the discounted underlying 
is an (A ^-martingale. Under the benchmark approach, the market price of 
risk is the volatility of the GOP. whilst the second or third conditions of He
ston, Loewenstein & Willard (2007) are not required. Ultimately all of these 
conditions amount to whether or not the boundaries at zero and infinity can be 
reached. The nature of the solutions obtained are determined by whether these 
boundaries are reflecting or absorbing barriers, as described within the frame
work of Feller (1951). The advantage of using the benchmark approach is that 
real-world pricing will always recover the minimal price and does not require an 
examination of these barriers at zero and infinity.

4.4 Options on an Exchange Price

Recall once more that an exchange price can be defined as the ratio of two differ
ent denominations of the GOP. as per (2.1.7). For the MCEV model, a number 
of assumptions are required in order to obtain explicit formulae for options on an 
exchange price. To start, we assume that different currency denominations of the 
GOP are independent. In some circumstances, such an independence assump
tion will be too restrictive, however there remain many important cases when 
independence between different GOP denominations is a reasonable assumption.

Since the GOP value is effectively modelled as a non-central chi-square random 
variable under the MCEV model, then an exchange price will be modelled as a 
ratio of non-central chi-square random variables. Because of the assumption of in
dependence between different GOP denominations, this means that an exchange 
price will take a similar form to a doubly non-central F distributed random 
variable. In fact, we show below that options on an exchange price under the 
MCEV model are given in terms of doubly non-central beta random variables. 
Appendix B contains relevant definitions of F and beta distributed random vari
ables, including details on both the central and non-central varieties. Of most 
relevance to the real-world MCEV pricing of options on exchange prices will be 
the distribution function of doubly non-central beta random variables, denoted 
by 1(-: Vi, Vj ; Aj) with the two degrees of freedom parameters vt, Vj and the 
two non-centrality parameters An A j, defined as (B.30) in Appendix B.

Further to the above independence asumption, the CEV exponent is assumed to
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take identical values in each of the GOP denominations. Of course, by (4.1.11), 
the dimensions of each of the underlying BESQ processes must also be identical. 
The best way to understand the necessity of this assumption, is to discuss the 
pricing of a first order asset binary option on an exchange price under the given 
MCEV model. We start with the generic result for an asset binary option (2.5.3) 
applied to an exchange price. Using different currency denominations of the GOP 
as variables of interest, we arrive at the first line of (3.4.17) in the case of a put 
option, as presented for the BSMM case in the previous chapter. Reverting to 
the underlying square root process of (4.1.4) and writing the exponent with the 
aid of (4.1.11), we find

Al'~
T, K, X'A M A<

(4.4.1)

for t G [0,T] and i,j G {0,1,...,d}. One way to simplify this expression to 
achieve an analytic result occurs when n = n, = ty, which obviously implies 
[3 — fa — j3j for all y j G {0,1,... , d}. Otherwise, it will be difficult to isolate 
individual denominations of the GOP. In addition, we employ the symmetry prop
erty of the modified Bessel function of the first kind (Appendix B.19), such that 
/D(-) = /-of-) for all D G {..., —2, —1.0, +1, +2,...}. Thus the CEV exponent is 
restricted to (3 G {{, f, §, • • •} for the derived formulae to hold.

With this background information at hand, we now obtain exchange price options 
under the given MCEV model. We do so once more, by breaking down the option 
price into its constituent asset and bond binary components.

Lemma 4.4.1 The real-world prices of first order asset binary options on an 
exchange price, in the ith currency at time t with strike price I\ and expiry T 
under the given MCEV model for exponent j.3 G are

AlM (t) = W4e-q(r-pT,K,X1aOJ e

AW . (t) = Xi,j e-qU-t)T,K, Xl’CL) M e

1 lMj 1 — 2/3 3 — 2/3; | _ g
1 + 1M,,’ 1-/3’ 1 — /3 ’ T’ T

1 -1 l/did 1 — 2/3 3 — 2/3 j
1 + l/dij ’ 1-/?’ 1 — /5 ’ T’ T

2 ’ 2(1 - (3)
(4.4.2)

(4.4.3)

where

dig —
W.\2 [exp {2 (1 - /3) rJ (T - t)} - 1] r% (4.4.4)

$l2 [exp{2 (1 - ff) U (T — t)} - 1] rj (X^/K)^) 

for t G [0,T] and i,j G {0. T ... ,d}, where for k G {?’, j} equates to (4.2.2).
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Proof. We rewrite (4.4.1) under the assumption that the BESQ processes un
derlying each GOP denomination have identical dimensions, hence

dii 
T, K, (t) = X? E 1 fzi > Zf/K A (4.4.5)

for t G [0,T] and i,j G {0,1,..., d}. By the independence of the different cur
rency denominations of the GOP, (4.4.5) can be written in integral form using 
substitutions = Zf and z!~ — Z£ for k G {z, j} in (4.1.15) to obtain

n —2 

2

q n(G zJt; T, zJf) q n(£, z\; f, zlf) dzJf dzlf
K n —2

(4.4.6)

for t G [0, T] and z, j G {0.1,..., d}. Substitution of the changes of variables
(4.1.16) —(4.1.17) in both the zth and jth dimensions together with use of the 
symmetry property of the modified Bessel function of the first kind, 70(-) = 7_j,(-) 
for all h G {..., —2, —1. 0, +1, +2,...}. means we can rewrite (4.4.6) as

AX, x„(0 = XlJ
T, K, X ‘

A!T,K,X'<3 (t) = x't (4.4.7)

duk duf

for t G [0, T] and i.j G {0,1,..., d}.

Notice that the inner integral now depends on the transformation iG, in the zth 
denomination and the constant d%^ as given in (4.4.4). The latter is calculated 
using (4.1.6) and (4.1.7) as follows

di (4 -5J)4^n‘2
(4 - 4) yT

Zj [exp{2 (1 - (3) Tj (T - t)} - 1] r{
Zf [exp(2 (1 - (3) rr (f - *)} - 1] rj

for t G [0. T] and z, j G {0.1,...,(/}. Equality from (4.4.8) to (4.4.4) is obtained 
via (4.1.11) and (4.1.1).

Next, we find it advantageous to introduce a new change of variable, this being
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for i.j G {0,1,, d}. By isolating the double integral in (4.4.7) and substituting
(4.4.9) one obtains

exp{-^} (!£)*- f+1 exp{-f }

T (£ + m

2T{£- f + 2)

■i + i + 2) /

2T(m + l
-P—2- + \U 2+i

- 1

r(£- 2 + 2)r(m + f
n

2

/ 1/d.
U_

1 + 1/4

2 f J j1- (! + W)ai.j
„ .. n
^------ f- 2; m 4—

2 ’ 2

+2

du duf

(4.4.10)

for t G [0, T] and i,j G {0.1,... ,d}. Therefore the first order asset binary put 
option formula is found by combining (4.4.7), (4.4.10) plus (B.30) and (B.33) 
from Appendix B in the following way

Ta-.a-GC = a;
4 

4

n —2 
2 £i + £!= OO OO / \ ^

exp T EE
r=o m=0

(Gr(-f)’
Z! m!

1_4&b (f'E2;m + ?)
— v*J

i/d,- 7

4

4

n —2 
2

1 - J iMj
1 + l/di,j

; 4 — n, n : £h, £.g (4.4.11)

for t G [0,7] and z, j G {0.1,... ,d}. For cases when n / 4. expression (4.4.11) 
can be simplified further to

A'±~T, K, X'*
,(t) x'tJ 4

Ai
i dihj

1 + di
: n. 4 — n ; £ (4.4.12)

for t G [0, T\ and i.j G {0,1,.... d}. However, to maintain generality we continue 
to use (4.4.11) in the remainder of the discussion below.

The corresponding case for an asset binary call option on an exchange price can 
be solved using (4.2.1), (4.4.11), and Appendix B relations (B.IO) and (B.13) as

4,7, *<4) = 4'

= xy

[ -giA
l E At - E1 qj,S*

h/ rjr-1

4
Ai

n — 2 
2

1
l/d

St>A

SiiA >si5*/K} At (4.4.13)

i + i/dij'4 n’n’4.4 Q
£^ n

for t G [0, T] and z, j G {0,1,. .. ,d}. □
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The above results for asset binary options on exchange prices are clearly related to 
bond binary options on the GOP. Using the exchange price definition (2.1.7) and 
Lemma 4.3.2 one observes that an exchange price is modelled under the MCEV 
model as a ratio of a non-central chi-square random variable with (4 — n) degrees 
of freedom over another non-central chi-square random variable with n degrees 
of freedom. Therefore, an exchange price is obtained as a doubly non-central 
beta random variable. This relationship can be written in comparable notation 
to (B.26) of Appendix B as

-^4—n. n:£^,£y ~ (-^n,4-n;£y,£t i-l X4-n;£^ 
y2 .
A n •

Xn ■ £l- ’ T

\X4—n
(4.4.14)

for n > 0, £.k > 0, A- £ {i.,j} and i.j £ {0,1.... ,d}. This result is essentially 
the substitution (4.4.9) within the proof of Lemma 4.4.1. Note that the second 
and fourth expressions in (4.4.14) are only well-defined for n < 4, because of the 
existence of positive probability mass at zero in the case when n = 4.

Next we consider bond binary options on exchange prices under the given MCEV 
model. As we saw in the BSMM case, because of the symmetry of exchange 
prices, we find that asset and bond binary options produce similar formulae.

Lemma 4.4.2 The real-world prices of first order bond binary options on an 
exchange price, in the ith currency at time t with strike price I\ and expiry T 
under the given MCEV model for exponent ft £ {f, |, |,...}, are

Bk + 
t, k, x

^T, K. XiV W

= e-ri^-t)

— e~Ti{T-t)

1 -1

X

1-2/3 3-2ft 
1 + d{ j 1 — ft 1 — ft

• £?- £L (4.4.15)

1 + dij
1-2/3 3 — 2/3 { ,
1-/3’ 1 -/3 ’

SLQ 1 7 l
2 ’ 2(1 - ft)

(4.4.16)

for t £ [0.T], non-centrality parameter £kf for k £ {i.j} equal to (4.2.2), argu
ment dij as per (4.4.4) and i.j £ {0.1,..., d}.

Proof. The generic formula for a bond binary option (2.5.4), in the case of an 
exchange price results in expression (3.4.24). That expression can be re-written 
in terms of (4.1.4) and (4.1.11) as follows

d/ +
DT,K, X*-j (t) = E

n —2

1 {Zf > ZjfK (4.4.17)

for t £ [0,T] and i, j £ {0,1,..., d). As for the BSMM case, bond and asset 
binary options under the given MCEV model take a similar form, as witnessed
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by comparing (4.4.5) and (4.4.17). In fact, we follow similar steps to those in the 
proof of Lemma 4.4.1 hereafter with only minor modifications.

Using the assumption of independence of different GOP denominations, changes 
of variables (4.1.16) —(4.1.17), and the modified Bessel function symmetry prop
erty, we can simplify (4.4.17) to yield

TDh +
T, K, (t)

4
Aij.

n —2 
2

exp ~T EEm=0 £=0 ml

exp{-^}(^)m 2+1 exp{-^} (^)€+2 1

e\
(4.4.18)

ur 4, 2 r(m 2) 2T(*+f)
duf duJ^

for t G [0, T] and z, j G {0,1,..., d}. Note the similarity between this result and 
the corresponding asset binary exchange price option formula (4.4.7). Thus, we 
follow the same method of solution by introducing the change of variable

ud
(4.4.19)

for T G [0,T] and i.j G {0,1,...,d}. Substitution of (4.4.19) simplifies the 
double integral in (4.4.18) and further algebraic manipulation leads to

Bd+ (t) =T.K.X' i d >

n — 2
44 2
At) exp

oJ i oJ ] 00 00 ( ~t \m ( ~t \£
4 T 4 1 V ^ 1 ~T) \~)

m=0 £—0
ml t\

F(m + | + ^ + 2)
F(m-f + 2)T(7+*) Jdi, (1 + h)

d

um~i+l
m+£-± + ± +2 dii

n—ji
Ai \ 2
4

i-i

for t G [0, T] and z, j G {0.1,..., d}.

l,J ; 4 - n, n ; £y, £d1 + dij (4.4.20)

The corresponding case for a first order bond binary put option on an exchange 
price can be solved using (4.2.1) and (4.4.20), this being

= E
-siA

E Git - Eqi.d*
G rj~t

s, i,S*
II

SAi,6* *-{Sds* >S^S* K) At (4.4.21)

M
Ad

4
Ai

do 7
;n-2)-l+2^ yTT J 4 — n, n;

n —2 
2 dn o

zl TTd“;4-n n; 4,4) - 2( 4;
n — 2

2"

(4.4.22)
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for t G [0. T] and i.j G {0. 1., d}. □

The symmetry that exists for asset and bond binary options on exchange prices is 
obvious by a comparison of the proofs for Lemmas 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. In both cases, 
one observes that the exchange price is modelled as a doubly non-central beta 
random variable. The asset binary case was given by (4.4.14). The comparable 
result for the bond binary case is

X4 — n, n; pi pJ_ (+ ,-l xl
4-n; £f,

W .

xl.n; W-n;
(4.4.23)

for n > 0, £k > 0, k G {i,j} and i.j G {0,1,..., d}. This result is reflected 
within the proof of Lemma 4.4.2 as substitution (4.4.19). Once again, the second 
and fourth expressions are not well-defined for the case n = 4.

Real-World Call and Put Options on Exchange Prices

We now provide call and put options on exchange prices using the above results.

Corollary 4.4.3 The real-world prices of call and put options on an exchange 
price in the ith currency at time t with expiry T and strike price I\ under the 
given MCEV model for exponent (3 G are

4,K,X-jW = ~Ke r'IT t} 1 -1 <kj .1-2/3 3 - 20 
1 +di/ 1-0’ 1-0 '~T'~T

■ V- cl. , *~Jrr (4.4.24)

+ Xfj e-GT-0 X 1/dC3 1 -20 3 - | _ Q
1 + 1/ dij 1 — (3 1 — (3

i
2 ’ 2(1 — (3)

= -X'C e-m-t)Pt, k, x

+ Ke~r'lt-t]

1-1 IMj 1 —20 3-20 j <
1 + 1/dij' l-(3 ’ 1 ~(3

X dirj 1-2 (3 3-2 (3
- Q1 + (k/ 1-r 1 -0'~T'~T 2 ’ 2(1 - (3)

(4.4.25)

fort G [0,T] and i.j G {0,1,..., d} using notation (4.1.11), (4.2.2) and (4.4.4).

One can verify from Corollary 4.4.3 that put-call parity only holds for options on 
an exchange price when the real-world domestic zero-coupon bond is used to dis
count the strike price, and the foreign zero-coupon bond in the jth denomination 
is used to discount the exchange price, as previously observed in (2.5.14).

To give the reader an intuitive understanding of the results of Corollary 4.4.3 we 
provide in Figure 4.7 implied volatility surfaces for call options on exchange prices
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under the MCEV model for the exponent levels of (3 G {0.00, 0-25, 0.50. 0.75}, 
clockwise respectively. The remaining input parameters used were: t = 0; XqJ 
1.0; |0*| = |0jj| = 0.25; r* = = 0.05; for T G [0,30] in each case. The results
are interesting in that higher levels of implied volatility are realised for greater 
values of the exponent. The same property was observed within the implied 
volatility term structure for options on the GOP earlier in this chapter in Figure 
4.6. In either case, one observes the transformation from a downward sloping, 
skewed volatility surface associated with the Gaussian model of/? = 0.0 to the flat 
volatility surface of the lognormal BSMM with [3 = 1.0 of the previous chapter.

Figure 4.7: Implied volatility surfaces for exchange price options under the MCEV 
model with T G [0,30] for [3 G {0.0,0.25,0.5,0.75}, clockwise.

We should also mention at this point that by (2.1.5), a primary security account 
is simply a scalar transformation of an exchange price under the MCEV model. 
Therefore, one obtains very similar results for options on primary security ac
counts to those presented in Corollary 4.4.3.
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4.5 Interest Rate Options

Lastly for this chapter, we consider the problem of calculating real-world prices 
for options on zero-coupon bonds under the given MCEV model. We reiterate 
the assumptions of a constant short rate, that is r\ = for all t G [0,T] and 
i G {0,1,... , d}, and that the GOP possesses dynamics governed by (4.1.2) or 
equivalently, that the volatility of the GOP satisfies relation (4.1.1). The assump
tion of a constant short rate is a key simplification essential to the derivation of 
the semi-analytic results presented below. Despite the limitations of a constant 
short rate, the interest rate term structure derived under the MCEV model is 
useful because of its simplicity, tractability arid ability to highlight interesting 
effects of real-world pricing.

We know that real-world MCEV zero-coupon bond prices are bounded, as pre
viously observed in (4.2.10). Obviously bounds for the bond price translate into 
bounds for forward rates. In particular, when the short rate is constant the for
ward rate will never fall below the value of the short rate. Furthermore, the 
forward rate will ultimately revert to the short rate in the long run, as was shown 
in (4.2.13). Thus in both the short- and long-term, forward rates are determinis
tic. These restrictions on forward rate behaviour have significant impact on the 
pricing of interest rate options, as we find below.

Options on Zero-Coupon Bonds

As in the case for the instruments previously considered in this chapter, options 
on zero-coupon bonds are best solved via asset and bond binary option compo
nents. We begin with bond binary options on a zero-coupon bond because of 
their simplicity, familiarity to earlier results for options on the GOP, and since 
their solution assists in determining the asset binary option case. To do so we 
introduce the inverse of the regularised incomplete gamma function, denoted by 

with v degrees of freedom, defined by (B.13) in Appendix B.

Lemma 4.5.1 The real-world prices at time t of first order bond binary options 
on a forward zero-coupon bond Pl(T, T), with maturity T > T in the ith currency 
with strike price K and the option expiry T under the given MCEV model are

for K < G't(T) 

for I\ > G1t{T)

(4.5.1)

(4.5.2)
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where

Pi
2(1 - exp{—2 (1 - fa) n (T - T)}) ,

exp{2 (1 - !3i) r< (T - <)} - 1
G't(T) - K 

. G>t(T)
1

2 (1-/3.)
(4.5.3)

for 0 < t < T < T and i 6 {0,1,... ,d} using (4.2.2), (4.2.7) and (B.13).

Proof. We begin by applying the generic bond binary option result (2.5.4) to 
a forward zero-coupon bond Pl(T,T) of the form (4.2.1) with decomposition
(4.2.7) —(4.2.8). In the case of a call we find that

dC +
f. K, Pi {T.T)

where

(t) = E S, i,5*
1

L ST
iA1l{pi(t,t)>k} At = E S-i,S*

s,
1i,6* At (4.5.4)

= 2 Alf(rlT- 4) Q~
GipiT) — A n? — 2 

Glr(T) ’ 2

n2 —2 
2

(4.5.5)

for 0 < t < T < T and i € {(), 1,... ,d}. When the short rate is constant, as 
in this case G2r(T) — exp{—r* (T — T)} as in (4.2.7). The argument p, given in
(4.5.3) is found by (4.1.17) and (4.5.5) as

P? =
2(4-4)
4 Tl

Q~l G1t(T) - K n? - 2 
G1t(T) ’ 2

(4.5.6)

for 0 < t < T < T and i € {0,1,..., d}. Equality between (4.5.3) and (4.5.6) is 
achieved by substitution of (4.1.7) and (4.1.11). The solution to (4.5.4) is given 
by Lemma 4.3.2 for the case of a bond binary call option on the GOP.

Whilst for a first order bond binary put option on a zero-coupon bond we have

dC —
T,K, P*(T,T)

(t) = E
S'tA
7T77 1{P'(t,t)<k}
^ rj-i

At

( P (t,T) Pp, K, Pl (T,T) 

l Pl(t,T)
for
for

K < G1t(T) 
K > G1t(T)

(4.5.7)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0,1,...,d}. Similar to (4.5.4), the solution to
(4.5.7) is found in Lemma 4.3.2 for a bond binary put option on the GOP. □

The most interesting aspect of Lemma 4.5.1 is the solution for the bond binary 
put option on a zero-coupon bond. The separation of (4.5.2) into two cases arises 
because of the restriction implied by the inverse of the regularised incomplete 
gamma function within equation (4.5.3). In the case when this restriction is
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binding, that is G1t(T) > K, the bond binary put option price reduces to the 
zero-coupon bond price itself.

Thus real-world bond binary options on zero-coupon bonds under the MCEV 
model are priced in a similar way to bond binary options on the GOP. The 
determination of corresponding real-world prices for asset binary options are more 
difficult, as we now discuss.

Lemma 4.5.2 The real-world prices at time t of first order asset binary options 
on a forward zero-coupon bond. Pl(T, T) with maturity T > T in the ith currency 
with strike price K and option expiry T under the given MCEV model are

Ah+ _ (t\
T,K,P'(T,T)K J

^r,K,py t,t)W <

-r.(r-t) 2 (£j. 1 ' \

x Tr’i-A’p7 - (t)
t, t, pyr,T)v ’

,-ri(T-t)

“p,p.pyT,T) (0
x i—fii5 ^

e-rpT-t) 2 ai . ..,_1_e X l Un 1_0J

(4.5.8)

for I< < GfiT)

for K > Gf(T)
(4.5.9)

where

+
“T,T, Pi (T,T)

onS* Bl-
? O

(5P.)2<l-ft)
S'P Bl ~ \ 2 AL (4 - 4) ’ 1 - 0i I 2 P.}

with
2 ri

At (4.5.10)

(4.5.11)'T \e<p (1 - Pi) [1 - exp{—2 (1 - Pi) n (T - <)}] 
for 0 < t < T < T, i G {0,1,..., d] using (4.2.2), (4.2.7), (4.5.3) and (B.13).

Proof. To calculate the real-world price of an asset binary option on a zero- 
coupon bond we begin with the generic asset binary option result (2.5.3). Using 
the zero-coupon bond price decomposition (2.3.15) and similar reasoning to that 
of (4.5.4) —(4.5.7), one can determine that

/U + _
T, K, P7 (T,T) (t) = E

s: i,6*
i,5*0*1 

G rj~t

Pl{T, T) 1L{pt(T,T) > K)

= Gf(t) x2(£f;ih - 2, ^) +
1—‘T, T, P*(T,T) (t) (4.5.12)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0,1.... , d}, using notation (4.5.10). It is useful to 
re-express the special function (4.5.10) via the MCEV square root process using
(4.1.4) and (4.1.11). Making the substitutions z\ = Z\ and zf = Zf one obtains

”4 ~*~
“T, T, Pi{T,T) (t)

Bf r°° "T
2 Af(rT rlf) 1 - (3i

qnT, zlf)d T

(4.5.13)
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for 0 < t < T < T and i E {(), 1,..., d}.

The corresponding asset binary put option on a zero-coupon bond is found using 
the law of iterated expectations, (4.2.1), (4.5.1) and (4.5.12) to equal

4 b -
T,K, Pl(T,T) (t) = E

SIi.5*

-J- Pl(T, T)t{PifrT)<K}
O rj-1

A

/ PHt^-AP (t) for K < G't(T)
\ P'(t.T) ' for K > G’t(T) (4.5.14)

for 0 < t < T < T and i E {0,1,..., d}. □

The asset binary put option on a zero-coupon bond, given by (4.5.9), is also 
separated into two cases because of the restriction implied by the inverse of the 
regularised incomplete gamma function in equation (4.5.3). Again, under the 
scenario when G1t(T) > I\, the asset binary put option price simplifies to the 
price of a zero-coupon bond. On the other hand, for both: the asset binary put 
option when G1t{T) < I\ : and, the case of an asset binary call option on a zero- 
coupon bond, numerical evaluation is necessary because their solutions require 
evaluation of the expectation (4.5.10). As suggested by expression (4.5.13) this 
can be achieved by using the substitution (4.1.4) and numerically integrating over 
the square root transition density (4.1.15).

Real-World Call and Put Options on Zero-Coupon Bonds

Combination of the formulae in Lemmas 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 leads to expressions for 
options on zero-coupon bonds under the MCEV model. Also note in advance 
that when [3t = 0.5 the following formulae reduce to completely analytic form.

Corollary 4.5.3 The real-world prices of call and put options on a forward 
zero-coupon bond, Pl(T, T) with maturity T > T in the ith currency with strike 
price K and option expiry T under the given MCEV model are

zbcf TK{t) = [+e~GT~t) _ Ke-ri(f-t)]x2 ( £T’
1 ~Pi

,Pi ~‘T,T,Pi(T,T)
(t)

vh\>'tTK<t) = {

f —e~ri(T-t)

+Ke~ri(f-t')
x (£r; i-/3,

x2 (4;
X2 (klf; l_/3., p?;

X pTU-ft’Pi
_ (t)

— T T Pl (T T\ V /

( -Pi(t,T) + K Pi(t,T)

(4.5.15)

for K < GjfT)

for K > GfiT)
(4.5.16)

for 0 < t < T < T and i E {0,1,...,d} with notation (4.2.1) —(4.2.2), (4.2.7),
(4.5.3), (4.5.10) and (4.5.11).
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The results in Corollary 4.5.3 can be used to verify the put-call parity relationship 
for options on zero-coupon bonds, previously presented in (2.5.20).

It is instructive to compare real-world MCEV option prices on zero-coupon bonds 
in Corollary 4.5.3 with the putative results of a risk-neutral deterministic short 
rate setting, previously given in Chapter 2 as (2.5.21) —(2.5.22). Starting with the 
case of a call option on a zero-coupon bond, comparison of (4.5.15) to (2.5.21) 
reveals that the real-world MCEV price will always be less than or equal to 
the corresponding risk-neutral price. Therefore risk-neutral prices, for both zero- 
coupon bonds and call options thereon, form an upper boundary to corresponding 
real-world MCEV prices. The next comparison to make is between the real- 
world MCEV put option on a zero-coupon bond in (4.5.16) with that of the 
corresponding risk-neutral put option price in (2.5.22). Unlike the call option 
case, the relationship between the risk-neutral and MCEV put option prices is 
complex and no obvious conclusions can be drawn from a comparison between 
the two residts.

Interest Rate Caps and Floors

In this subsection we compare results obtained for interest rate caps and floors 
for the real-world MCEV model and the risk-neutral deterministic short rate 
approach. For completeness, recall that interest rate caps and floors are defined 
in terms of simple transformations from options on zero-coupon bonds, as given 
previously in Chapter 2 by (2.5.23) —(2.5.25).

In Figure 4.8 we display the at-the-money (ATM) caplet implied volatility term 
structure under the MCEV model for (3t 6 {0.00,0.25,0.50,0.75}, clockwise re
spectively. Numerical values used in all charts were: t = 0: |0q| = 0.25; r* = 0.05; 
for T = [0, 30] in each case. Since we only consider ATM implied volatilities, 
real-world MCEV interest rate floorlet prices would produce the same results. 
The key features of Figure 4.8 are that the hump-shaped caplet volatilities are 
only significant for medium- and long-term segments of the term structure, and 
that the magnitude is greater for lower levels of the CEV exponent. The first 
feature is expected since the discounted GOP is the only random variable under 
the given MCEV model. The second feature is also expected and consistent with 
the previous results of this chapter, since the four charts depict a gradual change 
from a Gaussian type model to lognormal dynamics.

Conclusions on the Modified CEV Model

We have shown in this chapter that real-world and candidate risk-neutral prices 
are not usually the same under the MCEV model. This is because the candidate 
Radon-Nikodym derivative is a strict supermartingale. However, differences be-
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Figure 4.8: ATM interest rate caplet implied volatility term structure under the 
MCEV with T G [0,30] for (3 G {0.0,0.25,0.5,0.75}, clockwise.

tween the two pricing approaches usually only become significant for medium- 
and long-term contingent claims. Thus we are interested in the long term be
haviour implied by MCEV dynamics. For this reason, we exhibit below the sam
ple historical volatility of the GOP under two scenarios for the CEV exponent of 
/3i G {0.50.1.15}. The remaining data in Figure 4.9 are based on the WSAI of 
Figure 2.1 with: S^6* = 1; and |0q| — & = 0.25. Within Figure 4.9 one observes 
that when the exponent is less than unity, the volatility of the GOP systematically 
declines towards zero, and conversely, when the exponent is greater than unity, 
the GOP volatility increases systematically. Therefore, although GOP volatility 
under the MCEV model may be stochastic, it cannot be expected to provide a 
reasonable match to observed market data over the long term.

The poor fit of the MCEV model to empirical volatility data leads us to search 
for a more suitable model for the GOP with stationary volatility characteristics. 
Such characteristics are found in the stylised minimal market model that we 
consider in the following chapter.
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Figure 4.9: WSAI volatility \0\\ in USD from 1926 to 2003 for two CEV exponent 
scenarios $ G {0.50,1.15} under the MCEV model.
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Chapter 5

A Stylised Minimal Market 
Model

In this chapter we consider a stylised version of the minimal market model (SMMM) 
originally proposed in Platen (2001, 2002). Such a model provides realistic dy
namics for the GOP as a well-diversified equity index, since it captures both 
leptokurtic returns with correct tail properties and the leverage effect. As de
tailed in Platen (2005c), the SMMM arises from an analysis of optimal market 
dynamics. If it is assumed that the drift of the discounted GOP evolves smoothly 
over time in an exponential form, the natural result will be the SMMM. Under 
the SMMM, the discounted GOP takes the form of a time-transformed squared 
Bessel process of dimension four, as originally shown in Platen (2002). From this 
property, we find that the SMMM possesses a special and interesting relation
ship to non-central chi-square random variables with zero degrees of freedom. Its 
distribution first appears as an alternative to Platen (2005a) for deriving the real- 
world price of a zero-coupon bond under the SMMM. It also appears in some form 
in all subsequent derivations in this chapter. These include derivations of analytic 
formulae within the SMMM for options on the GOP, options on exchange prices 
and options on zero-coupon bonds. Previous analysis of options on the GOP 
in Heath & Platen (2002c) used numerical integration of the transition density 
function. The analytic results derived below allow the efficient calculation of 
real-world SMMM option prices and corresponding implied volatility surfaces. In 
the case of options on exchange prices, we derive results in terms of doubly non
central beta random variables with degrees of freedom that are either zero or four, 
revealing the origin of the distribution as a ratio of non-central chi-square random 
variates. These results also form the basis of the work within Hulley, Miller & 
Platen (2005), where analytic prices were derived for options on primary security 
accounts for an SMMM that includes jumps. For options on zero-coupon bonds, 
completely analytic prices facilitate efficient calculation of interest rate caps and 
floors under the SMMM. The restriction of a deterministic short rate means that 
these results are primarily of interest for long-dated interest rate derivatives. All
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of the new results contained within this chapter will be published in another 
research article, which is in preparation.

Comparison of SMMM results to the MCEV model of the previous chapter are 
mostly deferred to Chapter 7 when we consider the extended minimal market 
model (EMMM).

5.1 Stylised MMM Dynamics

The stylised version of the minimal market model (SMMM) was first discussed in 
Platen (2001, 2002), subsequently developed for equity indices in Heath & Platen 
(2002c, 2005b), and for interest rate markets in Platen (2005a). The majority 
of the work on the dynamics of the SMMM contained within this subsection has 
been sourced from these references.

We begin by denoting the discounted GOP drift as a1 = {dj, t G [0, T]} for all 
i G {0.1,... ,d}. It then follows by (2.2.9) that the discounted GOP drift takes 
the form

a* = §i’s- \e\\* (5.1.1)

for t G [0,T] and i G {0,1,...,(/}. Therefore, by (2.2.9) and (5.1.1) one obtains, 
without loss of generality, an alternative representation for the discounted GOP 
SDE as _____

d§lA = a* dt + \Jaj S't's‘ dMnt (5.1.2)

for t G [0, T] arid i G {0.1..... cl}. The discounted GOP process St,s* — {S^6*, t G 

[0, T]} given by the SDE (5.1.2) is a time-transformed squared Bessel (BESQ) 
process of dimension four, as we now show. Define the (A. P)-local martingale 
M* — {M}, t G [0, T}}. i G {0,1,..., d] as a solution to the SDE

dMlt = (5.1.3)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0.1,..., o?}. By application of the Dambis, Dubins-Schwarz 
Theorem (Appendix A.l), Ml — = WT is a standard Wiener process for
Wl — {Wli, tpl C [^cn At]} in ^z-finie for i G {0,1,..., g?}. The underlying time 
change ip1 = [ip], t G [AoWt]} defined as

v't = ¥>0 + {M')t = v'n + 7 / G ds = vl + A (exP{'/i t} - 1) (5-1-4)
4 Jo 4 Vi

or equivalently
- aJ dt 
4 '

(5.1.5)
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for t G [0, T] and i G {0.1,...,rf}. Here (Ml)t denotes the quadratic variation of 
AT. Therefore, the discounted GOP process X1 = {Pt, Lpl G the
transformed time (5.1.4), is found by setting

-q. = Y* (5.1.6)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d} with the initial condition Xf{ — Sl(f*. Hence 
the SDE (5.1.2) can now be written as

dxi, = 4d^ + ]fiX~dw;, (5.1.7)

for <fl G [</?qj Tf\ an(l 2 G {0.1,..., d}. It follows from Revuz & Yor (1999) that 
X1 is in the transformed <p*-time (5.1.4) a BESQ process of dimension four. Using 
the ltd formula and (5.1.2) the SDE for the square root of the discounted GOP 
is obtained as

d (5.1.8)
° V

for t G [0,T] and i G {0,1,...,d}. Therefore (5.1.4) can be observed as the 
quadratic variation of the square root of the discounted GOP, that is

•pi = q + <vTq( (5.1.9)

for t G [0. T] and i G {0.1...., d}. Furthermore, by (5.1.4) and (5.1.9) it follows 
that the discounted GOP drift can be observed as

= = (5-U0)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0.1,... ,d}. Note that under the SMMM, the discounted 
GOP drift is in principle, an observable quantity. Hence in Figure 5.1 we plot the 
empirical quadratic variation of the square root of the discounted GOP denom
inated in USD from 1929 to 2003. One observes that the slope of the empirical 
quadratic variation increases steadily over time. This empirical feature motivates 
us to model alt as a deterministic function that increases over time in a similar 
manner. More precisely, we make the following assumption.

Assumption 5.1.1
tiable function set to

The discounted GOP drift a\ is assumed, to be a differen-

ol\ — al exp (5.1.11)

for t G [0,T] and i g {0.1,...,d}. Here rft is the time t growth rate of the 
discounted GOP, which is assumed to be deterministic.
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Alternatively, rj\ can be interpreted as the growth rate of the GOP achieved 
in excess of the short-term interest rate, as discussed in Platen (2004). For 
simplicity, we only consider a constant discounted GOP growth rate under the 
SMMM, hence rft — for all t E [0, T] and i E {(), 1,..., d}.

Using (5.1.10) and (5.1.11), it is easy to calculate the theoretical expression for 
the quadratic variation (vS*'s*)t under the SMMM. We fitted the data using 
nonlinear least squares regression, obtaining statistically significant parameter 
estimates of a*Q = 0.02 and = 0.05. The resulting fit is very good, as shown by 
the dashed line in Figure 5.1. The calculation of the statistic equivalent to the 
coefficient of determination, defined as the ratio of the model explained variation 
over total variation, lias a value of R2 — 98.34%.

- Empirical { ,

/

1940 1960 1980 2000

Figure 5.1: Empirical (VSi'5*)t in USD from 1929 to 2003 and theoretical fit 
under the SMMM.

Under Assumption 5.1.1 the discounted GOP process is a time-transformed squared 
Bessel process of dimension four. Hence from Revuz & Yor (1999) it follows that 
the discounted GOP can never reach zero under the real-world probability mea
sure P. In contrast, it will be absorbed at zero with strictly positive probability 
under the candidate risk-neutral measure P^g, because under this measure the 
discounted GOP is a time-transformed squared Bessel process of dimension zero. 
This indicates that the candidate risk-neutral measure Pid is not equivalent to 
the real-world measure P. This is a consequence of the fact that the candidate 
Radon-Nikodym derivative Al-e is a strict supermartingale. Therefore, the basic 
assumptions of the standard risk-neutral pricing methodology are not satisfied 
under the SMMM.

Given the parameterisation for the discounted GOP drift defined in (5.1.11), it is 
useful to introduce a GOP drift term analogous to the relationship between the 
GOP and discounted GOP of

y = fi \B\ (5.1.12)
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for t G [0,jT] and i € {0,1,...,d}, using (2.1.2). Thus by (2.1.2), (5.1.2) and 
(5.1.12) we can provide the SMMM representation for the SDE of the GOP as

dS\'5- = (r\ Si’6* + a{) dt + y/dS^dW* (5.1.13)

for t G [0,T] and i G {0.1,... , d}, which is a square root process of dimension 
four.

Now we introduce the ith normalised GOP process Yl — t G [0, T]}, i G
{0.1.......d} as the inverse of the total squared market price of risk (2.2.5). Within
the SMMM, it can be found as

1 ri
t

i
w

sf- si’6-
(5.1.14)

for t G [0, X] and i G {0,1,...,d}. This relation combined with (5.1.1), (5.1.2), 
(5.1.11) and the Ito formula satisfies the SDE

dYj = (1 - rn Y’) dt + VpdW; (5.1.15)

with the initial condition

Vn
0

1
W2

ni,5* 
° 0
a

S,
a

(5.1.16)

for t G [0. T] and i G {0.1,..., d}. We observe that the normalised GOP (5.1.15) 
is a square root process, inheriting its dimension of four from the BESQ process 
for the discounted GOP in (5.1.2). For this square root process, the reference level 
is 1 /r)i and the speed of adjustment parameter is . Therefore the discounted 
GOP growth rate rfr and the initial condition (5.1.16) completely determine the 
dynamics of the normalised GOP. and hence by (5.1.14) the volatility of the GOP. 
In fact, we now re-write the volatility of the GOP using (5.1.14) as

(5.1.17)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0.1..... d}. Note that this expression for the volatility of 
the GOP can be interpreted as a local volatility function characterisation of the 
SMMM, as in Derman & Kani (1994) and Dupire (1994). The dynamics for the 
volatility of the GOP under the SMMM as given in (5.1.17) are stationary, and 
thus always remain within a realistic range, in contrast to the MCEV model. To 
illustrate this point, observe from (5.1.17) and Remark 2.2.1 that it is possible 
to calculate a historical time series for the volatility of the GOP as interpreted 
under the given SMMM. Using the data from Figure 2.1 for the World Stock 
Accumulation Index (WSAI), we plot in Figure 5.2 the volatility of the GOP
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under the SMMM from December 1925 to July 2003. The calibration uses a 
discounted WSAI growth rate set close to the empirical findings of Dimson, Marsh 
& Staunton (2002) such that rji = 0.05 and an initial value of al0 = 0.02. A 
comparison of Figures 2.1 and 5.2 reveals that, the GOP volatility implied by the 
SMMM realistically models the leverage effect first discussed in Black (1976b). 
One observes this mathematically in (5.1.17) since the squared volatility of the 
GOP is proportional to the inverse of the GOP, and hence the WSAI.

0.24

0.22

0.20

H= 0.18a
o
> 0.16

0.14

0.10
1940 1960 1980 2000

Figure 5.2: WSAI volatility \6)| in USD from 1925 to 2003 under the SMMM.
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The GOP volatility in Figure 5.2 is the historical sample path implied by the 
SMMM. One way to define the dynamics for the volatility of the GOP, is to set 
vl = {v\ = 19lt\2, t G [0,T]}, i G {(). 1,..., g?}. Then by (5.1.15), (5.1.17) and the 
Ito formula, one obtains the SDE for the squared volatility of the GOP as

dv) = 7]i v\ dt - (v’t)3/2 dW't (5.1.18)

for t G [0,T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. This is a surprisingly simple stochastic 
volatility model. Because of the 3/2 power appearing in the diffusion coefficient, 
such an expression is sometimes referred to as a 3/2 model. It was proposed in 
Platen (1997) and similar models were studied amongst others in Lewis (2000). 
Thus there is only one Wiener process driving the dynamics of the GOP and its 
squared volatility. The resulting perfect correlation between the two processes is 
again, linked to the leverage effect observed in stock market indices.

Distributional Properties of the Stylised MMM

Consider the transition density function p4((pj, xftpf, xf) for a time-transformed 
BESQ process X1 — {W,, Lpl G [g>l0, i £ {0,1,..., d}, of dimension four, to
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move from x\ = W * at time Lp\ to x1̂ X1 i at time ^VT It is shown in Revuz &
Yor (1999) to take the form

1
2(<4 - (pi)

exp
xt + xf ] r

2(Vf 1

\fxt\

‘Pf-fiJ

(5.1.19)
for <p\ G [(foiPfl and i G {0,1,...,d} including the definition of the modified 
Bessel function of the first kind given by relation (B.19) in Appendix B.

To give the reader an intuitive feel for how the transition density for the dis
counted GOP under the SMMM differs from that of the standard BSMM, we 
provide a plot of differences between corresponding transition densities for these 
two models. To be precise, in Figure 5.3 we plot the difference between the 
BSMM transition density given in (3.1.5) and the SMMM transition density given 
in (5.1.19) for the two maturity ranges T G [0,1] on the left-hand-side (LHS) and 
T G [0,30] on the right-hand-side (RHS). Both transition densities use the data 
set: t = 0; S\f* — 2.000; |0J| = 0.25: arid f]l = 0.05. The dimension of the 
BESQ process is the only additional parameter required for the SMMM, which 
by definition is equal to four. This parameter affects the magnitude but not the 
general shape of the differences between the two densities. Being careful to note 
that these charts represents the transition density of a time-transformed BESQ 
process less a geometric Brownian motion transition density, both negative skew 
and excess kurtosis are thus observable for the SMMM within Figure 5.3. Both 
are well observed market phenomena.

Figure 5.3: Difference between transitions densities of SMMM and BSMM for 
f G [0,1] (LHS) and T G [0,30] (RHS) years.

We know that BESQ processes imply that their underlying value at a given time 
satisfy a non-central chi-square distribution. For the SMMM. the easiest way 
to see this is to compare the transition density (5.1.19) with the probability 
density function of a chi-square random variable, given as (B.16) in Appendix B.
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Equality between the two equations can be recovered by making the following 
transformations

_ xt
/\rj~i ■ ■

X?n Yi S.
Xr ~Xt Xr~ Xt Xt - Xt

u
xf X\X

T

Yf af s;i,5*
T

T Xf - X Xf - Xt Xf -Xt Xf- X

for t G [0. T] and i G {0.1,.... d}.

(5.1.20)

(5.1.21)

Non-Central Chi-Square with Zero Degrees of Freedom

The majority of important relationships and definitions for central and non
central chi-square random variables are included in Appendix B. A relationship 
not often discussed, due to Siegel (1979) and Hjort (1988), is that the convolution 
of a central chi-square random variable with v degrees of freedom xt with that 
of an independent non-central chi-square random variable with zero degrees of 
freedom and non-centrality parameter A. denoted Xq\i eclual 111 distribution 
to a corresponding non-central chi-square random variable xt-x with u degrees of 
freedom and non-centrality parameter A. In mathematical notation

(5.1.22)

for v > 0 and A > 0. A corresponding result for BESQ processes is mentioned in 
Yor (1993). Hence we have a relationship between central and non-central chi- 
square distributed random variables via non-central chi-square random variates 
with zero degrees of freedom and matching non-centrality parameter A. Chi- 
square distributed random variables with zero degrees of freedom were first stud
ied in Torgerson (1972) and subsequently by Siegel (1979, 1985) and Jones (1987). 
Alaking the substitution of v = 0 into the definition of the non-central chi-square 
distribution function (Appendix B.17) leads to

(5.1.23)

u > 0 and A > 0. As in Siegel (1979), we apply the convention that the case 7 = 0 
corresponds to the outcome u = 0 with probability px2(u:0- A) = exp{ —A/2}, 
being careful not to confuse this with the fact that x2(u;0) — P[xt < w] = 1 
for all u > 0. Thus from the first line in (5.1.23), x2{u; 0, A) is a mixture of the 
distributions 0, x2(u 5 2), X2(w ; 4),... with Poisson weights. This means that the

£=0

exp

7!

0=1
7!

2 , 2 dist- 2 XY + Xo;A — XT; A
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non-central chi-square distribution with zero degrees of freedom lias a discrete 
component at zero and a continuous component for all u > 0. This property 
actually holds for all non-central chi-square random variables with degrees of 
freedom v < 2. The analogy to BESQ processes is obvious since for v > 2 the 
process remains strictly positive, but for v < 2 the boundary condition at zero 
must be specified, which is usually absorption. Although the distribution exists 
the corresponding probability density is improper since it does not sum to unity, 
as shown here

px2(x ; 0, A) dx — 1 — exp{ —A/2} < 1. (5.1.24)

This result occurs exactly because of the existence of positive probability mass 
at zero. It is interesting to examine graphical illustrations of the probability 
density px2(x;0,A), as provided in Figure 5.4 below. The panel on the upper 
LHS provides the density in the case with non-centrality parameter A = 2, whilst 
the upper RHS panel illustrates the density for A = 5. One can easily observe 
the mixture of discrete and continuous components of the non-central chi-square 
probability density with zero degrees of freedom, in both of these two charts. In 
the two remaining lower panels, the LHS and RHS plot the density with non
centrality parameter set to A = 25 and A = 10, respectively. Close inspection of 
these charts, noting the changes in axes, shows that the probability density will 
not sum to unity unless the discrete component at zero is included, as is to be 
expected from (5.1.24).

0.4

Lambda = 2

0.3

Lambda = 25

0.06

0 10 20 30 40 50

Figure 5.4: px2(:r;0, A) and absorption probability, for A = 2.5,10,25 clockwise.
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5.2 Zero-Coupon Bond Prices

The first investigation of the interest rate term structure within the benchmark 
framework was in Platen (2002). In that research it was shown that restric
tions exist on the drift of the forward rate equation under the real-world measure 
that are completely analogous to those discussed for the candidate risk-neutral 
measure in Heath. Jarrow & Morton (1992). Next Platen (2005a) provided the 
first model for the interest rate term structure in the context of the SMMM. 
There it was shown that the discounted GOP contribution to the forward rate 
(2.3.20), asymptotically equals the growth rate of the discounted GOP drift spec
ified in (5.1.11). It was also noted that the discounted GOP primarily impacts 
the medium and long-term maturities of the yield curve. This provides a natural 
segmentation of the yield curve, by allowing the short rate to explain variation 
in early yield curve maturities. The resulting forward rates were shown to be 
hump-shaped, as is the variance of the forward rates, both of which are features 
supported by the empirical research of Bouchaud, Sagna, Cont, El-Karoui & 
Potters (1999), Bouchaud & Matacz (2000) and Brown & Schaefer (2000).

To start this section we investigate the real-world pricing of zero-coupon bonds 
under the given SMMM. In the following we assume that the zth primary asset 
is the domestic currency itself and that the short rate is constant, hence r\ — ri 

for all t E [0, T] and i E {0,1,..., d}.

Lemma 5.2.1 [Platen (2005a)] The real-world price of a zero-coupon bond 
Pl(t.T) calculated at time t with maturity T under the given SMMM equals

Pl{t, T) = exp{-rz (f - t)} (1 - exp{—A^/2}) (5.2.1)

where
* ' KVItvEEin - ■) <*“>

for t E [0, T] and i E {0,1,.... d}.

Proof. Since the short rate is constant, the zero-coupon bond price can be 
expressed using the decomposition given by (2.3.15). Here the short rate contri
bution (2.3.17) is calculated trivially as

Gf{t) = E B
T

A, = exp{-n (T -t)} (5.2.3)

for t E [0, T} and i E {0,1,..., d}.

Next we need to determine the discounted GOP contribution to the zero-coupon 
bond price Mf(t), originally defined in (2.3.16). Setting x) and xf = Xf,_
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and using (2.3.16), (5.1.6) and (5.1.19) we can write

MUt) = EE At = E
\Xit<p\ AtSli6* x\L <4 -

X .... .
P4:{^Pt’ 'X' ti ^Pf"> ^t) d'C j, (5.2.4)

for t G [0, T] and z G {0.1,..., d). Using the substitutions (5.1.20) and (5.1.21), 
the expression (5.2.4) simplifies to

OO f ^rp / ^rp
A4W = E eXP1UrT)! - = 1 - exp{-Ap2} (5.2.5)

(=0 ' ' ‘

for t G [0. T] and i G {0.1,..., d}. It remains to calculate the non-centrality pa
rameter appearing in (5.2.5). Using the time change (5.1.4), the non-centrality 
parameter (5.1.20) can be written as

otp — a\
(5.2.G)

for t G [0,T] and i G {0,1,...,d}. One can equate (5.2.6) with (5.2.2) by re
arranging the volatility of the GOP (5.1.17), thus proving (5.2.1). □

This relatively straightforward calculation provides some important insights into 
the SMMM that hitherto have not been discussed. From Remark 2.3.8, the dis
counted GOP contribution to the bond price is also the expected value
of the Radon-Nikodym derivative for the candidate risk-neutral measure. We 
observed previously in (2.3.11) that the Radon-Nikodym derivative for the candi
date risk-neutral measure is an (M, P)-local martingale. Since the non-centrality 
parameter in (5.2.2) will in general, be strictly positive, then (5.2.5) will be 
less than unity. Therefore we conclude that under the SMMM, the candidate 
Radon-Nikodym derivative process (2.3.11) with volatility defined by (5.1.17) is 
a strict (M. P)-supermartingale. Hence a key assumption of Girsanov’s Theo
rem (Appendix A.5) is not satisfied. Under the NFLVR condition of Delbaen & 
Schachermayer (1994), this property would exclude the SMMM as a reasonable 
no-arbitrage model. However, under the benchmark approach we employ Defini
tion 2.3.1 as the notion of arbitrage. Within this setting, Loewenstein & Willard 
(2000a) showed that a model such as the SMMM, where the expected value of 
the candidate risk-neutral Radon-Nikodym derivative is strictly less than unity, 
is economically reasonable. This result is illustrated in Figure 5.5 using (5.2.5) 
with (5.2.2) by plotting 0) for two different maturity ranges: the LHS up to 
T — 30 years, with the RHS up to T = 100 years. The remaining parameters 
used were: \6l0\ = 0.25; and rjj = 0.05. Observe that M^(0) appears to be a true
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martingale for at least the first five years, but then it gradually decays to zero. 
This supermartingale property has obvious and important implications for the 
pricing of long-term contingent claims. Heuristically, the two plots of Figure 5.5 
show that standard risk-neutral pricing may be reasonably accurate in the short 
term, say up to five years. However many contingent claims with a maturity 
beyond this initial period are likely to be mispriced.

0.0 0.0

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 0 20 40 60 80 100

Figure 5.5: Mf(0) for T £ [0, 30] (LHS) and T 6 [0.100] (RHS) under the SMMM.

The second important observation is that the discounted GOP contribution to the 
bond price exactly matches the integral of the non-central chi-square distribution 
with zero degrees of freedom (5.1.24), and not by chance. Application of the 
results of Yor (1992) via Lemma 4.3.3 to (5.2.4) leads to an alternative expression 
for Mf(t) in the form

APf(t) xf) dxf Po((plt, xlt] Xf) dxl (5.2.7)

for £ [y>o, 'Pf \ and i £ {0,1,..., d}. Here po{p\, x\: Pf, Xf) is the transition den
sity of a BESQ process with dimension zero, where zero is an absorbing boundary. 
Therefore one observes that the law of the inverse of a BESQ process of dimension 
four is related to the law of a BESQ process with dimension zero. Furthermore, 
the RHS of (5.2.7) is identical to the integral of the non-central chi-square proba
bility density with zero degrees of freedom, given in (5.1.24). If we recall that the 
exponential term in (5.1.24) corresponds to the discrete component of the proba
bility density at zero, then we can conclude that this exponential term represents 
the probability of absorption at zero of a BESQ process of dimension zero. There
fore any contingent claim with a non-zero payoff at zero, such as a zero-coupon 
bond or a put option, must take into account this absorption probability. As we 
have just seen, the benchmark approach accurately reflects such features. On the 
other hand, the putative risk-neutral approach does not account for this possi
bility, irrespective of the underlying model assumptions. As an example, for the 
case under consideration, the risk-neutral zero-coupon bond price will equal the 
short rate contribution to the zero-coupon bond price. That is Pl(t,T) = Gf(t) 
for T £ [0, T] and i £ {0,1,..., d}, as in (5.2.3).
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The third new insight we provide is that the price of a zero-coupon bond depends 
upon either the level of the GOP or the volatility of the GOP. One can draw 
this conclusion by examining the two expressions given for the non-centrality 
parameter in the proof of Lemma 5.2.1. This observation will be important for 
the practical implementation of the SMMM. To start, both expressions require 
an estimate of the discounted GOP growth rate rfr, which in principle, can be 
obtained from historical data, Next, if one wishes to use the time t value of the 
GOP Slt'6*, proxied by an appropriate well diversified equity index, then expression 
(5.2.6) is appropriate. A historical time series of the same index will also be 
required for the calibration of the initial value of the discounted GOP drift az0. 
However, our preferred method is to use the square of the volatility of the GOP 
\0\\2 as per expression (5.2.2). In the latter case only time t parameters are 
required as inputs, obviating the need for calibration to a historical time series.

Forward Rates under the Stylised MMM

As a matter of completeness we also discuss instantaneous forward rates under 
the SMMM. Of course, the short rate contribution to the forward rate, defined 
by (2.3.21), is the short rate itself. Ample research and discussion was previously 
provided on the discounted GOP contribution to the forward rate in both Platen 
(2005a) and Miller & Platen (2005). We provide a slightly different representation 
via (2.3.20) and (5.2.5) in the form of

y )2 \9\\2 expfa(f -1) - y

2(1 - exp{^})

for all t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d} with notation (5.2.2). Thus one observes 
that the volatility of the GOP is a key input to the discounted GOP contribution 
to the forward rate, also noting the dependence of the non-centrality parameter 
on the volatility of the GOP via (5.2.2). The relationship between \6\\ and m^(t) 
as shown in Figure 5.6 below, is simple, intuitive and economically sensible. A 
similar relationship was previously discussed in the context of the MCEV model 
where a similar observation was made. Namely, a directional relationship exists 
between medium- and long-term forward rates and the volatility of the GOP. Here 
the volatility of the GOP intuitively represents the general level of uncertainty of 
the economy. Some degree of volatility in financial markets, and in the economy 
in general, is natural and healthy. However, when uncertainty increases beyond 
a particular threshold, the ‘risk premium’ of interest rate yields must increase 
as compensation for this extra risk. This directional relationship is displayed for 
m^(0) in Figure 5.6 below. The input parameters used were: t = 0; rji = 0.05; and 
7'i = 0.05. It should also be noted that any model with M^(t) taking the general 
form depicted by Figure 5.5, will possess the discussed relationship between the 
GOP and the interest rate term structure. This is self-evident from the definition 
of the discounted GOP contribution to the forward rate in (2.3.20).

(5.2.8)
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Figure 5.6: ra^(0) for \0lo\ G [0.05,0.50] and T G [0,30] under the SMMM.

5.3 Options on the GOP

We begin by acknowledging that numerical techniques have previously been em
ployed to solve the problem of calculating the real-world prices of options on the 
GOP. and the form of their implied volatilities, under the given SMMM. Most 
notably. Heath & Platen (2002c) used numerical integration of the transition den
sity as an approach to this problem. However, analytic results are available, as we 
show below. In addition to reducing the computation time, these analytic formu
lae, expressed in terms of non-central chi-square distribution functions, provide 
additional insights into the pricing and hedging of these options. For example, 
as in the case for the zero-coupon bond price, we find that the non-central chi- 
square distribution with zero degrees of freedom plays an interesting role in our 
final results.

We start with the pricing of an asset binary option on the GOP. First we introduce 
the non-central chi-square distribution y2(-; iq A) with v degrees of freedom and 
A as non-centrality parameter, defined as formula (B.17) in Appendix B.

Lemma 5.3.1 The real-world prices of first order asset binary options on the 
GOP at time t with expiry T and strike price I\ under the given SMMM are

4(*) = sfi' I1 - X2(4 ; 4, Aq] (5.3.1)

4s,.,.(f) = Sf- X2(4;4,Ay (5.3.2)
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where

4 Tji exp{ —>-j (T -t)}______
IPI2 (exp{rn (T - t)} - 1) (Sl’s-/K)

for t € [0. T] and i € {0.1,...,rf} using notation (5.2.2).

(5.3.3)

Proof. We begin by applying the generic result for an asset binary call option 
(2.5.3) to the GOP. thereby obtaining

^T,K,SC<5* W E

Qi,8*
^>t qb4-n
qi,6*T *■{&/*> K} At

*

•<TX
II ^{SG*> K/B'X At

O rj-\ -*

for t G [0, T] and i G {0.1..... d}. If we set x\ — TO 2 and x^ = X^_ and make 
use of (5.1.6) and (5.1.19), then we can rewrite (5.3.4) as

T, K. S1-6.«) = X p4((p7t,x2t; (Pf,Xf) dxlf (5.3.5)

for p>\ € [(PoilPf\ and * ^ {0, 1, ...,d}. Substitution of (5.1.20) —(5.1.21) leads to 

4£ exp{~|}(^— [1 - P(4; 2# + 4)]

e=o
ii,5* [ i , ,2/„*z= [1 - x (u^ ;4, A^)] (5.3.6)

for t G [0. T] and ? G {0.1..... d}. where we have used definitions from Appendix 
B including the central and non-central chi-square distribution functions, (B.10) 
and (B.17), respectively. The non-centrality parameter is exactly the same 
as in (5.2.2), however determination of the limit of integration u^ in (5.3.6) is 
more complicated. It is defined in terms of the change of variable (5.1.21), and 
simplifies in the following way

4 m K/Blf 
- alt (5.3.7)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0.1,... ,d}. Re-arrangement of (5.1.17) and (5.1.11) leads 
to the integration limit given in (5.3.3).

Using similar reasoning to the above we can verify that the price of an asset 
binary put option on the GOP is given by

4 b
T, K, SC <5At) s'tA E 4sj:s- <K/B!I. sf* X2(uf : 4, Xf) (5.3.8)
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for t £ [0. T] and i € {0,1,..., d). □

Once again we observe that the inputs to the equations can be expressed in two 
different but equivalent ways. One method requires calibration to historical data 
to determine the initial value of the discounted GOP drift Qq, while the other
requires the time t level of the GOP and its volatility. Both will be equivalent if
performed correctly, however we prefer the latter approach.

Next we solve the corresponding problem for the case of bond binary options on 
the GOP.

Lemma 5.3.2 The real-world prices of first order bond binary options on the 
GOP at time t with expiry T and strike price K under the given SMMM are

Bf+K,sm.M = exp{—r?; (T - t)} [l - x2 (iff.; 0, A^)] (5.3.9)

Bf~K,s= exp{-q (f - t)} [x2 - expj-A^/2}] (5.3.10)

for t £ [0, T] and i £ {(). 1,.... d} using notation (5.2.2) and (5.3.3).

Proof. As for the asset binary case we begin with the standard result, this being 
the bond binary option (2.5.4), to obtain

BT,K,Si'SAt) = E
si

L ST,6* ^{50*<K} At =
Bl-T

S'S .
(SiA 1{5^*<A7^} At (5.3.11)

for t £ [0, T] and i £ {0,1,..., d}. Again we set x\ = X\x and xf — and use
(5.1.19) to rewrite (5.3.11) in the integral form of

BT, K, S' w %
Bf

XL
00^~ P-iiTti ^ti Tt"1 *Pr) dxx (5.3.12)

for t £ [0, T] and i £ {0,1,...,d}. Substitution of the change of variables in
(5.1.20) and (5.1.21) simplifies the notation to

D*i -
f, K, S^5* (0 = Bi

B E
t r=o

exp{-4}(4)f«

(<+l)l
y2(uy ; 2£ + 2) (5.3.13)

for t £ [0,T] and i £ {0,1,... ,d}. Notice that this expression is very close to 
the definition of the distribution function for a non-central chi-square random 
variable. In fact, with simple algebraic manipulation one obtains

BT~k.s= ^[x2(^; 0,A^)-exp{-A^/2}] (5.3.14)
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for t G [0. T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. As mentioned previously we set x2(rp; 0) = 1 
for all Uj. The non-centrality parameter and the limit of integration uf were 
given previously in (5.2.6) and (5.3.7).

The corresponding price of a bond binary call option on the GOP is given by

for t G [0. T} and i G {0,using notation (5.2.5) and (5.3.13). □

on the GOP under the given SMMM. This is achieved using the asset and bond 
binary options on the GOP and the results (2.5.10) —(2.5.11), as shown below.

Corollary 5.3.3 The real-world prices of call and put options on the GOP at 
time t with expiry T and strike price I\ under the given SMMM a,re calculated as

for t G [0. T] and i G {0.1,... .d} using notation (5.2.2) and (5.3.3).

The first conclusion from Corollary 5.3.3 is that we can prove the general put-call 
parity relationship for options on the GOP. given previously as (2.5.13). Note 
that the corresponding real-world zero-coupon bond price (5.2.1) is necessary to 
achieve the put-parity relationship.

Examination of Corollary 5.3.3 reveals that the real-world price of an SMMM 
put option on the GOP (5.3.17) contains an exponential term identical to that 
appearing within the zero-coupon bond price. Of course these exponential terms 
are identical because they have the same origin, due to put-call parity. We can 
even be more specific and isolate the origin of exponential term to the bond 
binary put option on the GOP. The bond binary option for a put is given in 
(5.3.11) and for a call in (5.3.15). These are essentially the expected values of 
the inverse of a BESQ process of dimension four, subject to certain boundary 
conditions. Application of Lemma 4.3.3 allows us to rewrite these expressions in 
an analogous way to (5.2.7) as

A = JC-X^O.Ap] (5.3.15)
T

Now the results from Lemmas 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 allow explicit calculation for options

Real-World Call and Put Options on the GOP

K

(5.3.19)

(5.3.18)
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for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,.... d}. Here we see explicitly that a bond binary 
option on the GOP can be interpreted as the expected value of a BESQ process 
of dimension zero, scaled by a ratio of savings accounts. Therefore the bond 
binary put option (5.3.18) involves evaluation of a process with a positive proba
bility of reaching zero. The result includes the abovementioned exponential term, 
representing the probability of reaching zero, multiplied by the payoff of the put 
option at zero. In contrast, the bond binary call option has zero payoff at all 
points below the discounted strike price, as seen in (5.3.19). Thus the probability 
of reaching zero is not reflected in the call option price, a feature we also noted 
for options on the GOP under the MCEV model of the previous chapter.

Corollary 5.3.3 also enables us to illustrate clear differences between the SMMM 
and BSMM approaches. The best way to view the differences between the two 
models is to examine the implied volatility term structure of the given SMMM. 
Therefore in Figure 5.7 we plot the implied volatilities for options on the GOP 
for four different maturity times T G {10,20,50,100} years. The implied volatil
ities for call and put options are only the same for the given SMMM when the 
short rate input to the Black-Scholes model is implied from the zero-coupon bond 
price defined in Lemma 5.2.1. The parameters used in all charts were: t 0; 
SqS* = 2.000; |0J| = 0.25; i]i = 0.05; and rt = 0.05. These results can also be cal
culated using different numerical methods. For example, Heath & Platen (2002a, 
2005b) include comparable results to the chart in the upper LHS using numer
ical integration of the transition density (5.1.19) and the numerical solution of 
PDEs via finite difference methods. The advantage of the approach here is that 
options on the GOP can be represented in the analytic form of (5.3.16) —(5.3.17). 
This provides an explicit understanding of the distributional properties underly
ing the SMMM. Furthermore, market practitioners are much more receptive to 
analytic formulae similar to the standard Black-Scholes formulae than numerical 
techniques. Another clear advantage of analytic formulae is the direct availability 
of sensitivities with high accuracy, which are essential for hedging.

Finally for this subsection, we comment on the numerical routines used in the 
calculation of real-world option prices for the SMMM appearing in Figure 5.7, 
as defined in Corollary 5.3.3. Many standard software packages, such as Math- 
ematica, Matlab, Minitab, SPSS and SPlus, include built-in functions for the 
non-central chi-square distribution function of (B.17) in Appendix B. However, 
none of these in-built functions cater for the case when the degrees of freedom 
is zero. Therefore, we need to make use of alternative algorithms available from 
the literature, such as those contained in Farebrother (1987), Posten (1989), Ding 
(1992) and Dyrting (2004). Of these, we prefer and recommend using the Ding 
(1992) algorithm because it is intuitive, simple to implement, accurate and quite 
efficient under a variety of scenarios. Of the competing requirements for the 
implementation of a non-central chi-square distribution function, the most im
portant property is accuracy when it comes to pricing contingent claims.
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Figure 5.7: Implied volatility surfaces for options on the GOP under the SMMM 
to T e {10.30,50,100} years, clockwise.

5.4 Options on an Exchange Price

The study of options on an exchange price under the SMMM is significantly more 
difficult than for the BSMM, yet is easier than was the case under the MCEV 
model. In order to achieve analytic formulas we make the simplifying assumption 
that different currency denominations of the discounted GOP are independent. 
Obviously, when the exchange price is itself a foreign currency exchange rate, 
especially a cross rate, this assumption may be too restrictive. However, there 
are many important cases when it is reasonable to impose the assumption of 
independence. For example, an exchange price can represent the price of a stock 
denominated in a particular currency, as in the example of Subsection 2.1. In cases 
where correlation is a key factor we suggest using the PDE approach of Heath 
& Platen (2005a). In the following we use a probabilistic approach resulting in 
analytic formulae in terms of the doubly non-central beta distribution function 

; zy, Vj; A?:, Aj) with the two degrees of freedom parameters zy, zy and the two 
non-centrality parameters A;, Aj. defined as (B.30) in Appendix B.
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Lemma 5.4.1 The real-world time t prices of first order asset binary options 
on an exchange price in the ith currency with expiry T and strike price K under 
the given SMMM are

A5+ (t) — Xl'J e_r?'t,k, t 1
Vdi.j

4- =T, A', Xl<J

where

dij

l-l

1 + 1/ dij
Vdi,j

; 0,4 ; \k, Xf ) - exp j —ff

; 0,4; \^\h1 + 1 / dij

\0Jt\2 (expfa- (T - t)} - 1) r)j exp{~n (f - t)} 
l^l2 (exp{^ (f - *)} - 1) rjj exp{-rj (f - t)} {XfJ/K)

for t G [0, T], z, j G {0,1,..., d) and X'f for k G {z, j} equates to (5.2.2).

(5.4.1)

(5.4.2)

(5.4.3)

Proof. Application of the generic result for an asset binary put option (2.5.3) 
to an exchange price leads to

Alr
T, A, X'U w xfJ E sp-

qjX*Tl r~r~\
>

qi,6* JDi
O rj-1 J-X rr\
KBJf

(5.4.4)

for t G [0, T] and z, j G {0,1,..., d}. This expression is easily re-written in terms 
of the underlying squared Bessel process via relation (5.1.6) to yield

/p-
T, K, X*>3 (t) = X1'3 — 

1 BJ-
T

E
X

X3j
, 4

U{X >
X\ Bf rT t

K B\
(5.4.5)

for t G [0,T] and i. j G {(). 1...., d}. Because we assume independence between 
different denominations of the GOP, the expectation in (5.4.5) can be written in 
terms of two transition densities of the form (5.1.19). If we make the substitutions 
of xf = Xkk and x% = Xkk for k G { 1. ?), we obtaint ^ T ^ ' J J '

A
t, k, x*a (t) XfJ

Bf XJj,
Xi Xf)pA{v\,xlt]Tf,x'lf)dxJiT dxf

(5.4.6)

for t G [0,T] and z, j G {0,1,... , d}. Now if one substitutes A^ in the form of
(5.1.20) and uk, in (5.1.21) for k G {z, j}, one obtains

Ah
r, k, xi’j (t) = XI1,3 Bl

Bf
exp

-\- a ip
EE
^=0 m=0

Ay+1 <4
U+i)\

cxp{—y} (~2 y exP{—y j (^)m+i
uX

_JZL

X n
2 r(k +1) 2 rfm. + 2)

ml

du-k duf (5.4.7)
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where the limit of integration is given by

, = K Bf ~ <fft) = KBf (af ~ m
U] Blf (<4 - <p\) Blt (ah _ a\) rjj

(5.4.8)

for t G [0. T] and i.j G {0,1,..., d}. Recall here that the time changes in both 
denominations are deterministic and the short rate is assumed to be constant. 
Recovery of (5.4.3) is obtained by a re-arrangement of (5.1.17).

Now we propose the following change of variables

uJt
U=-f (5.4.9)u%

for T G [0,T] and i.j G {0,1,..., d}. Therefore, using (5.4.9), the double integral 
in (5.4.7) is solved as follows

r r exP{-f}(f YexP{-^}Cir+i J ? ,,
Jo 2T(£+1) 2T(m + 2) U* Uf

di,j
T{£ + m + 3) f°° ue

T(£ + 1) T(m + 2) J i (1 + uy+rn+3 u

dlJ

— 1 — / i/d, 7 {£ T 1 j m + 2) (5.4.10)
1 + 1 /dx j

for T G [0,T] and i.j G {0.1,...,d}. Combining the results of (5.4.7), (5.4.8) 
and (5.4.10) leads to an expression of the form

a*-
T, K, A'O «) = A' h3

Bf
i -1 Udihj

1 + Vrfio
0.4 A£,A^ (5.4.11)

for t G [0, T] and i. j G {0,1,..., d}.

This result facilitates calculation of the first order asset binary put option on an 
exchange price of

4+*.+) = -+ S
dt

BJ_ Dt 
' 1 BJf

E

1

At - EqjA
O rj-1

nj,6* oO*
' u{5p* > -yy

S+

;,/ tJ ; 0.4; A/, aO - exp

KB\

A^
1 + 1/ dij

At

(5.4.12)

for t G [0, T] and i, j G {0.1,..., d}. □

Since we can define an exchange price as a ratio of the GOP in two different 
currency denominations, it is sensible that asset binary options on an exchange
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price be expressed in terms of the doubly non-central beta distribution. This 
follows of course, from the earlier results of this chapter for options on the GOP 
expressed in terms of the non-central chi-square distribution with zero and four 
degrees of freedom, as appropriate. Because of the symmetry between asset and 
bond binary options on exchange prices, we find a similar relationship below.

Lemma 5.4.2 The real-world prices at time t of first order bond binary options 
on an exchange price with expiry T and strike price I\ under the given SMMM 
are

Bf Tx'At) = e-^-*

Bfr . . (t) = e~Vl {f~t]

1 -I

1

diJ ; 0,4; 4,4
1 + drj

di j1,3
1 + dij

; 0,4: Xf. XJr^\ - exp

(5.4.13)

(5.4.14)

fort G [0.T] and i.j G {0.1... ..d} using notation (5.2.2) and (5.4.3).

Proof. Applying the generic result for a bond binary call option (2.5.4) to an 
exchange price one obtains

Bk + . .T. K. X',3 (t) =
B\
BT

SI
se

ll {si,6*
t >

I< Sfi,6* BJ-r
L T

BT
At (5.4.15)

for t G [0, T] and i.j G {0,1,..., d}. Comparison of the expectations within
(5.4.15) and (5.4.4) reveals a symmetry between asset and bond binary options 
on exchange prices. The obvious difference between the two expectations are that 
the role of the zth and jth denominations of the GOP have been reversed. If we 
continue through each of tin" corresponding steps followed in the proof of Lemma 
5.4.1 we determine the real-world price of a first order bond binary put option on 
an exchange price as

Bk ~*~ 
t, K. xm it) Tl

Bf
exp

'uJT d2,j

X~k -|- Ak EE
m=o e=o

(4r+1 (fy

(m + 1)! (!
(5.4.10)

exp{ —-f } (f )m exp{—y} (-x)T \C+1

2 T(m + 1) 2 T(f + 2)
duf duh

for t G [0. T) and i,j G {0,1,..., d}. Note the similarity between this result and 
the corresponding asset binary exchange price option result (5.4.7). Thus, we 
follow the same method of solution by introducing a new change of variable

u =
uf

iuf
(5.4.17)
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for T G [0, T] and z,j G {0,1,...,d}. Hence from (5.4.9) one observes that 
u = 1/u. Substitution of (5.4.17) into the double integral term of (5.4.16) leads 
to a real-world bond binary put option price of

D*i +

Dt, I<, x^i (t)
B\ r::r f 4 + 41 V v (f )m+1 (ft 

4 1 2 + 4 *
T (m. + l + 3) /~°°

r(m +1) r(z + 2) Jdi. (i + «)m+f+3 u

for t € [0,T] and i,j € {0.1,... ,d}.

(5.4.18)

The corresponding real-world price of a first order bond binary put option on an 
exchange price is found to equal

Bl-~T, K, (t) Bf

B't

-gf.
A - E

S'p
S,i.S*

i,6*

1 + dij

Si

; 0.4 ; \f, X3f

II {5V > I< SiT
Bl-T

Bj-T j

(5.4.19)

for t G [0, T\ and i, j G {0.1,..., d}. □

Real-World Call and Put Options on Exchange Prices

Combination of the asset and bond binary result s for options on an exchange price 
in Lemmas 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 lead to analytic expressions for call and put options 
on an exchange price as follows.

Corollary 5.4.3 The real-world prices of call and put options on an exchange 
price in the ith currency at time t with expiry T and strike price I\ under the 
given SMMM are

Tj „-rj (T-t)'T,K,xia(t) — TXt,J e 

- Ke~n

I

1 -1

1/d,-rj
1 + 1 /d^

di

; 0.4 ; AL,) - exp <J -
xi

1 + dij

Pr,K,xm(t) — X*e ^

Ke~rdr-*) 1

1 -I

di

; 0,4; Xf. \h

; 4,0; X3f,XT

(5.4.20)

' . \ n . \J

1 + di

1 + 1 jdiy

■ 0.4 ; Xf, Xf J — exp
A^

nj
(5.4.21)

fort G [0 ,T] and i.j G {0.1.......d} using notation (5.2.2) and (5.4.3).
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The results from Corollary 5.4.3 prove that put-call parity, as stated in (2.5.14), 
holds for an option on an exchange price only when the real-world zero-coupon 
bond price (5.2.1) is used. Here, the strike price is discounted by the real-world 
zero-coupon bond in the ?th currency denomination, whilst the exchange price 
itself is discounted by the zero-coupon bond in the jth denomination.

We can also calculate implied volatility surfaces associated with call and put op
tions on exchange prices under the SMMM, via the results in Corollary 5.4.3. 
Once again implied volatility surfaces provide the best method of comparison 
between the BSMM and the SMMM. Figure 5.8 below contains implied volatil
ity surfaces for options on exchange prices for the four maturity times T G 

{10,30,50,100} years. The other parameters used within the charts of Figure 
5.8 were: t = 0: Xq3 = 1.0; \0lo\ = \$l\ = 0.25; rjt — rjj = 0.05; and r* = ry = 0.05. 
Note use of an algorithm from Hulley, Miller & Platen (2007) to perform these 
calculations, since we must take into account the special properties of the doubly 
non-central beta distribution function when the first of the degrees of freedom 
is zero, as given by Appendix relation (B.34). As in previous sections of this 
chapter, we include long-dated maturities to explore the importance of the strict 
supermartingale property of the Radon-Nokodym derivative. Indeed, we find that 
in the short term, out to say T — 10 years, the variation in implied volatility is 
relatively small, as observed in the top LHS of Figure 5.8. As we move clockwise 
in Figure 5.8 to the progressively longer time horizons T G {10,30,50,100}. the 
implied volatility surface declines systematically.

Finally for this subsection we recall the simple relationship between exchange 
prices and primary security accounts when the short rate is deterministic, given 
by (2.1.5). Therefore it is not surprising that real-world prices for options on 
primary security accounts take a similar form to those presented in Corollary 
5.4.3. This can be seen in Hulley, Miller X Platen (2005), which extend the 
results of this section to consider real-world option prices on primary security 
accounts with jumps under the SMMM.

5.5 Interest Rate Options

Following the same format used for the presentation of results on the MCEV 
model in the previous chapter, we now examine the real-world pricing of simple 
interest rate contingent claims under the SMMM. Throughout this chapter it is 
assumed that the short rate is constant, hence r\ ri} for all t G [0.T] and 
i G {0,1,... ,d}, and that the volatility of the GOP is defined by (5.1.17). As 
already discussed, these assumptions lead to a model of the interest rate term 
structure that can be decomposed into two components related to the discounted 
GOP and the short rate, as in (2.3.15). Furthermore, the restriction of a constant 
short rate limits the dynamics of forward rate behaviour for short to medium 
maturities since all randomness is due to the discounted GOP, or equivalently the
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Figure 5.8: Implied volatility surfaces for exchange price options under the 
SMMM to T G {10, 30. 50,100} years, clockwise.

volatility of the GOP. We will discuss a version of the SMMM with a stochastic 
short rate as in Miller & Platen (2005) in the following chapter.

It is also obvious from Lemma 5.2.1 that the real-world SMMM zero-coupon bond 
price is bounded above by the hypothetical risk-neutral bond price. This upper 
bound for the bond price translates into a lower bound equal to the short rate. 
Therefore the SMMM forward rate will never fall below the short rate, as was 
also the case under the MCEV model.

Another important property of the interest rate term structure under the SMMM 
is that the long-term equilibrium forward rate /*(0, oo) is deterministic. In fact, 
Platen (2005a) showed that

/z(0,oo) = n +T)i (5.5.1)

for i G {0.1.... . d}. The implications for forward rates under the SMMM are 
that long-dated forward rates are deterministic. Hence the only variability that 
exists is for medium- and long-term forward rates between the two anchor points 
of the initial short rate and the long-term asymptotic forward rate.
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These restrictions on the interest rate term structure under the SMMM need to 
be kept in mind when pricing interest rate options. We start by deriving analytic 
results for real-world prices of options on zero-coupon bonds under the SMMM.

Options on Zero-Coupon Bonds

Even when the short rate is assumed to be constant, randomness due to the dis
counted GOP arises in the real-world pricing of zero-coupon bonds. Although 
such an interest rate term structure model is not very practical for short-dated 
maturities, it deserves academic interest in that it allows us to study the role of 
the discounted GOP on zero-coupon bonds, options on zero-coupon bonds and 
equivalently interest rate caps and floors, which hitherto have remained unex
plored.

Lemma 5.5.1 The real-world prices at time t of first order bond binary options 
on a forward zero-coupon bond Pl(T, T), with maturity T > T in the ith currency 
with strike price I\ and the option expiry T under the given SMMM are

rM . -
T, K, P? (T,T) w

R-
T, K, Pl(T,T)tP)

l-X2(Pi-,0, Ap]

e-T,(T-t) • 0, Ap -

p~ri R—t) jq — p f- ]

e 2

e 2

(5.5.2)

for K < G't(T) (5 5 3)

for I< > G1t{T)

where

* = 2(exp{ryi(T- f)} - 1) (exp{-ry (T - T)} - K\
1-exp {-i]i(f-t)} 11 V exp{—rj (T — T)} J

for 0 < t < T < T and i E {0.1,..., o?}. with notation (5.2.2) —(5.2.3).

(5.5.4)

Proof. Bond binary options on zero-coupon bonds are quite easy to derive 
because of their similar structure to bond binary options on the GOP. We start 
with the generic bond binary option result (2.5.4) applied to a forward zero- 
coupon bond PZ(T, T) to obtain

where

nt+
T,K,Pl(T,T) (t) = E

S, i,6*
11

ql, At B'f
S,

— • r 11 r qI,5* ql,0*s, >pi}
T

At (5.5.5)

Pi — 2( Pt ip'f) In
(G’t(T)-K\ 
\ Gpf) J (5.5.6)
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for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0.1,... ,d}. The integration limit (5.5.4) can then 
be found by applying (5.1.20) to (5.5.6), thereby leading to

Pi =
Pi 2(otr-o£r) (Gf(T)

(r)L   (nc
r T Pt

111
K

&AT)
(5.5.7)

for 0 < t < T <T and i G {0,1,...,d}. Simplification to (5.5.4) is found by 
expanding (5.1.4), (5.1.11) and (5.2.3). The solution to (5.5.5) conies from the 
result for a bond binary call option on the GOP within Lemma 5.3.2.

The corresponding first order bond binary put option on a zero-coupon bond can 
be found in a similar way as

Dp~DT. K, P1 (T,T)
(t) = E

s. i,S*

qi,d*
O rj~i

11 {pi(T,T)<K} At

f Pl{t.T) - B 
l Pl{t.T)

f,K. Pl (T,T)
(t) for

for
K < G1t(T) 
K > G't{T)

(5.5.8)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G (0,1,.... d}. The solution to (5.5.8) when I\ < G1t(T) 
can be found in Lemma 5.3.2 as the result for a bond binary put option on the 
GOP. In contrast, when K > Glr(T) the solution to (5.5.8) simplifies to the price 
of a zero-coupon bond, as given in (5.2.1). □

One immediately observes from Lemma 5.5.1 that in either case, the bond binary 
put option price (5.5.3) contains an exponential term, indicating once more the 
existence of a non-zero payoff at zero. Furthermore, no such term appears in 
the bond binary call option price (5.5.2), which is consistent with the previous 
discussions on the pricing of zero-coupon bonds, options on the GOP and options 
on exchange prices under the SMMM.

The other interesting aspect of Lemma 5.5.1 is the separation of the bond binary 
put option results into two cases. The necessity of doing so, can be seen explicitly 
from the logarithm terms within relations (5.5.6) —(5.5.7). This is consistent with 
tire MCEV model where the same division appeared because of the inverse of the 
regularised incomplete gamma function (Appendix B.15).

Asset binary options on zero-coupon bonds are more difficult to compute. For
tunately analytic results can be derived, as presented below.

Lemma 5.5.2 The real-world prices at time t of first order asset binary options 
on a forward zero-coupon bond Pl(T. T) with maturity T > T in the ith currency
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with strike price K and option expiry T under the given SMMM are

4*i+ _

T,K,Pl(T,T) (t) -r, (T-t) [1 - X (pi; o, Xf) - e 2 (1 x2(p,; 0, 4))] (5.5.9)

T, A, Pi(T,T)(t)
e-^T^[x2(pi;OPp-e-^x2(PuO,\p} for K < G't(T)

e-r*(T-t)[1 - pP\ for I< > G1t(T)

(5.5.10)

where

\0i\2 (exp{rji {T - t)} - 1)
i  _______4 ip (exp faT} - exp fa f})________

l^l2 (exp{77* (f - 0} - l)(exp{^ (T - t)} - 1)
5. = 2(exP{^ (T ~ t)} ~ 1) ln / exp{—(T-T)} — I\\

exp{r)i (T - t)} - 1 11 V exp{—(T — T)} J

(5.5.11)

(5.5.12)

(5.5.13)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0.1----, d}, using (5.2.2) —(5.2.3) and (5.5.4).

Proof. The generic result for an asset binary call option (2.5.3) applied to a 
zero-coupon bond P*(T, T) with maturity T priced at the option expiry T <T 
is found as

■4(4, n„TTp) = ET, K. Pl (T,T)

yi,S*

rj- Pl[T, T) t{Pi(f,T)>K} At

= Gf(T) E
B\ Sf6*
Bf Sz-s*T

Mf(T) l|Sy >p,} (5.5.14)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0.1,.... d}. The limit p{ in the indicator function is 
identical to (5.5.6). If we expand the discounted GOP contribution to the bond 
price (5.2.5) within the expectation in (5.5.14), then we obtain

AlA - (t)
T, K, P*(T,T) V / Gf(T) B*j+

T.K. Pi(T,T) (t) ^4+
“r, T, PpT,T)

where

'irG-f
^T,T,P*(T,T)(t) = E S, i,5*

ql>rj-1i,5* exp
qi,s*
O rj~\

2 (At Ep) 1{sf6*>pi}

(5.5.15)

(5.5.16)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0.1,..., d}. This expectation in (5.5.16) appears 
complicated, but can be solved in a similar manner to the bond binary case. First 
we write the expectation in the familiar integral form and assign x\ = 2G, and
xf = Xti , then recall (5.1.6) and (5.1.19) to obtain 1
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/?* f°° r*"!’+ ,w = £ ‘
JT,r.P’(T,T) 57’ *Zp2 - eXP 2(c/4 - <4) (5.5.17)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G {(), 1,.... d}. Now we make the standard substitutions 
of (5.1.20) —(5.1.21), which allows us to re-express (5.5.17) as

5— ’ i
~r,r, P*(T,T)

Ui 30 fwT)/_^£'U ^£^+1

f,T)W = BT exp{-A^/2} ]T------n,,2------------X2(P.; + 2)

3 r
4 L

(Z + !)•

exp{-AP/2} x2(p,; 0, Xf) - exp{—AW2} (5.5.18)

for 0 < t < T < T and ?’ G {0,1...... , d}. Note that the non-centrality parameter
of previous calculations is slightly modified to the two different cases of

4 - p\

Pt ~ Pt

4 TkSt*’ 

~ OLt
(5.5.19)

AT xf Pt - Pf

Pp Pt

4zy Slt,5t (alT - alf) 
(4 - oi)(ar ~ at)

(5.5.20)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G (0,1,..., d}. Similarly, the limit of integration is 
modified from (5.5.7) to the following

Pi = Pi
Pt ~ p\

Pt - Pf

2 K - ttj) ln (G't(T) — K \ 
4-«t v G\(f) ) (5.5.21)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0.1,..., d). Combining the two results (5.5.15) and
(5.5.18) leads to the desired result of (5.5.9).

Once we have calculated the call case, the first order asset binary put option on 
a zero-coupon bond is found as

4*1- _
T, K. P' (T,T) (t) = E

Si,s.

ql,i,5* P'(T.T) 1{P>(X,7') < A') At

I P(f,r)-4ypipfiT)(f) for K < G't(T) 
\ P'(t.T) for I<>G't(T) (5.5.22)

for 0 < t < T < T and i € {0,1,... ,d}. Substitution of (5.2.1) and (5.5.9) into
(5.5.22) recover the final expressions in (5.5.10). □
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Once again it is advantageous to separate the put option into two cases because 
of the restriction imposed by the logarithm terms in (5.5.4) and (5.5.13).

Next we combine the results from Lemmas 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 to produce analytic 
results for options on zero-coupon bonds under the given SMMM. We note here in 
advance of future chapters that the SMMM is the only case for which completely 
analytic solutions are available for the prices of options on zero-coupon bonds for 
the models based on BESQ processes discussed in this thesis.

Real-World Call and Put Options on Zero-Coupon Bonds

Corollary 5.5.3 The real-world prices of call and put options on a forward 
zero-coupon bond, Pl(T,T) with maturity T > T in the ith currency with strike 
price K and the option expiry T under the given SMMM are

zbc'f TK(t) = [+e r‘(T 11 - K e n(T ()] [1 - \"0.; 0, Aj)] 

- e~r'(T-t) e-t [l - x2(fit ■ (). Ap]

zbp’tJ.K(t)

-e ri^T ()[x2(P;;0, Af) - e 4 \2(p,:; 0. A^)]

+Ke~Ti^f~t',{x2(pi\ 0, Xf) - e~~?]
—P’(t, T) + K Pft.T)

(5.5.23)

for K < GpT)

for K > G't(T) 
(5.5.24)

for 0 <t<T <T and i E {0.1,..., d} with notation (5.2.1) —(5.2.3), (5.5.4) 
and (5.5.11) —(5.5.13).

Corollary 5.5.3 can now be used to verify the put-call parity relationship for 
options on zero-coupon bonds, given in the model-independent case as (2.5.20). 
As in all previous cases in this chapter, the SMMM zero-coupon bond price given 
in (5.2.1) is necessary for put-call parity to hold.

The results from Corollary 5.5.3 are deliberately presented in a format facilitating 
comparison to the prices for options on zero-coupon bonds under the risk-neutral 
deterministic short rate setting given in Chapter 2 by (2.5.21) —(2.5.22). Inter
estingly, all of the qualitative observations made comparing real-world MCEV 
prices to corresponding risk-neutral prices continue to hold under the SMMM. 
The only significant difference is that the MCEV prices of the previous chapter 
were semi-analytic, while the SMMM prices are completely analytic. Thus a com
parison between real-world and risk-neutral prices is much easier for the SMMM. 
In the case of a call option on a zero-coupon bond, the real-world SMMM price
(5.5.23) will always be less than the corresponding risk-neutral option price of 
(2.5.21). However it is not possible to draw a similar definitive conclusion from 
a comparison between the real-world SMMM zero-coupon bond put option price
(5.5.24) and the corresponding deterministic risk-neutral price (2.5.22).
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Interest Rate Caps and Floors

Now we examine the nature of interest rate caps and floors for the real-world 
SMMM as compared to the risk-neutral deterministic short rate approach. We 
do so via the analysis of prototypical interest rate caplets and floor lets. This 
is possible since interest rate cap and floor behaviour for the SMMM can be 
examined via interest rate caplets and floorlets without loss of generality. The 
precise relationship between options on zero-coupon bonds, interest rate caps, 
caplets, floors and floorlets was given previously in (2.5.23) —(2.5.25).

We investigate the essential characteristics of interest rate caplet and fioorlet 
prices under the SMMM by plotting in Figure 5.9 at-the-money (ATM) caplet 
volatilities up to the four different expiry times of T E {10, 30, 50.100} years. The 
remaining input parameters used in Figure 5.9 were: t = 0; |0q| — 0.25; rji = 0.05; 
and Vi — 0.05. One observes that short-term maturities in the volatility term 
structure are not impacted by the discounted GOP, which is consistent with 
all earlier results of this chapter. Furthermore, one observes that the influence 
the discounted GOP exerts on very long-dated maturities of the volatility term 
structure diminishes, as anticipated. The charts in Figure 5.9 also highlight that 
under the SMMM, although the caplet volatility term structure naturally exhibits 
a hump-shape in accordance with empirical data, as found in Brigo & Mercurio 
(2006), it fails to adequately capture short-dated implied volatility. Furthermore, 
the caplet volat ility term structure is quite rigid, especially in terms of the location 
of the hump within the maturity spectrum. These latter restrictive features can 
be overcome in a number of ways, such as the addition of a stochastic short rate, 
as discussed in Chapter 6, or by the more general extended minimal market model 
(EMMM) of Chapter 7.

Conclusions on the Stylised MMM

This chapter extends the work of Platen (2001, 2002, 2005a) as well as Heath 
& Platen (2002b, 2005b) by deriving a series of analytical formulae for various 
contingent claims using the SMMM under the real-world measure. While the 
result for the price of a zero-coupon bond was first derived in Platen (2005a), 
completely new results include the determination of real-world prices for options 
on the GOP, options on exchange prices and options on zero-coupon bonds. The 
representation for options on zero-coupon bonds can be easily transformed to 
calculate real-world SMMM prices for interest rate caps and floors. The numer
ical results obtained for the latter case are promising, yet confirm the need for 
a stochastic short rate to realistically model the term structure of interest rates 
within the SMMM, or indeed within the benchmark approach in general. Accord
ingly, we address this issue in the following chapter by considering the SMMM 
with a stochastic short rate.
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SMMM to T G {10,30.50.100} years, clockwise.
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Chapter 6

An Interest Rate Term Structure 
Model

A wide range of literature exists on interest rate term structure (IRTS) modelling. 
For recent accounts of this area one can refer to Rebonato (1998), James & 
Webber (2000) and Brigo & Mercurio (2006). This chapter follows the work 
of Miller & Platen (2005) in providing a model for markets where one observes 
prolonged periods of low interest rates. This phenomenon was observed in the 
United States in the 1930s, in Switzerland in the second half of the 1970s and 
for over the past ten years in Japan. In the latter case, the Bank of Japan 
had to implement a Zero Interest Rate Policy, described in Marumo, Nakayama, 
Nishioka & Yosida (2003) and Shiratsuka & Fujiki (2002). The two factor term 
structure model that we propose is an extension of the stylised minimal market 
model (SMMM) derived in Platen (2002, 2004) and further developed within 
Chapter 5 of this thesis. It naturally segments the IRTS into the early section of 
the yield curve with dynamics according to a short rate model, and the medium- 
to long-end of the yield curve that is driven by the discounted growth optimal 
portfolio (GOP), as was originally shown in Platen (2005a). Yield curve shapes 
typically observed in empirical data are easily replicated by the proposed model 
using only constant parameters.

We employ the real-world pricing methodology associated with the benchmark 
approach of Platen (2002) as summarised within Chapter 2 of this thesis. Using 
this approach, the general specification of the proposed IRTS model can be ap
plied to any interest rate environment. However, in this study we focus on the 
case where the short rate remains close to zero for a prolonged period of time, 
which can be more difficult than the case of normal interest rates. Under such a 
low interest rate regime, even the calculation of standard interest rate derivatives 
can be challenging and calibration to an entire market without the aid of time 
dependent parameters can be extremely difficult . An indication of the complex
ity encountered is that the proximity of the short rate to zero leads to strictly 
positive probability for negative interest rates under many models. This can lead
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to substantial pricing errors for interest rate derivatives, for instance in Gaussian 
models, as explained in Rogers (1996). One way to avoid this type of problem is 
to specify the market short rate as the non-negative part of a shadow short rate, 
as suggested in Black (1995) and Rogers (1995). Here the shadow short rate rep
resents an economically optimal short rate that is allowed to take negative values. 
In this study we examine the use of Gaussian and square root processes to model 
the shadow short rate. We add a time dependent deterministic shift extension to 
indirectly match the initial yield curve, as per Brigo & Mereurio (2001). The few 
remaining parameters are kept constant to form a class of parsimonious two-factor 
IRTS models. In each case we derive prices for options on zero-coupon bonds and 
hence prices for interest rate caps and floors. For the truncated Gaussian version 
of the model, we find that the stylised empirical features of liquid interest rate 
derivative markets are accurately replicated for standard and low interest rate 
regimes. More specifically, the model reproduces the key characteristics of the 
implied cap volatility term structure associated with low interest rate environ
ments, namely the negative skew and steep downward slope from the extremely 
high levels of volatility.

6.1 Stylised Continuous Financial Market

We continue to denote the value of the savings account at time t E [0. T] by 
BJt for j E {0,1,..., d}, as given in (2.1.2). Within that relation we now set 
rJ = {rJt, t E [0. T}}. j E {(). 1..... d} to be an adapted short rate process with 
stochastic dynamics that will be specified below.

Growth Optimal Portfolio

In the general benchmark framework of Platen (2002, 2004) the market contains 
the savings account (2.1.2) and a set of primary security accounts that together 
represent a financial market. However, because we focus upon the IRTS in this 
chapter, we need not specify the details of the primary security accounts here. 
Instead, we select the growth optimal portfolio (GOP) as benchmark or numeraire, 
and also as a risky security. As stated previously, the GOP is the portfolio that 
achieves the maximum possible pathwise long run growth rate. It is impossible 
to construct any other portfolio that can systematically outperform the GOP, as 
noted in Platen & Heath (2006). The stochastic differential equation (SDE) for 
the GOP value S2t,S* at time t has the form

for t E [0, T] and i E {0.1...., d\ with finite initial value Sq6* > 0. Note that the

2 2

(6.1.1)
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i, fcth volatility 6\'k of the GOP is also the kth market price for risk, k £ {1,2} 
and t £ [0, T] in the zth currency denomination. In particular, 9\'1 models the 
market price for risk with respect to Wiener process W^l\ which is assumed to 
drive the stochastic fluctuations of the short rate. The market price for risk d)’2 
relates to Wiener process U'<2). which models the fluctuations of the discounted 
GOP that are assumed to be independent of short rate fluctuations. As in the 
more general case of d driving Wiener processes in (2.2.3), one observes in (6.1.1) 
that the GOP dynamics are completely characterized by the short rate and the 
market prices of risk.

In Figure 6.1 we plot the logarithm of the normalised World Stock Accumulation 
Index (WSAI) denominated in Japanese Yen (JPY) from 1949 to 2003, as pro
vided by Global Financial Data. From Remark 2.2.1 and more specifically the 
Diversification Theorem in Platen & Heath (2006), we assume that any well di
versified global portfolio, such as the MSCI World Equity Accumulation Index, is 
a suitable proxy for the GOP. Thus the WSAI shown in Figure 6.1 is a reasonable 
approximation to the GOP.
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Figure 6.1: Logarithm of WSAI in JPY from 1949 to 2003.

Discounted GOP Dynamics

Consideration of the discounted GOP, as defined in (2.2.8), allows us to study 
the relationship between fluctuations in the discounted GOP arid the short rate 
by examining the standardised covariation, used as a correlation type measure, 
and defined as

Pln(Sl-s*), ri (^)
(ln(y^), rl)t 

V(\n(Sl^))t (r^t
(6.1.2)

for t £ [0, T] and i £ {0,1,..., d}. Here (-)t represents quadratic variation arid
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(•, -)t is covariation, as defined in Karatzas & Shreve (1991). The standardised 
covariation presented in Figure 6.2 is based on data for the three month JPY 
Treasury bill rate from 1960 to 2003 and the corresponding data for the discounted 
WSAI from Figure 6.1. Notice that the values taken by the covariation process 
are extremely small. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the driving noise 
source of the discounted GOP and that of the short rate are independent, which 
is consistent with Assumption 2.3.7. This leads to the following conclusion.

1.0

0.5

-0.5

-1.0
I960 1970 1980 1990 2000

Figure 6.2: Standardised covariation f°r JPY from 1960 to 2003.

Corollary 6.1.1 The market price of short rate risk is zero, that is Of1 — 0 for 
all t 6 [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d).

Hence, the total market price of risk \6\\ at time t is

\e\\ = \ep\ = ep (6.1.3)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,... , d}. It then follows by (2.1.2), (6.1.1) and (6.1.3) 
that the discounted GOP satisfies the SDE

d§\A = S'tA Op)2 dt + StA ep dWt(2) (6.1.4)

for t G [0. T] and i G {0.1,... ,d}. Thus, the short rate and its noise source do 
not appear in the SDE of the discounted GOP. Hence by discounting the GOP we 
have separated the impact of the short rate from that of the total market price 
of risk, or equivalently by (6.1.3), the volatility of the GOP.

The Radon-Nikodym derivative process A1,0 = {AJ'6*, t. G [0,T]} for the candidate 
risk-neutral measure P^, defined in (2.3.7), equals the benchmarked savings ac
count or the inverse of the discounted GOP. Using the WSAI data of Figure 6.1
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and the observed JPY short rate, we plot in Figure 6.3 a proxy for the historical 
Radon-Nikodym derivative denominated in JPY from 1949 to 2003. Note that 
the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative process declines systematically. Thus 
it is unlikely to represent the trajectory of a martingale. In fact, Figure 6.3 
suggests that the Radon-Nikodym derivative process is likely to be a strict super
martingale. Moreover, if one examines the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative 
denominated in other currencies, the supermartingale property is usually more 
pronounced than in Figure 6.3, as observed in Figure 2.2 for the USD. Therefore 
the empirical evidence suggests that the risk-neutral assumption that the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative process is an (A. P)-martingale, appears to be unrealistic.
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Figure 6.3: Candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative in JPY from 1949 to 2003.

Squared Bessel Process Dynamics

In addition to the empirical evidence, we saw in the previous chapter that the 
theoretical model of the discounted GOP under the SMMM implies a candidate 
Radon-Nikodym derivative process that is a strict supermartingale. This holds 
when the discounted GOP, given in (6.1.4) is re-written in the form of (5.1.2) 
from a specification of its drift analogous to (5.1.1). If the drift is specified as a 
deterministic exponential function of time, as we discuss below, the discounted 
GOP will be modelled as a time-transformed squared Bessel (BESQ) process of 
dimension four.

The candidate risk-neutral Radon-Nikodym derivative, denoted by A)'6*, can also 
be defined in terms of the SDE given in (2.3.11). Since A7f equals the inverse 
of the discounted GOP. then under the SMMM considered here, the process 
Ahd = {A),6>, t E [0,T]} is the inverse of a time-transformed BESQ process of 
dimension four. It is well-known from Revuz & Yor (1999) that the inverse of a
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BESQ process of dimension four, is a strict local martingale, and not a martingale. 
Since At’ is strictly positive, by Appendix Corollary A.7 it must also be a strict 
(A, P)-supermartingale. Furthermore, if one attempts to use the candidate risk- 
neutral measure P%$ with X\6 — , a further problem is that Pue is not
equivalent to the real-world measure P.

The final definition of the SMMM we consider comes from setting the discounted 
GOP drift to be an exponential function that evolves smoothly over time as per 
Assumption 5.1.1. Here the discounted GOP drift is assumed to possess a contant 
growth rate, hence 7/J = rji for all t 6 [0. T] and i 6 {0,1,..., d}. In Chapter 5 we 
presented empirical evidence that Assumption 5.1.1 provides a reasonable model 
for the WSAI denominated in United States dollars (USD), shown in Figure 5.1. 
In Figure 6.4 below, we provide corresponding empirical evidence for the WSAI 
denominated in JPY. More specifically, we plot the empirical quadratic variation 
of the square root of the discounted GOP denominated in JPY from 1949 to 
2003. One observes that the slope of the empirical quadratic variation increases 
steadily over time. We observed the same feature under the SMMM using USD 
data. Again we fit the theoretical expression for the quadratic variation, obtained 
from (5.1.10) and (5.1.11). Using nonlinear least squares regression, we obtained 
statistically significant parameter estimates of Qq = 0.02 and ?7?- — 0.05, the same 
values we obtained for the USD data. Once more, the fit is very good, as can 
be observed bv the dashed line in Figure 6.4. The calculation of the statistic 
equivalent to the coefficient of determination, defined as the ratio of the model 
explained variation over total variation, has a value of R2 = 98.74%. Thus the 
assumptions for the discounted GOP drift under the SMMM are also confirmed 
by the JPY data.
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Figure 6.4: Empirical (VSi'6*)t in JPY from 1949 to 2003 and theoretical fit under 
the SMMM.
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6.2 Interest Rate Term Structure Model

At- this point it is worth re-introducing some of the key variables of Chapter 2 
associated with the IRTS and their representation under the benchmark approach. 
To begin, recall that the price of a zero-coupon bond is given in the general form 
of Definition 2.3.6. Under Assumption 2.3.7, the driving Wiener processes of the 
discounted GOP and the short rate are independent. In turn, this means that 
the price of a zero-coupon bond in (2.3.14) simplifies to the product

P\t.f) = E
S'/' Bi
ni,6* B'f

At = Mf(t, S't’6') Gf(t, r\) (6.2.5)

where the discounted GOP contribution to the zero-coupon bond price is

Mi(t, S\'s‘ ) = E S,i,5*

s,i,6*

T

A,. (6.2.6)

whilst the short rate contribution to the zero-coupon bond price is

GUt,ri E [B't (6.2.7)

for t G [0, T] and i G {(), 1,..., d}. For consistency with later results of this chap
ter and the published work of Miller & Platen (2005), our notation is modified to 
depend upon the underlying economic variables, modelled by diffusion processes.

The corresponding instantaneous forward rate fl(t,T) at time t for the maturity 
date T G [0,T] in the ith currency is expressed as

/i(i,P = -A \n[PinT)} = wif(t,SlA) + giT{t,rit) (6.2.8)

where the discounted GOP contribution to the forward rate is

vdfit, S;A) = - A \n[Mf(t, sy)] (6.2.9)

and the short rate contribution to the forward rate is

gfit-Pt) = In[Glf(t,r\)\ (6.2.10)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., o?}. Once more, the notation is modified to include 
the underlying economic variable in the spirit of Miller & Platen (2005).
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Discounted GOP Contributions

All the necessary information for the discounted GOP contributions to the bond 
price and the forward rate were introduced in Chapter 5 for the SMMM. For the 
remainder of this chapter it will be useful to recall the definition of the discounted 
GOP contribution to the zero-coupon bond price defined above as (6.2.6), and 
previously in (5.2.5). The discounted GOP contribution to the forward rate 
defined above as (6.2.9) was previously noted as (5.2.8).

For the sake of completeness, we also repeat here information from Chapter 5 on 
the discounted GOP contributions to both the zero-coupon bond price and the 
forward rate. In detail, the discounted GOP contributions are found to equal

A4(t.s;A) = 1 - exp{—Xf/2} (6.2.11)

mlf{t, Slt'6*)
A)2 \et? exP{Vi(T - t) -

(6.2.12)
2(1 -exp{^})

i € {0.1... . .d} with notation (5.2.2).

Shadow and Market Short Rates

To obtain results for the zero-coupon bond price (6.2.5) one needs to identify the 
short rate contribution (6.2.7). This provides motivation to search for a simple 
yet suitable short rate model. The existing literature on short rate models is 
extensive. For recent surveys on interest rate term structure modelling, including 
short rate models, we refer to Rebonato (1998), James & Webber (2000) and Brigo 
& Mercurio (2006). Since the benchmark framework generalises the risk-neutral 
approach, it therefore admits any of the known short rate models. Historically, 
most models focus on medium levels of the short rate, ranging typically between 
0.02 and 0.15. However, we seek a model that also has the potential to adequately 
describe the dynamics of low interest rate regimes where the short rate is close 
to zero for prolonged periods of time.

An important model for low interest rate environments was proposed in Black 
(1995) using the concept of interest rates as the intrinsic value of call options. 
Black defines the market short rate r\ at time t as the positive part of a shadow 
short rate -0J € 57. thereby producing the call option payoff

r\ = max^A)) = (z/;|, 0)+ (6.2.13)

for all t E [0, T] and i E {(). 1..... <7}. The shadow short rate \Jjlt can be interpreted 
as an economically optimal short rate. More precisely, the shadow short rate 
determines the market clearing equilibrium point between supply of and demand 
for instantaneous borrowing and investing. Hence it is reasonable to allow the
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shadow short rate to become negative. However, if the shadow short rate is 
negative for a long period of time, then the Central Bank has no alternative other 
than to set the market short rate either at or close to zero. Otherwise, investors 
would prefer to hold physical currency. This feature of real markets potentially 
explains short rate scenarios that remain close to zero for extended periods of 
time. As an example, prolonged deflation could cause a negative shadow short 
rate. One could argue that Japan provides a recent example of such an occurrence. 
Switzerland experienced a similar phenomenon in the late 1970s. The United 
States also experienced low interest rates after the Great Depression in the 1930s.

As in Black (1995) we model the market short rate r\ at time t by truncating the 
shadow short rate to its non-negative part, as per (6.2.13). In Figure 6.5 we 
illustrate a possible scenario for the hypothetical shadow short rate in conjunction 
with the Japanese market short rate for 1995 to 2003. The hypothetical shadow 
short rate trajectory was derived from the short rate data using a truncated 
Fourier series expansion. Note that the hypothetical shadow short rate is clearly 
negative in 2003. Of course, we do not necessarily believe this to be a precise 
estimation of the historical shadow short rate for Japan over the relevant time 
period. Such a statement would require more advanced modelling techniques that 
combine the proposed model with detailed economic research, which is beyond 
the scope of this thesis. Our more modest goal is to propose a simple class of 
IRTS models suitable for both standard and low interest rate environments.
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Figure 6.5: Market and hypothetical shadow rates for Japan from 1995 to 2003.

There is some debate as to whether or not market interest rates can become neg
ative. Obviously, implementation of the Black (1995) model precludes a negative 
market short rate, yet allows for the possibility of a negative shadow short rate. 
Evidence on the likelihood of negative interest rates comes from Van Deventer & 
Imai (1997). When commenting on a period of very low interest rates in Japan, 
they reported that an interest rate floor on six-month Yen LIBOR with a three-
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year maturity and a strike price of zero was quoted at one basis point bid, three 
basis points offered. A positive price for a floor with a strike rate of zero indi
cates that, the market perceived a strictly positive probability of negative interest 
rates. Furthermore, slightly negative market short rates were actually observed 
in Switzerland during 1979, as noted in Kugler & Rich (2002), and more recently 
in Japan, as noted in James & Webber (2000). Therefore, we also mention that 
all of the results in this chapter can easily be generalised to the case where the 
lower boundary of r\ in (6.2.13) is set at a level lower than zero.

Short Rate Contribution

Combining the expression for the short rate contribution to the zero-coupon bond 
price (6.2.7) with formula (6.2.13) one obtains the short rate contribution to the 
zero-coupon bond price as

f rf 1
Gif(t,4) = E exP \ - J W>0)+ ds > At

for t G [0, T) and i G {(). 1,..., d}. The short rate contribution to the zero-coupon 
bond price plays a pivotal role in calibrating the model to the initial term struc
ture of interest rates. As follows from the plot of the discounted GOP contribution 
to the zero-coupon bond price under the SMMM, previously presented in Figure 
5.5, the short rate contribution almost exclusively determines zero-coupon bond 
prices and forward rates for maturities of up to five years. Thus it is extremely 
important for the short end of the forward rate curve. This is due to the fact that 
the market price for risk contribution (5.2.5) is completely determined at time 
zero by the initial values 9q2 and rji. It follows by rearranging the zero-coupon 
bond pricing formula (6.2.5), that the short rate contribution can be calibrated 
by observing that

p,:(o.r)
A4(0,S*A)

(6.2.15)

for T G [0,T] and i G {0,1,...,d). Therefore, in order to fit the initial yield 
curve, it is imperative that the short rate specification contains at least one time- 
dependent parameter. As an example, we plot in Figure 6.6 zero-coupon bond 
prices Pl(0, T) derived from the JPY swap curve, with dependence on maturity T 
observed as at 1 July 2004. The implied zero-coupon bond short rate contribution 
Gf{0,7q) is also plotted in Figure 6.6. The parameters used to construct the 
implied short rate contribution from (6.2.15) are identical to those used in Figure 
5.5, these being: t = 0: rfr = 0.05; and, 6r02 = 0.25. We emphasize again that 
the difference that one observes between the two curves in Figure 6.6 is due to 
the impact of the discounted GOP contribution to the bond price, which only 
becomes significant at longer maturities, as previously seen in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 6.6: Pl(Q. T) and (j^(0, rj) in JPY as at 1 July 2004.

Now we specify a model for the shadow short rate with the addition of a time 
dependent parameter that is used to calibrate the initial yield curve. More 
precisely, we specify the shadow short rate to be of the form

ip] = x\ + ip\ (6.2.16)

where the general Hull & White (1990) process xl = {x\, t £ [0,T]}, i £ 
{0,1,..., d) satisfies the SDE

dx\ = 7 (p — x\) dt + a (x\)® dW^ (6.2.17)

for t £ [0, T] and i £ {0,1,..., d), with the initial value xl0 £ Jh the long 
term average reference level p £ 3ft, the scaling parameter a > o, the speed of 
adjustment 7 > 0 and the elasticity exponent (3 > 0. Of course, restrictions on 
these parameters are required to ensure that a unique strong solution of (6.2.17) 
exists.

When the short rate is close to zero, one needs to focus on realist ic modelling of the 
diffusion coefficient in (6.2.17), which is achieved via the exponent (3. A Gaussian 
model, such as that proposed in Vasicek (1977) arises for (3 = 0 and seems to 
be quite realistic for most interest rate markets. Here the value of the diffusion 
coefficient is independent of the value of the factor x\. In particular, this model 
appears to be consistent with empirical observations from economies experiencing 
low interest rate environments such as Japan, as noted in Goldstein & Keirstead 
(1997) and Gorovoi &; Linetsky (2004). Hence, Gaussian dynamics appear to be 
suitable for the shadow short rate. The positivity of the market short rate is then 
achieved via the option payoff feature described by formula (6.2.13). Square root 
processes, as in Cox, Ingersoll & Ross (1985) or Brigo & Mercurio (2001), that 
arise for elasticity exponent (3 — 0.5, provide another interesting class of short
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rate models. These models possess the distinct advantage of retaining analytic 
tractability and positivity. Lognormal models, as suggested in Black & Karasinski 
(1991) follow for (3 = 1, are not well suited to low interest rate environments 
because the value of the diffusion coefficient decays too rapidly as the short rate 
approaches zero. For these reasons, we concentrate our investigation on Gaussian 
arid square root processes as models for the shadow short rate, and do not consider 
models with higher elasticity exponents.

Shifted Gaussian Shadow Short Rate

The use of a Gaussian process to model the shadow short rate was probably first 
discussed in Black (1995). Afore recently, Gorovoi & Linetsky (2004) have ex
tended this approach by providing analytic expressions for prices of zero-coupon 
bonds and options on zero-coupon bonds using an eigenfunction expansion tech
nique. Related results can be found in Goldstein & Keirstead (1997) who use the 
same technique for the case when zero is defined as a reflecting boundary. The 
analysis of Gorovoi & Linetsky (2004) is restricted to one-dimensional diffusions 
with stationary densities. Therefore, their implementation does not include any 
time dependent parameters and hence shadow short rate parameters were used by 
the authors to calibrate the model to a Japanese Government Bond yield curve. 
However, this is not very robust for pricing derivatives. Instead, we suggest ap
plying the deterministic shift extension method of Brigo & Mercurio (2001). The 
deterministic shift frees the parameters of the Gaussian process, which can then 
be used in calibration to interest rate derivative markets.

There are many different numerical procedures available for one-factor Gaussian 
interest rate models that can be used to determine the short rate contribution. For 
example, a number of algorithms for Gaussian interest rate trees were suggested 
in Hull & White (1993, 1994). By comparing various methods, we found that an 
interest rate tree modified to replace all negative short rates with zero is far more 
efficient than the theoretically appealing eigenfunction expansion technique, as 
suggested in Gorovoi & Linetsky (2004). The latter is reasonably efficient for long
dated securities but is least- efficient for short-dated securities. However, the early 
section of the IRTS is where liquid interest rate derivative instruments are traded. 
Therefore, an interest rate tree or numerical PDE implementation for computing 
the impact of the short rate contribution appears to be adequate. Furthermore, 
long-dated interest rate caps require prices to be computed along the entire term 
structure, which can be achieved on a single interest rate tree. Hence, the results 
presented in this paper for the Gaussian shadow short rate process were calculated 
using interest rate trees. The implemented tree methodology is based on the 
earlier work in Hull & White (1993) rather than the later formulation given in 
Hull & White (1994) because of the need to replace all negative values of the 
shadow short rate with zero.

Let us denote bv Hf{t, x\) = n^(L — ip\) the short rate contribution to the zero-
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coupon bond price subject to (6.2.13), where the shadow short rate is modelled 
using a time homogeneous Gaussian process. Thus the shadow short rate is 
modelled using (6.2.16) —(6.2.17) with elasticity exponent j3 = 0. By applying 
the deterministic shift extension of Brigo & Mercurio (2001), we obtain the short 
rate contribution to the zero-coupon bond price as

Gf(t.ipl) = exp n v\) (6.2.18)

for t G [0,T] and i G {0.1,..., d}. The resulting model allows an exact match 
to the initially observed IRTS by calibrating tplu for u G [0,T]. Furthermore, the 
long run reference level // is absorbed into the deterministic shift and plays no 
role in the calibration to interest rate caps under this model, as shown in Brigo 
& Mercurio (2001).

The corresponding short rate contribution to the forward rate can be calculated 
via (6.2.10) and (6.2.18) to obtain

gW^t) = V\~ Jy ln (nf ~ Vt)) (6.2.19)

for t G [0. T) and i G {0,1,..., d}. Figure 6.7 illustrates four possible scenarios 
for the forward rate term structure that highlight the flexibility of the proposed 
model. The implied short rate contribution to the forward rate is plotted as 
a dashed line. The top left-hand-side (LHS) shows a flat forward curve. The 
forward curve on the bottom LHS is important because it is downward sloping, 
which is not possible under the SMMM with a deterministic short rate as specified 
in Platen (2005a) and Chapter 5. The top right-hand-side (RHS) displays an 
upward sloping forward curve, while the bottom RHS provides an inverse hump 
shaped forward rate curve. The latter is often observed in interest rate markets, 
yet is not obtainable under a large number of popular one-factor short rate models.

Shifted Square Root Shadow Short Rate

The second model that we discuss for the shadow short rate is the CIR++ model 
of Brigo & Mercurio (2001), under which the elasticity exponent is set to (3 = 0.5. 
We prefer this model over the original Cox, Ingersoll Sz Ross (1985) because it 
allows the initial yield curve to be fitted precisely via the deterministic shift 
extension. Consequently, one can obtain analytic results for both zero-coupon 
bond prices and options on zero-coupon bonds with a strictly positive short rate. 
There is however, a restriction on the parameters such that 2yp > a2 that 
must be satisfied to guarantee strict positivity for the given square root process. 
Furthermore, under the CIR++ model positive rates can only be guaranteed with
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the additional constraint that the deterministic shift extension must be strictly
positive, that is > 0 for all t > 0 and i G {0,1...... , d}. This can substantially
affect the quality of calibration to the cap market, as discussed extensively in 
Brigo & Mercurio (2001). However, the option feature (6.2.13) is not required 
when the shadow short rate parameterisation meets these conditions.

Under the square root shadow short rate model, the short rate contribution to 
the zero-coupon bond price can be expressed analytically as

where
Glf(t, r\) = exp {A*(t,T) - B(t,T) (ipl - $)}

A’(t. T) = In (FTT) + A(t, T) + A{0. t) - A{0, T)

- [B(0, t) - B(0, f)]

2a:exp {(7 + k)(T — t)j2}A(t, f) = ^7 In

B(t. T) =

ct2 y (7 + k) (exp {k (T — t)} — l) + 2a: 

2 (exp {a:(T — t)} — l)
(7 + a:) (exp {a: (T - t)} - l) + 2a:'

(6.2.20)

(6.2.21)

(6.2.22)

(6.2.23)

(6.2.24)k = V72 + 2d2

for t G [0. T] and i G {0.1,... .d}. The corresponding short rate contribution to
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the forward rate is calculated using (6.2.10), (6.2.20) and (6.2.21)—(6.2.24) to be 

$(i. 4) = ffi A\t, T) + §f B(t, T) (r{ - <p\) (6.2.25)

for t £ [0. T] and i £ {0,1, d}. Forward rate curves similar to those displayed 
in Figure 6.7 are easily obtained and are therefore omitted.

6.3 Interest Rate Options

In this section, we derive real-world prices for options on zero-coupon bonds 
with the aim to analyse interest rate caps and floors for the IRTS model under 
consideration.

Options on Zero-Coupon Bonds

We focus on options on zero-coupon bonds since they represent the fundamental 
building blocks for European style interest rate derivatives.

§i' ^ *We introduce the sigma algebra At' generated by At and the path of the
discounted GOP S1'5* until time T. That is, Gif7 = a {S’7,5*, u £ [0,T]} U At,

. 8 *

noting that At C At 7 . This leads to the following two lemmas on real-world 
pricing of options on zero-coupon bonds.

Lemma 6.3.1 If the shadow short rate filt is specified under the Gaussian model 
of (6.2.16) —(6.2.17) with (3 = 0, then the real-world price at time t of a European 
call option zbcf T K(t, Sf6* with strike price I\ and option expiry T on a 
forward zero-coupon bond with maturity at time T > T is

zb efTK(t.si'6-,w = E 

where

’ Kg1-5* ) = E

A,

B1
4

4(V 4) - ffa,oT
q2.8*

A,T

ks¥, = k/Mt(t, sip')

for 0 < t < T < T and is {0.1..... d}.

(6.3.1)

(6.3.2)

(6.3.3)
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Proof. By application of the real-world pricing formula (2.3.6) and the zero- 
coupon bond representation (6.2.5) we find that

zb cwyt.sg-,*) = e'T,T,K

E

SIi,S,

S.

SI

i,6* 
T 
i,S*

(Pi(T,T) — K) A,

Bi

T

(6.3.4)

At ■

We rewrite this conditional expectation as an iterated expectation conditioned
_ i

on the sigma algebra At 7 = <r {SJ5*, u € [0,T]} U A to obtain

zbc

£

- E

T;rj<(t'St P't)

r B
E t I rii

B G't(T, 4>f) -
K

T M't(T\S'A-) -y T

o ^-1
A

A

(6.3.5)

for 0 < f < T < T and i E {0,1,..., d}. □

Analogous to the computation of the short rate contribution to the zero-coupon 
bond, one can calculate the expectation (6.3.2) using trees, numerical PDE meth
ods or an eigenfunction expansion technique together with a deterministic shift 
extension. Note that tyf T(t, ipl, Kqt,s*) is essentially the value of a call op
tion on a zero-coupon bond under a one-factor short rate model of the form
(6.2.16) —(6.2.17), conditioned on the value of the discounted GOP. A key differ
ence is that the conditional expectation is taken with respect to the real-world 
probability measure P. whereas it is usually taken with respect to a risk-neutral 
measure Pl'd. The zero-coupon bond call option price then follows from (6.3.1) by 
an outer conditional expectation under P. The price for a European put option 
on a zero-coupon bond can be determined in the same way, or via put-call parity 
in the general form of (2.5.20). Computation of the zero-coupon bond option 
price (6.3.1) can be performed accurately and efficiently using numerical integra
tion. This is possible because the transition density function for the discounted 
GOP is that of a time-transformed BESQ process of dimension four, previously 
given as (5.1.19).

Now we examine a shadow short rate that follows a square root process. We 
will require the non-central chi-square distribution function x2(-,zy A) given by 
formula (B.17) in Appendix B, where v represents the degrees of freedom and A 
is the non-centrality parameter.

Lemma 6.3.2 If the shadow short rate if>lt is strictly positive and specified under 
the square root model of (6.2.16) —(6.2.17) with (3 = then the real-world price
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at time t of a European call option zbcf TK{t^ S\'6* ^\) with strike price I\ and 
option expiry T on a forward zero-coupon bond with maturity at time T > T is

zb4 _t,kX SI’"', 4) = G'T(t, 4) Ti (t. Sp-,4,due2)
- K G'f(t% 4) T2(t,Si'S',4 d2,e2) (6.3.6)

where

r1(t,SlA,4due1) = E 

r2(t,Si’5-,4d2,e2) = E

with

£i,S* 47 h
(T* ei At

i,6*_sT a* e2 At

(6.3.7)

(6.3.8)

dx = dUT, S'/') = ( 2 4- 2)/7-7 ) [A(f. T) - A‘(T, T) - ln(A'«,{. )]
B(T,T)

d2 = d2(T,S'f‘) 

e\ = ei(t,ipl) = 

e2 = e2(t, fjlt) =

c -

(%rS) - a*(t,t) -\mr̂QCS* )]

KW ~ y?t)exp{Av(T-t)}
c + d+B(T.T)

K($t - Vt) exp{k{T - t)}

2 K
C + tf

1) 7 + K anid k — y/y2 + 2<j2
d2(ex\){n(T — £)} — 1) cr*

for 0 < t < T <T and i G {0.1...., d},using nodation (6.2.21) —(6.2.24).

Proof. The proof begins in the same way as the proof of Lemma 6.3.1. We 
separate the zero-coupon bond price into its two components to the stage of 
(6.3.5). We can then determine the internal conditional expectation using the 
pricing function u : [0, T] x 3ft [0. 00) as

u(t.Sp-,4) = E
>T

exp 4ds} H'fCSip- ,4) a? (6.3.9)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1..... d}. Here we simplify our notation by introducing 
the payoff function

H'f(S'-s-,4 = (exp {A'(T.T) - B(T,T) W - /)} - I<s,s.)+ . (6.3.10)

We recognise that the random variable G1t(T, has a non-central chi-square 
distribution as in Jamshidian (1995). Hence it folllows that

u(t. Sf6*, ipl) = Glr(t, ift) X2 (di, -zrl'-.e^ - I\§,r_s* Gfit./ifDx2 (d2, )

a- cr-
(6.3.11)
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for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0,1,..., d}, using notation from Lemma 6.3.2. Thus, 
using (6.3.5) and (6.3.11), the price of a zero-coupon bond call option reduces to

zbc'ftTtK(t, S'tA ,1p't) — G'T(t, ip\) E

- KGf(t, ip\) E

stS" 2 (, 47/i
Mt\T, Sf, )X ( ®l5 -O 9 elz,<5*L ST

^ 7 U
i,5*L^T (7" 5 el A

At

(6.3.12)

which gives the call price (6.3.6) by (6.3.7) and (6.3.8). The put option value can 
be calculated using put-call parity, being careful to use the real-world zero-coupon 
bond as in (2.5.20). □

The conditional expectations (6.3.7) and (6.3.8) can be interpreted as special 
mathematical functions that can be evaluated numerically using the transition 
density of the discounted GOP.

Interest Rate Caps and Floors

As previously discussed, an interest rate cap can be decomposed into a portfolio 
of caplets. Each caplet is equivalent to a put option on a zero-coupon bond with 
adjustments to the strike rate and notional principal. Of particular interest are 
the implied cap volatilities from both a cross-sectional and term structure point 
of view. We price market caps on a semi-annual basis with the proposed model 
and then invert the market standard Black (1976a) formula to obtain the implied 
volatility associated with each cap.

In Figure 6.8 we plot the at-the-money (ATM) implied cap volatility term struc
ture (CVTS) using the arithmetic average of bid and ask volatilities for the 
Japanese cap market as at 1 July 2004. Note the consistent downward slope 
in the implied CVTS and the extremely high levels of volatility for short maturi
ties. We fitted the proposed model under the truncated Gaussian shadow short- 
rate specification using the parameters: 7 = 0.125; and & = 0.013. Whilst for 
the square root CIR++ model we used: 7 = 0.125; p = 0.036; and a = 0.095. 
For both implementations we set: t — 0; ip = 0.015; and dj’2 = 0.15. The results 
for the Gaussian shadow short rate provide an excellent fit for maturities beyond 
one year. This is remarkable for a model that uses only a few constant param
eters. Although the model result for the first cap does not conform exactly to 
the market data, it lies well within the bid-ask spread for this maturity. We also 
provide the best fit we could obtain for the CIR++ shadow short rate model to 
the same Japanese ATM cap volatility data. The ability of the CIR++ model 
to fit the market is obviously less satisfactory than for the Gaussian model. Fur
thermore, the numerical results and calibration to real data are significantly less 
stable under the CIR++ model. This is probably due to the fact that (3 = 0 is
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a more realistic choice for the elasticity exponent in a low interest rate environ
ment. Calibration to the CIR+T model is further complicated by the restrictions 
that must be satisfied for the shadow short rate to remain strictly positive and 
thus avoid absorption at zero. For instance, if we increase the level of the short 
rate volatility parameter a in the CIR++ model to match the market implied 
cap volatilities, the positivity condition 2 7 p > a2 will, in this case, be breached. 
This can be corrected by increasing the speed of mean reversion 7 and the long 
run reference level fi. However, in this case, we encounter significant stability 
problems and the implied CVTS that we obtain is too steep in comparison to the 
observed market data. A lognormal model with a constant volatility parameter 
provides worse calibration results.

\
JPY market cap vols 

SMMM Gaussian vols 

— SMMM square root vols

0.0
2 4 6 8 10

Cap Term

Figure 6.8: ATM implied cap volatilities for the JPY market, together with 
Gaussian and CIR-— implementations.

We emphasize that for the Gaussian shadow short rate model, truncation as sug
gested in Black (1995) is essential. Truncation not only ensures that the market 
short rate remains positive, it is also key in providing the correct implied cap 
volatility term structure. Furthermore, without truncation the robustness of cal
ibrated parameters becomes a serious issue. Therefore, in the remainder of the 
paper we focus solely 011 the Gaussian shadow short rate model (6.2.16) —(6.2.17) 
with elasticity exponent [3 = 0 and truncation as per (6.2.13). Note that the good 
fit of the truncated Gaussian model has been achieved with very few parameters 
and it appears to be quite robust and flexible. For example, the proposed model 
can easily be fitted to other interest rate markets with a downward sloping CVTS, 
as was the case in Switzerland and the United States in July 2004. It also natu
rally produces the typical hump shaped ATM CVTS that, arises under standard 
interest rate environments, such as those observed during July 2004 in Europe 
and Australia.

Figure 6.9 displays a cross-section of implied cap volatilities under the truncated
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Gaussian shadow short rate model, obtained as a function of the strike rate 
and term, for the liquidly traded section of the cap market. Previous literature 
containing data on the Japanese cap market, such as Andersen V Andreasen 
(2000) or Long (2001), document a downward sloping CVTS and a consistent 
negative skew that flattens as the cap term increases. Both of these features are 
evident under the proposed model, as demonstrated in Figure 6.9. We use the 
following parameters obtained from the calibration to the ATM CVTS: t — 0; 
7 = 0.125; a = 0.013: 7] = 0.015; and 0lt2 = 0.15. Notice that the implied 
volatility surface covers a wide range of strike rates, from deep in-the-money 
(ITM) to deep out-of-the-money (OTM) caps.

0.05

Figure 6.9: Implied cap volatility surface for the JPY market, under the SMMM 
with truncated Gaussian short rate to T G [0,10] years.

Finally, in Figure 6.10 we illustrate the implications for implied cap volatilities 
that arise from the non-existence of an equivalent risk-neutral martingale mea
sure. That is, we plot the difference between implied cap volatilities calculated 
under the proposed stochastic short rate SMMM and those calculated using a 
one-factor truncated Gaussian short rate model. Hence we are isolating the effect 
of the discounted GOP contribution to the IRTS on the implied CVTS. Once 
again the differences only become evident after an initial period of at least five 
years and material differences are only apparent past ten years, which is beyond 
the maturity of most liquidly traded interest rate derivatives. Careful inspec
tion of Figure 6.10 reveals that the addition of the discounted GOP contribution 
leads to a relative increase in implied cap volatilities for longer maturities, which 
is similar to the observation made for stock market indices in Heath & Platen 
(2005b). Furthermore, one also observes that the discounted GOP contribution
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has a significant effect on the degree of skewness in the CVTS. In particular, the 
skewness of deep ITM caps increases as the cap moves further into the money. 
These theoretically predicted effects seem reasonable, given the nature of interest 
rate caps and the available evidence on the earlier sections of the CVTS. Hence 
the proposed parsimonious model extends the SMMM derived in Platen (2002, 
2004) to the case of positive stochastic interest rates.

0.4

0.2

o.oi

0.05

Figure 0.10: Differences in real-world and risk-neutral implied cap volatility sur
face, under the SMMM with truncated Gaussian short rate.

Conclusions on the IRTS Model

The chapter contains details on a two-factor truncated Gaussian interest rate 
term structure model proposed for standard and low interest rate environments. 
The proposed model is driven by a BESQ process of dimension four that models 
the discounted GOP and a Gaussian shadow short rate that is truncated at zero 
to yield the market short rate. The Gaussian shadow short rate has a significant 
impact on the short end of the yield curve, whereas the discounted GOP influ
ences medium and long term maturities of the IRTS. Using only a few constant 
parameters, the model reproduces the most important stylised empirical features 
of the interest rate cap market under an economy experiencing low interest rates. 
These include a realistic range of forward rate curves, an implied cap volatility 
term structure that consistently slopes downwards from extremely high levels of 
volatility together with a distinct negative skew. Although the focus has been on
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low interest rate regimes, the model is readily applicable to medium level interest 
rate environments typically observed in developed markets.
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Chapter 7

An Extended Minimal Market 
Model

In this chapter we examine an extended version of the minimal market model 
(EMMM) for comparison to the previous work of the modified constant elasticity 
of variance (MCEV) model in Chapter 4 and that of the stylised minimal market 
model (SMMM) presented in Chapter 5. The EMMM generalises the SMMM 
by the addition of a parameter for the dimension of the squared Bessel process 
underlying the dynamics of the growth optimal portfolio (GOP). This additional 
parameter considerably increases the flexibility of our modelling by widening the 
applicability of the minimal market model beyond the idealised market conditions 
of the SMMM. In the case of the EMMM, we are able to derive analytic solutions 
for the real-world prices of zero-coupon bonds, options on the GOP and options 
on exchange prices. Semi-analytic solutions are also obtained for options on 
zero-coupon bonds when the short rate is assumed to be constant, and thus we 
can also price interest rate caps and floors under this setting. Obviously, the 
EMMM results generalise the SMMM results of Chapter 5. More interestingly, 
the formulae derived below take the same form as those presented in Chapter 
4 for the MCEV model. As examples, zero-coupon bond prices and options on 
the GOP are given in the identical form of central and non-central chi-square 
distributions, respectively. Furthermore, options on exchange prices are derived 
in terms of non-central beta distributed random variables, since we assume that 
exchange prices are defined by a ratio of independent denominations of the GOP. 
This is because both the MCEV and EMMM are based on an assumption that 
the GOP can be modelled as a square root process, or equivalently, that the 
discounted GOP can be modelled as a time-transformed squared Bessel process 
of general dimension. Thus both the MCEV and EMMM incorporate dynamics 
that capture leptokurtic returns and endogenous stochastic volatility. The key 
difference is that the volatility structure of the EMMM is both stochastic and 
stationary, and thus better reflects empirical observations.



7.1 Extended MMM Dynamics

One way to extend the dynamics of the SMMM comes from considering the nor
malised GOP Yl — {Yt\ t G [0, T]} as a square root process of general dimension 

> 2 for i G {0,1,..., d}. In these circumstances the SDE for the normalised 
GOP is generalised from the SMMM case given in (5.1.14) to

for t G [0. T] and i G {0,1,..., c?}. Here ry = {ift) t G [0, T]} is the same growth 
rate of the discounted GOP drift that we encountered under the SMMM.

We also introduce the scaling factor process y* = {yj, t G [0,T]}, which can in 
general, be specified as an adapted stochastic process. An example where the 
scaling factor is specified as a lognormal is given in Heath &; Platen (2003). A 
more complex specification based on the empirical work of Breymann, Kelly & 
Platen (2005) is studied in Heath & Platen (2005b). In this chapter we consider 
a deterministic scaling factor where yr satisfies the equation

then the stochastic process Zx — {Zlt) t G [0.T]} and i G {0,1,..., d} is a time- 
changed squared Bessel (BESQ) process of dimension Vi > 2. Furthermore, it 
satisfies the SDE

for all t G [0, T\ and zG{0,l,...,d}. Note that the same Wiener process (2.2.7) 
drives the dynamics in (2.2.6), (2.2.9), (5.1.2), (5.1.15), (7.1.1) and (7.1.4). Next 
we define a new (A, P)-local martingale Ml — {M}: t G [0,T]} as a solution to

for t G [0 ,T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. Using the Dambis, Dubins-Schwarz (DDS) 
Theorem (Appendix A.l), the DDS Wiener process is found as M} = lU:ur;( =
W\. Here<t>\

(7.1.1)

(7.1.2)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. If we now set
r/i \/-i —izt = C 7t (7.1.3)

(7.1.4)

the SDE

(7.1.5)
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or equivalently
(7.1.7)do', = j 7\ dt

is the time change (ft = t G [0, T]}, i G {0,1,..., d}. Therefore we equate the 
stochastic process X1 = {XJ,, (ft G [0q, 0^]}, 2 ^ {0,1,... ,d} in the transformed 
time (7.1.6) to (7.1.3), that is Xft — Zft to obtain the SDE

dXd = u, d0' + dWd (7.1.8)

for (j)lt G [<%,<ftT] and i G {0,1,...,d}. Of course (7.1.8) is a BESQ process of 
general dimension V{> 2 in the transformed time q7 described in (7.1.6).

Under the EMMM, the value of the discounted GOP Slt5* at time t is defined as

si-5- (7.1.9)

for t G [0,T] and i G {0.1.... ,d}. The corresponding SDE can be obtained via 
the Ito formula, (7.1.4) and (7.1.9) to find

dS'tA = i) 7i(siAy-
2

2-1/4 + 1 dt dWlt

(7.1.10)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0. 1..... d}. It is straightforward to check by the Ito formula 
that the inverse of the discounted GOP defined in (7.1.9), forms an (A. P)-local 
martingale. Comparison of (2.2.9) with (7.1.10), combined with (7.1.9), reveals 
that the GOP volatility under the EMMM is of the form

(7.1.11)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0.1..... <7}. Therefore the volatility of the GOP depends 
on the level of the index itself, and this can be expressed either via the discounted 
or the normalised GOP. Hence GOP volatility is stochastic, in contrast to the 
BSMM discussed in Chapter 3, and is more general than the SMMM definition 
of (5.1.2). Further discussion of how stochastic volatility arises in the EMMM 
can be found in Platen (2001) and Heath & Platen (2002c, 2005b).

Continuing the tradition of previous chapters, one can interpret the EMMM as a 
stochastic volatility model with perfect correlation between the driving processes 
of the discounted GOP and its squared volatility. Setting vl = {vlt = \9\\2, t G 
[0,T]}, then by (7.1.10), (7.1.11) and the Ito formula one determines that

dv\ Vi vl +
2);

M): dt — (vi)3/2d\v; (7.1.12)
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for t G [0,T] and zy >2, i G {0,1...., d}. Obviously, (7.1.12) is a generalisation 
of the equivalent result for the SMMM given in (5.1.18). Recall that such an 
expression for the squared volatility is sometimes referred to as a 3/2 model, as 
discussed in Platen (1997) and Lewis (2000).

Distributional Properties of the Extended MMM

In the case of the EMMM we have the choice of presenting the transition density 
function for either a square root process associated with the GOP, or that of a 
time-transformed BESQ process associated with the discounted GOP. Given the 
work that follows in the remainder of the chapter it is more instructive to consider 
the latter. Therefore we introduce the transition density pVi(00 00, £0) of a
time-transformed BESQ process 20 = {X0, 02 G [0Q.00]}, i € {0,1,..., of}, of 
general dimension i/{ > 2 to move from x\ — X0 at time <p\ to £0 — X0 at time 
00. From Revuz & Yor (1999) we have

PvMvA'AfiXf)
1 / t'L \ 4 ( X _l_ t’L 1 ( \ '^rr |

(7.1.13)

for (p\ G [0Q; 00] and i G {0.1,.... d}. We also utilise the definition of the modified 
Bessel function of the first kind (Appendix B.19).

Observe that the changes of variables required to match the transition density 
for the BESQ process of general dimension Vi > 2 to a non-central chi-square 
random variate are given as follows

x\
'T 00

0*T

X4>t zi
T
X

01 00-0

z.T
01 00 - 0J 00 - 01

(Yh\y>-* = (Y-W

00 “01 00 - 0t
= (S'p)^ 

4 -<f>\ 4>f - <t>\ ’

(7.1.14)

(7.1.15)

7.2 Zero-Coupon Bond Prices

Now we provide new results for the real-world pricing of zero-coupon bonds under 
the EMMM. The results presented below generalise the SMMM result of Platen 
(2005a) by the addition of the BESQ process dimension for values iy% > 2. We as
sume that the zth primary asset is the domestic currency and that the short rate 
is constant, hence r\ = for all t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. Under these con
ditions, the zero-coupon bond price satisfies the decomposition relation (2.3.15).
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We require knowledge of the gamma function r(z/), the incomplete gamma func
tion r(-;z/), the regularised incomplete gamma function Q(-;i/) and the central 
chi-square distribution x2(-:n) where v represents the degrees of freedom in the 
latter case. These functions are defined in Appendix B as (B.ll), (B.12), (B.13) 
and (B.10), respectively.

Lemma 7.2.1 The real-world price of a zero-coupon bond Pl{t,T) in the ith 
currency calculated at time t with maturity T under the given EMMM equals

P\t, T) = exp{—»',• (T - <)} x2(A'f ; vt - 2)

where
A»_ = hi(vi -2)2

7 l^|2(exp{^ (T - t)} - 1)
for t S [0. T] and i S {0, I.......d\.

(7.2.1)

(7.2.2)

Proof. When the short rate is constant, the short rate contribution to the zero- 
coupon bond price (2.3.17) is

GUt) = E At = exp{-r?; (T - t)} (7.2.3)

for t e [0, T) and i G {(). 1,.... d).

Next we need to solve the discounted GOP contribution to the bond price Mf(t). 
Setting x\ = T, and xf = Xh, and using (2.3.16), (7.1.9) and (7.1.13) we can 
write

MUt) A E At

_2
2

~r ) P*t(</’!• x\-,<l>'f,x'f)dx't (7.2.4)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. Using the change of variables (7.1.14) and 
(7.1.15), and Appendix B formulae (B.12) and (B.13), we find that

Mf(t) = E
^=o

exp{—4 } A 1
f777 (7.2.5)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1...., d}. Equality to (7.2.1) is achieved by combining 
(7.2.3) and (7.2.5) with the aid of relation (B.10) in Appendix B.
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The upper limit of the central chi-square distribution function is obtained using 
the change of variables (7.1.14) and the time change (7.1.7), yielding

41* (St*)
2

■ — 9

%T Tt
(7.2.6)

for t G [0, T] and z G {0,1,..., d}. Equality to (7.2.2) requires (7.1.11). □

A simple substitution of the BESQ process dimension zy = 4 into (7.2.1) —(7.2.2) 
leads to the corresponding results for the SMMM given in (5.2.1) —(5.2.2). How
ever the results of Lemma 7.2.1 bear greater resemblance to those for the real- 
world price of a zero-coupon bond under the MCEV model, as given in Lemma 
4.2.1. In fact, if one expresses (4.2.1) in terms of the dimension of the underlying 
BESQ process (4.1.11), then the results take the same structural form.

Lemma 7.2.1 reinforces the conclusions of previous chapters that the discounted 
GOP contribution to the zero-coupon bond price, as shown in (7.2.5), is strictly 
less than unity. We provide a graphical depiction of M^(t) in Figure 7.1 be
low using the parameter set: t = 0; — 0.05; \0lo\ = 0.25; zy G [3,6] for the 
two time ranges T G [0. 30] on the left-hand-side (LHS) and T G [0,100] on 
the right-hand-side (RHS). Thus from Remark 2.3.8 one observes that the can
didate Radon-Nikodym derivative process under the EMMM is a strict ( A. P)- 
supermartingale. Hence Girsanov's Theorem (Appendix A.5) is not applicable, 
given this necessary assumption is not satisfied. Furthermore, in the context 
of the work of Loewenstein & Willard (2000a), the EMMM is another example 
of an economically reasonable model defined as ‘viable’. Therefore the EMMM 
precludes arbitrage as per Definition 2.3.1, yet does not satisfy the strict no- 
free-lunch-with-vanishing-risk (NFLVR) conditions of Delbaen & Schachermayer 
(1994, 1998). Thus the addition of the BESQ process dimension parameter does 
not change the conclusions reached on this issue in previous chapters.

Dimension

20

10 Maturity

60
_jq Maturity

20

Dimension

4

Figure 7.1: A/^(0) with zy G [3,6] for T G [0,30] (LHS) and T G [0,100] (RHS) 
under the EMMM.
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Continuing the same analysis of previous chapters, we note from Yor (1992) via 
Lemma 4.3.3 that the discounted GOP contribution to the zero-coupon bond 
given by (7.2.4) can be re-interpreted under an alternative formulation. First 
we define the stopping time for a BESQ process to reach zero as r — inf{t > 
0 : = 0}. Next we let the transition density of a BESQ process, with
dimension zy,# = (4 — zy) > 2 and an absorbing boundary at zero, be denoted by

Then the integral form of M^(t) is written with the aid of
Lemma 4.3.3 as

— 2

Mf(t) = J
L{T<r}P4—(0t; %ti &J"1 *Pr)

pA_uX(t>\,x\](})f,Xf)dxlf (7.2.7)

for £ [<^o and i £ {0,1,..., d}. Obviously (7.2.7) is a straightforward 
generalisation of the SMMM (zy = 4) case given in (5.2.7).

Forward Rates under the Extended MMM

As we have seen zero-coupon bonds for the EMMM can be decomposed into two 
factors in a multiplicative form. Therefore instantaneous forward rates under the 
EMMM can be similarly decomposed into two factors, in an additive form, as 
previously discussed in (2.3.19). The short rate contribution to the forward rate 
(2.3.21), is by definition the short rate itself. The discounted GOP contribution 
to the forward rate was defined in (2.3.20). We placed little emphasis on the 
discounted GOP contribution to the forward rate under the SMMM because of 
the previous focus within Platen (2005a). Under the EMMM, the formula for the 
forward rate is a direct consequence of (2.3.19), (2.3.20) and (7.2.5) resulting in 
the explicit expression

J'(t, T) = fjf(t) + nif(t) = r,- +
(£P Iffl2 exPMT -*)-£}

(V — 2) r<y) x2(\f; Vi — 2)
(7.2.8)

for all t S [0,T] and i S {0,1__ .cl} with notation (7.2.2). To examine m} (i) for
the EMMM we provide Figure 7.2, which specifies its key characteristics in rela
tion to the BESQ dimension over the range zy £ [3,6] for T £ [0,30]. The other 
parameters used were: t — 0: zy- = 0.05: and |#q| = 0.25. One observes, in gen
eral. hump-shaped forward rates, as was also the case for the SMMM and MCEV 
approaches. Under the EMMM one finds that the hump appears later within 
the term structure for higher values of the BESQ process dimension. Thus the
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Figure 7.2: mlp(0) for zy G [3,6] and T G [0,30] under the EMMM.

EMMM provides considerable additional flexibility in comparison to the SMMM.

The directional relationship between and |0J|, as observed in previous chap
ters, also holds for the EMMM. Here once the general level of market volatility 
breaches a ‘threshold’ level, medium- and long-term interest rates must increase 
to compensate investors for the additional risk associated with higher levels of 
market volatility. The interaction for both time to maturity and BESQ process 
dimension can be observed via the series of charts provided in Figure 7.3 be
low. More specifically, ml̂ (t) is charted using: t — 0; = 0.05; T G [0,30];
|0J| G [0.05,0.50]; and zy G {3,4, 5, 6} clockwise, beginning at the upper LHS. 
Obviously, the chart in the upper right quadrant was previously observed for the 
SMMM in Figure 5.6. Comparison between each of these four charts reveals that 

reaches its maximum value later in the term structure as the BESQ di
mension increases in value. Furthermore, the four charts highlight the additional 
modelling flexibility gained with the BESQ process dimension parameter.

For the final discussion of this subsection, we examine both the instantaneous for
ward rate and the long-run asymptotic forward rate. To start, the instantaneous 
forward rate equals the initial value of the short rate, that is

}'(t.t) = g\(t) =r'0 (7.2.9)

while the corresponding EMMM asymptotic long-run forward rate is

2
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Figure 7.3: ra^(0) for \9\\ £ [0.05,0.50] and T £ [0,30] with zy £ {3,4,5,6} 
clockwise, under the EMMM.

for t £ [0, oc) and zy > 2, i £ {(), 1,..., d}. Here rlQ is the initial value of the short 
rate and is the long-run asymptotic limit of the short rate. Hence long-term 
forward rates are realistically decomposed into a long-term short rate and the 
long-term growth rate of the discounted GOP under the EMMM. When Platen 
(2005a) examined the same issue for the SMMM, it was found that m^(t) = ry 
and hence p(t,oc) = + zy. Thus m^(t) will always be greater under the
EMMM than the SMMM for zy > 4, and vice versa for zy £ (2,4). For comparison, 
under the MCEV model we obtained the unrealistic result of mlQO{t) = 0 and hence
f (Poo) r\^.

7.3 Options on the GOP

As we have seen in all previous chapters, the GOP is the central financial quantity 
of study throughout this thesis. In calculating options on the GOP, we derive real- 
world prices expressed in terms of the random variable assumed for the GOP. Thus 
for the BSMM one observes lognormal results, while for the MCEV model and
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the SMMM one obtains prices in terms of the non-central chi-square distribution. 
Given the specification of the GOP under the EMMM in terms of an underlying zy- 
dimensional BESQ process, we again anticipate results in terms of the non-central 
chi-square distribution. Thus we introduce the distribution function \/2(-; zy A) 
with v degrees of freedom and A as the non-centrality parameter, defined in 
formula (B.17) of Appendix B.

Lemma 7.3.1 The real-world prices of first order asset binary options on the 
GOP at time t with expiry T and strike price I\ under the given EMMM with 
Vi > 2 are

where

AT+K,sr6* (t) = Sf6* [1 - x2{ulf ; vu A^)] 

ATk,smAt) = Slt-6* x2(rtf\ Vi,Xf)

iif
Vi (O ~ 2)2exp{-n { — ) (T - t)} 

l^l2 (exp{^ (f - t)} - 1) (Sfs*/K)^ 

for t G [0, X] and i G {(). 1.... ,d} with notation (7.2.2).

(7.3.1)

(7.3.2)

(7.3.3)

Proof. Application of the generic result for an asset binary put option (2.5.3) 
on the GOP simplifies to

= E
qi,5*

sTiA T <-M
-

>
1__

__
_ = Sp’E K/BA A (7.3.4)

for t G [0,T\ and i G {0, l,... ,d\. We set x\ — and xf = Xh, , use (7.1.9) 
and the transition density (7.1.13) to obtain

XfK a,s. (<) = S’A ET, K, S
uwyW < K/B't) At

= s:A
2

v0 -2

PvA<l>vXlt\<l>f,Xf)dXf (7.3.5)

for (p\ G [0o ,(f)f\ and i G {0,1,..., o?}. Substitution of the change of variables 
(7.1.14) —(7.1.15) and Appendix B definitions (B.10), (B.12) and (B.17) provides

4= eXP{“ 2 }( 2 )f a,,4

e=o
ii,8* ,2 (

7!
X (if; + 27)

= STx^; Vi,Xt) (7.3.6)
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for t G [0, T] and i G {0,1,..., d}. Note that the non-centrality parameter A^ 
is exactly the same as in (7.2.2). Accounting for the limit of integration uf in
(7.3.6) for the EMMM case follows similar steps to the SMMM case, but leads to 
a more convoluted result. Using (7.1.2) and (7.1.15) we have

4 ry (K/Blf)^~2 
7 f ~ ft

(7.3.7)

for t G [0. T] and i G {0,1,..., rf}. The final expression in (7.3.3) is determined 
via (7.1.11) and (7.3.7).

The price of the corresponding asset binary call option on the GOP is found as

Ai-+
T, K, S

(0 = Sf • E > K/BL) A, = S't'6' [1 - X2(ul_ .
T > 'i, Ap] (7.3.8)

for t G [0, T) and i G {(), 1,.... d}. □

The link between the asset binary options on the GOP for the EMMM, as given 
in (7.3.1) —(7.3.3), and the SMMM case of (5.3.1) —(5.3.3) corresponding to i/* = 
4 is obvious. Differences arise primarily within the integration limit and non
centrality parameter, denoted here as u1̂ and A^, respectively. Furthermore, 
analogous results to (7.3.1) and (7.3.2) in Lemma 7.3.1 can be seen in (4.3.5) and
(4.3.7) within Lemma 4.3.1 for the MCEV model.

The real-world prices of bond binary options on the GOP derived below for the 
EMMM are also analogous to those of the corresponding MCEV model presented 
in Chapter 4. However the generalisation of corresponding SMMM results is not 
as straightforward, which we discuss below.

Lemma 7.3.2 The real-world prices of first order bond binary options on the 
GOP at time t with expiry T and strike price I\ under the given EMMM with 
ip > 2 are

BTk, = exP{~ri(T - t)}x2{ff] Vi- 2, Uf) (7.3.9)

BTk,= exp{—U (T - t)} [x2{ff 5 G - 2) - x2(AlT; ut - 2(7.3.10)

for t G [0. T] and i G {(). 1,..., d), using notation (7.2.2) and (7.3.3).

Proof. For the bond binary case, the generic result (2.5.4) for a call on the GOP 
is determined to be

SI
L ST

i.5*

i,S* ^{S75*>A'} At = Ee
BT

SI
ql,

it*
it* ^{sf*>K/B’t} At (7.3.11)
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for t G [0. T] and z G {0,1,.... d}. This can be re-written using (7.1.9) to obtain

X\DC +
T, A', S'1’5*

T

Uj-2
2

X1 > (W)^} a, (7.3.12)

for t G [0, T] and z G {(), 1,..., d}. The integral form is obtained via the substi
tutions x\ = XB and xx = X^_ plus the transition density (7.1.13), and is found
to equal

BT, K, Si (t) Vvi {(ftt ’ Xti 0T’ xt) (7.3.13)

for t G [0, T] and z G {0,1,..., d}. The remainder of the proof follows identical 
steps to that presented for the case of bond binary options under the MCEV model 
given in Lemma 4.3.2. First we make the changes of variables (7.1.14) —(7.1.15) 
and re-express (7.3.13) in terms of gamma probability density and distribution 
functions, specified in Appendix B as (B.20) and (B.21), respectively. The prop
erties of the gamma random variables are then utilised to derive the desired result 
of (7.3.9). Subsequently, the corresponding price for a bond binary put option on 
the GOP is found to equal (7.3.10). Furthermore, the inputs to the non-central 
chi-square distribution function are identical to those of the asset binary option 
inputs, these being (7.2.2) and (7.3.3). □

Thus the expressions (7.3.9) and (7.3.10) in Lemma 7.3.2 for the EMMM are 
directly comparable to (4.3.8) and (4.3.9) in Lemma 4.3.2 for the MCEV model. 
Note however, that substitution of the SMMM BESQ process dimension (i/* = 4) 
into the results of Lemma 7.3.2 does not result in identical expressions to those 
given in Lemma 5.3.2 for bond binary options on the GOP under the SMMM. 
This is because Lemma 5.3.2 bond binary GOP option prices were obtained in a 
manner equivalent to using the special symmetry property of the modified Bessel 
function of the first kind. That is, the symmetry property Q(-) = /_<*(•) for 
d G {...,—1.0. +1....} is exploited within the transition density to yield final 
results with significantly less algebraic manipulation. However this property only 
holds when the BESQ process index is an integer, which obviously suits the 
SMMM, but is too restrictive for either the EMMM or the MCEV model. Of 
course, one can check that the results of Lemma 7.3.2 for the case Vi = 4 are 
numerically equivalent to those previously given for the SMMM in Lemma 5.3.2.

Real-World Call and Put Options on the GOP

By Lemmas 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 for asset and bond binary options on the GOP, we 
can now determine European real-world call and put option prices for options on 
the GOP under the EMMM.



Corollary 7.3.3 The real-world prices of call and put options on the GOP 
in the ith currency at time t with expiry T and strike price K under the given 
EMMM with dimension zy > 2 are

cf,K s*.a. (t) = +S,M’ [1 - X2{Cf; Z'i, Af)] - I< exp{—?-i(T - t)}x2(Xf! ~ 2< )
(7.3.14)

Pf,K.s‘ "- (C = +A’ exp{-r; (f - <)}[\2(A!r: i/, - 2) - x2(Af; ^ - 2. uj)]

- Sf-X2(ur,^4) (7.3.15)

for t G [0, T] and i G {0.1..... d} wsmg notation (7.2.2) and (7.3.3).

Immediate applications for these results are twofold. First, put-call parity for 
options on the GOP can be verified using the results of Corollary 7.3.3 and Lemma 
7.2.1. Second, we can calculate implied volatility surfaces for options on the GOP. 
The latter is a very useful way to observe the differences between the volatility 
structures of the EMMM and MCEV models, as well as to illustrate the added 
flexibility of the EMMM over the SMMM. In Figure 7.4 below we consider the 
four cases for the EMMM dimension of zy G {3,4, 5, 6} working clockwise from the 
top LHS, each with maturity range set to T G [0, 30]. Here we continue to use the 
default parameters of: t = 0; S^5* = 2,000; rt = 0.05; rg — 0.05; and \6\f\ = 0.25. 
A comparison of the various panels in Figure 7.4 reveal that implied volatility 
surfaces for options on the GOP vary greatly, yet all are negatively skewed. In 
particular, we find that the level of long-term implied volatility within the term 
structure increases for greater values of the BESQ process dimension, a feature 
that the SMMM cannot replicate.

7.4 Options on an Exchange Price

We now calculate real-world prices for options on an exchange price for the given 
EMMM. We observed previously that exchange price options under the SMMM 
were relatively easy to calculate in comparison to the MCEV model. The general
isation to the EMMM by the addition of the BESQ process dimension parameter, 
returns the exchange price option problem to the same level of complexity as en
countered under the MCEV model. Hence in order to achieve analytic results, we 
make the same simplifying assumptions. First, the BESQ process dimension un
derlying the EMMM GOP is chosen to be identical in each denomination, hence 
v = zy = nj for all i.j G {0,1,...,d}. Second, different denominations of the 
GOP are assumed to be independent. Third, we restrict our analysis to cases 
where the symmetry property for the modified Bessel function of the first kind is 
satisfied. Like all other results of this chapter, real-world prices for options on an 
exchange price take in principle, the same structural form as the corresponding
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0.35

Figure 7.4: Implied volatility surfaces for options on the GOP under the EMMM 
with T E [0,30] years for zy E {3,4.5,6}, clockwise.

results for the MCEV model. Thus we introduce the doubly non-central beta dis
tribution function J(-; zy, Xt, Xj) defined as (B.30) within Appendix B, with the 
two degrees of freedom parameters zy, Vj and the two non-centrality parameters 
Az, A j. We also introduce the regularised incomplete gamma function, denoted 
Q[-; v] and defined as (B.13) in Appendix B.

Lemma 7.4.1 The real-world prices of first order asset binary options on an 
exchange price, in the ith currency at time t with strike price K and expiry T 
under the given EMMM with dimension v > 2 are

ApKX„,(t) = Xpe-^-V I 1//rfi'J :4-v. v:\P\f) - Q
1 + 1/dij

4,* A,y t) = 1 - X 1 M„
1 + 1 /d-ij

; 4 — zy v ; X%, XT- T

XJf v - 2
T’~T

(7.4.1)

(7.4.2)
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where

d-ij —
(exp{jjj (f - t)} - 1) )?,■ exp{—r; (-^O (T - £)}

|0'|2 (expfo (f - i)} - l)riJexp{-rj (^) (T - t)} (X'p/K)- 

for t £ [0, T) and i,j £ {0. 1.......d} with X1, for k £ {i, j} equal to (7.2.2).

(7.4.3)

Proof. The proof of this result is similar to the corresponding cases of an asset 
binary put option on an exchange price under the MCEV model and the SMMM 
as given in Lemmas 4.4.1 and 5.4.1, respectively. Starting with the generic result 
(2.5.3) we obtain

= E
S,2,5*

Ql,0
YlJ nAr ^{x^<k} At

r>i
= X “ E

Bf

qjA oQ* Di_
n |> W__r}

qjJ*
C rj-' K B3f

At (7.4.4)

for t G [0.T] and i:j G {0,1,..., d}. This can be re-written in terms of the 
underlying BESQ process using (7.1.9) to yield

(t) = V
BJ
MLE 
Bh

v-2 
2

tfX1, > x K -
b' t

KBj.

2
i/-2

Mb At (7.4.5)

for t G [0, T] and i,j G {0.1,..., d}. Under the assumption of independence 
between different denominations of the GOP, this expectation can be written in 
terms of two transition densities of the form (7.1.13). With the substitutions of 
Xt = X^k and xh — X*k_ for k G {i, j}, then (7.4.5) becomes

A hT, K, Xbj

BJ(t) = XI'1 El 
■ ' 1 B1

T

pu{(j)Jt,x3t\ x-h) xlp 4>lf, xlf) dxA dxlf

(7.4.6)

for t G [0, T] and i. j G {0,1,..., d}. Here xh is used as shorthand notation 
to represent the lower limit of the inner integral as given within the indicator 
function in (7.4.5). Substitution of the changes of variables (7.1.14) —(7.1.15) in 
both the tth and jth dimensions plus use of the symmetry property of the modified 
Bessel function of the first kind (/</(■) = /_<*(•) for all d G {...,—1.0, +1,...}), 
allow (7.4.6) to be re-written as

T, K. Xl'J
(C = A'g|exp -)- \h

2

o° 00 ( Xf A ( bll ^m
SX SX ' 2 / V 2 >

t\ m\
£=0 m—0

(7.4.7)

exp{-#}(yrt+iexp{-y}(y)lf-f+1 m+% — 1

2V{(- % + 2) 2 T(m+ O
duh duf.
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for t G [0. T] and i,j G {0,1,... ,d}. Notice that with these changes of variables, 
the lower limit of the inner integral now depends on the transformation u^ in 
the zth denomination, and the constant dia as given in (7.4.3). The latter is 
calculated using the lower limit of the integral in (7.4.6) with (7.1.6) to obtain

4 - .j _ <Pf - <ti (BtK\ "~2 _ (if-ii) Vi (BtK\,7 , o, 
4>f-<t>\XT <t>f- 4>i \ B'f ) (ff-iDvi \ Bf ) ‘dij —

for t G [0, T] and z, j G {0.1,..., d}. Equality from (7.4.8) to (7.4.3) is obtained 
by re-arrangement of the EMMM GOP volatility definition (7.1.11).

Next, consider the following change of variable

for i,j G {0,1,..., d}. Isolating the double integral in the last line of (7.4.7), 
then using (7.4.9) we obtain

exp{-^} (^-t+1 exp{ —f } C-?T+V>-

i,j
r (i + m

2 r(e -1 + 2)

1 + 1 + 2) /

2 r (m + |)

U 2 1
r(£-| + 2)r (m + | .i + u)

£-j-m— ^ ^ +2 du

= 1 - I i !dx
1 + 1 /d.

/ A V V(Z—- + 2;m + -

zz^ du duf

(7.4.10)

for t G [0, T] and z,j E {0,1,..., d}. Therefore the first order asset binary put 
option result is found by combining (7.4.7), (7.4.10) plus Appendix B formulae 
(B.30) and (B.33) in the following way

Af,K,x>M = X\J § exp
nT

Xf + Xf 00 OO ^

EE
Z=0 m=0

l\ ml

1 - / i /dr
1 + 1 /d.

RJ
= X\'J -L 

BJf

'ai,j

1 -1

v v
- + 2; m + -

—— : 4 — v: A!. A A 
i + iM+ ’ ’ r’ r

for £ G [0, T] and z, j G {0,1,..., d}.

(7.4.11)
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The corresponding first order asset binary call option on an exchange price can 
be solved using (7.2.1) and (7.4.11), as seen below

4 =
nT

E A - EqjAO rj-)

cj>4 di C++< > %%-}
S; A BJfI<

At

„• Bj

* B3-
T L

BJ_ ±y_
' f BJ~

T

X2(4; i/ — 2) — 1 +1 1 + 1/dij'4

I Ea— ; 4 — /a //; A^, Aj.
1 + 1/ Q

A^ /y — 2
y ’ ~~y

(7.4.12)

for f G [0, T] and z, j G {0.1,..., d}. □

As in all previous models, results of a similar form are obtained for bond binary 
options on exchange prices because of their symmetric nature, as we now show.

Lemma 7.4.2 The real-world prices of first order bond binary options on an 
exchange price, in the ith currency at time t with strike price I\ and expiry T 
under the given EM MM with dimension u > 2 are

B'A, ,.,At) = e-Af-t)
T, K. X1a

BT, K, XVi (t) ~ri (T — t)

1 -1

1

5 4 — v,v\1 + dij

EE---- ; 4 — 1/, V ; Alp, X-k
1 + d1,3

/A b i; — 2
Q ( T ’ 2

(7.4.13)

(7.4.14)

for t G [0 ,T], z, j G {0.1,..., d} using notation (7.2.2) and (7.4.3).

Proof. The generic result for a bond binary option (2.5.4), in the case of an 
exchange price results in expression (3.4.24), irrespective of the model under con
sideration. That expression can be re-written in terms of the EMMM relationship
(7.1.9) as follows

nt +
DT, K, XVi

(t) PI
Bf

E (7.4.15)

for t G [0,T] and z, j G {0,1,... ,d}. As for all previous cases, bond and asset 
binary options under the given EMMM take a similar form, as witnessed by 
comparing (7.4.4) and (7.4.15).

Following identical steps to those in the proof of Lemma 7.4.1, we assume inde
pendence of GOP denominations and that the symmetry property of the modified
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1,0,+1,...}. HenceBessel function holds, that is Id(‘) = I-d(’) for d G {...,— 
we re-express (7.4.15) as

dC +
nT, K, Xl-i (t) = K

B{f
exp

+ \L OO OO

EE
m—0 ^=0

(A: (-?)'

ml i\
(7.4.16)

exp{ —-w } (-§■)\m-f +1 exp{-^}(^)y+f-i

A dlrT “"1,3 2 T(m — | + 2) 2T(* + §)

for t G [0. T] and z, j G {0,1,..., d}. Note the similarity between this result and 
the corresponding asset binary exchange price option result (7.4.5). Thus, we 
follow the same solution method, this time via the change of variable

u =
7u:^

(7.4.17)

for T G [0, T] and i,j G {0.1..... d}. In terms of (7.4.9), obviously u — 1/u. 
Substitution of (7.4.17) into the double integral term of (7.4.16) recovers the 
real-world price of a first order bond binary put option on an exchange price as

B
Bf.K.X-AO = of eXP

T

Ai + uJ~ EE
m=0 £=0 

roc

(hr (4)f
ml £!

1 -I

for t G [0. T] and i, j G {0,1,.... c/}

T(m +1- | + g + 2) ______
F(m - | + 2) T(£ + |) Jdij (1 -f-u)

B "

^ + 1
m+Z-f + f+2 du

B{-T L

dj,j 
1 + d

4 — za z/ ; Ah, A^ (7.4.18)

The corresponding case for a first order bond binary put option on an exchange 
price can be solved using (7.2.1) and (7.4.18), thereby obtaining

Bf,K,X
Bf
B]_
BL

f ~ §i's‘
<E At - E1 qM*

7/ rj~)

1 dij
1 + dij

ni,6

rj-1

: 4 — za v : Ah. A

ni,6*

‘ 1{5A <

T' T Q

KS^
B*f *

\f v - \
T’ ~~2~

At

(7.4.19)

for t G [0. T] and z, j G {0,1,..., d}. □

Real-World Call and Put Options on Exchange Prices

Hence we now combine the asset binary option prices from Lemma 7.4.1 with 
those for bond binary options from Lemma 7.4.2 to obtain the real-world prices 
for options on an exchange price under the EMMM as follows.



Corollary 7.4.3 The real-world prices of call and put options on an exchange 
price in the ith currency at time t with expiry T and strike price K under the 
given EMMM with dimension v > 2 are

CJ-
°T, A', x = Xpe-’-tV-Q

Pf,K,x>At) =

+ K e~r‘ (f~t)

1
l Id,i,3

1 + 1/ dij
; 4 - v, v ; \3f, A^ J - Q

l-l l,j ; 4 — v,v : Xf, Xk
1 + dij

Xh v - 2
T’~y

(7.4.20)

1 - 1
1/di,j

i +1/y
; 4 — v, v ; A^, (7.4.21)

I ; 4 - I/, 1/; Ai>, " 2
2 ’ 21 + dij , x

for t G [0, T] and i. j G {(). 1,..., rf} wsin^ notation (7.2.2) and (7.4.3).

As usual, we note here that Corollary 7.4.3 and Lemma 7.2.1 can be used to 
confirm that the put-call parity relationship of (2.5.14) holds for options on ex
change prices under the EMMM. We also use the results of Corollary 7.4.3 to 
provide charts of the implied volatility surface calculated for options on exchange 
prices under the EMMM for the dimensions of u G {3,4, 5,6}. In this case the 
input parameters were: t = 0; = 1.0; 10’()\ = \0Jo\ = 0.25; ry = r/3 = 0.05;
r* = rj — 0.05 for the time range T G [0,30]. From inspection of Figure 7.5 
one can draw two immediate conclusions. First, there is very little deviation in 
implied volatilities for different strikes, when using our default parameters. Sec
ond, one observes that the addition of the BESQ process dimension parameter v 
affects the steepness of the implied volatility term structure. This same property 
was observed for the volatility term structure for options on the GOP under the 
EMMM. Furthermore, this degree of flexibility is not available under the SMMM, 
and is less pronounced under the MCEV model.

7.5 Interest Rate Options

Consideration of interest rate options under the EMMM is now straightforward 
after the exposition of the interest rate term structure model of the previous 
chapter. For consistency and completeness we briefly outline the primary charac
teristics for options on zero-coupon bonds for the EMMM that could subsequently 
be used to explore interest rate cap and floor prices. We reiterate the existing as
sumptions in this chapter of a constant short rate, that is r\ = r2 for all t G [0,T] 
and i G {(). 1...., d}, and that the discounted GOP possesses dynamics governed 
by (7.1.10), or equivalently the volatility of the GOP satisfies relation (7.1.11). 
Whilst the assumption of a constant short rate greatly assists derivation of the
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Figure 7.5: Implied volatility surfaces for exchange price options under the 
EMMM with T G [0,30] years for u G {3,4, 5, 6}, clockwise.

semi-analytic results below, it also represents the major weakness of the EMMM 
as applied to the interest rate term structure. In a more general model, we need 
to employ numerical methods, which is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Options on Zero-Coupon Bonds

The final results of the chapter consist of the following derivations for bond and 
asset binary options on the zero-coupon bonds. We first introduce the inverse of 
the regularised incomplete gamma function, denoted as Q~l[-]v] with v degrees 
of freedom and defined as (B.13) in Appendix B.

Lemma 7.5.1 The real-world prices at time t of first order bond binary options 
on a forward zero-coupon bond Pl(T,T), with maturity T > T in the ith cur
rency with strike price I\ and the option expiry T under the given EMMM with
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dimension Vi > 2 are

d7 +
DT, K, P’(T,T) 

r){! —
T.K.P‘{T,T)

where

(t) = e r'{T t)X2{\'lf; Vi - 2,
n{T-t)

it)

(7.5.1)

e {x2(Xf ■ - 2) - x2(A^; Vi - 2, p{)\ for I\ < G1t(T)
e-n{f-t) x2(a^.^._2) for K > G1t(T) 

(7.5.2)

Pi =
2 (expfa (T-T)} - r 

1 - exp{—?72 {T -t)} Q-l G1t(T) - K Vi-2 
GfiT) ’ 2

(7.5.3)

for 0 < t < T <T and i G {(). 1.... ,d} using (7.2.2) —(7.2.3) and (B.13).

Proof. We apply the generic bond binary option result (2.5.4) to a forward zero- 
coupon bond Pl(T,T) of the form (7.2.1) with decomposition (7.2.3) —(7.2.4). In 
the case of a call we find

^T,I\\PpT,T)^ ^

where

SIi,5*

s,
41U;u-{P'(T,T)>K} At = E

St5* .
>p,} At (7.5.4)

Pi= 2(4- 4) Q -i G't(T) - K Vi - 2 
~&r(T) ’ 2

—2
2

for 0 < t < T < T and z G {(), 1,..., d}. Here we use the inverse of the 
regularised incomplete gamma function (Appendix B.13) with (7.2.4) and (7.2.6). 
Furthermore, since the short rate is deterministic, G1t(T) = exp{—zy (T — T)} as 
per (7.2.3). The argument p{ given in (7.5.3) is found using (7.1.15) and (7.5.5) 
as

Pi
Pi

2
^■-2

2 (4 - 4)
4 - (p\ 4 Q

G*t(T) - K Vi - 2 
G1t{T) ’ 2

(7.5.6)

for 0 < t < T < T and z G {(), 1,... ,d}. Equality between (7.5.3) and (7.5.6) is 
achieved with (7.1.11). The solution to (7.5.4) is found in Lemma 7.3.2 for the 
case of bond binary call option on the GOP under the EMMM.

Whilst for a first order bond binary call option on a zero-coupon bond we obtain

7 , K, P> (T,T) (t) = E A,
ni.6*

. _
—X *-{P'(T,T)<K}

Pl{t.T) - BlAK pi{f T)[t) for 
P'(t.T) for

K < G't(T) 
I< > G't(T)

(7.5.7)
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for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0,1,..., d}. □

Once more we observe that EMMM results of (7.5.1) —(7.5.3) take a similar form 
to the MCEV results (4.5.1) —(4.5.3). Furthermore, the corresponding SMMM 
results are recovered upon substitution of the appropriate BESQ process dimen
sion zy = 4. The other notable structural similarity between the three models is 
the separation of the bond binary put option into two cases because of the input 
parameter restrictions, which in the case of the EMMM is due to (7.5.3).

Next we find that comparison between the MCEV model and the EMMM is 
equally appropriate in the asset binary case, but comparison to the SMMM is 
not as straightforward.

Lemma 7.5.2 The real-world prices at time t of first order asset binary options 
on a forward zero-coupon bond, Pl(T, T) with maturity T > T in the ith cur
rency with strike price K and the option expiry T under the given EMMM with 
dimension m > 2 are

At,k,ppr,T)^ ~ e ^ ^ ’ Vi 2’^ M,T-Pl(T,T)^

e-n(T-t)[x- 2) - y2(A- 2,pi)}
Ah _ (+\

T, I\, P>(T,T)K '

where

-5+ _ (t) — E
'~‘T,T,Pi(T,T)'’

with

+ ET+ - (t) ^ T,T,Pl(T,T)K ' 
,-ri(T-t) v2(\i .X2(AlT ; i/i - 2)

ni,5* D! 
Dt 7
Sh5* BrQ

(s/
; Vi2 (4 - 4)

x = m r -2)2
\e\\2 [ex|){?■;, (T - t)} - 1]

*

1 {St >Pt} At

(7.5.8)

for K < Cfit)

for I< > G\.(T)
(7.5.9)

(7.5.10)

(7.5.11)

for 0 < t < T < T, i e {0, using (7.2.2)—(7.2.3), (7.5.3) and (B.13).

Proof. The generic asset binary option result (2.5.3) combined with the zero- 
coupon bond price (2.3.15) and similar reasoning to (7.5.4) —(7.5.5) leads to

45+ _
T,K, Pl(T,T)

(t) = E
S, i,5*

s,i,5* Pl(T. T)l{pi(T.T) > K}

= Gf{t) x2(Alf\i\ - 2. ZT?u +
“T, T, Pi (T,T)

a) (7.5.12)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0,1,...,d}, with notation (7.5.10). It will be 
useful to re-express the special function defined by (7.5.10) via (7.1.9). Making
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the substitutions of x\ = X\x and xf = Xf one then obtains1 4>t T 4>lT

+
“T, T, Pl(T,T) W

Bi
BT Jp,

x:
Vj — 2 

2

Q
2(0r - #)

; ^ - 2 ) pUi(t,xlt;T,xlf)dxT

for 0 < t < T < T and z G {(), 1,..., d}.
(7.5.13)

The corresponding asset binary put option on a zero-coupon bond is found using 
the law of iterated expectations, (7.2.1), (7.5.1) and (7.5.12), thereby obtaining

's1/*
/CP'(T,T) W P qi,6* P (C 7_') H {P7 (T,T) < K}

^ rj-i

At

/ P^t. T) - ApK f (t) for K < G't(T) 
\P%T) for K > G't(T)

(7.5.14)

(7.5.15)

for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0,1,..., d}. □

Once more it is instructive and expedient to provide the solution to EMMM 
asset, binary put option in two cases. When the restriction implied by the input 
parameter (7.5.3) is not binding, that is K < G1t(T), numerical evaluation will 
be required. However, when K > G1t(T), the put option value reduces simply to 
the zero-coupon bond price.

We also find that the EMMM asset binary formulae (7.5.8) —(7.5.11) correspond 
to the MCEV model formulae of (4.5.8) —(4.5.11). Direct comparison to the 
corresponding SMMM results are not as revealing because the special function 
~f+T pi(Tt)W defined in (7.5.10) is solved numerically under the EMMM, while 
it takes an analytic form within the SMMM.

Real-World Call and Put Options on Zero-Coupon Bonds

Now we combine the results in Lemmas 7.5.1 and 7.5.2 for asset and bond binary 
options on zero-coupon bonds to yield prices for European call and put options 
on zero-coupon bonds.

Corollary 7.5.3 The real-world prices of call and put options on a forward 
zero-coupon bond, Pl(T,T) with maturity T >T in the ith currency with strike 
price I\ and option expiry T under the given EMMM with dimension ig > 2 are

zbcfTK^ ~ [+e-ri(T-t) Ke-r^f^}X\Xf; i/<-2,pi)-SMir,pyr,T)(t) (7-5-16)

zbpT^Adt) <

-e r‘fr ()[x2(Aj; Vi - 2) - x2(A^; Vi - 2,p,-)] 
+Ke-r’(f-t)[x2(A^; Vi-2)- x2(A-f; v, - 2:p,)] 
-«b+ - (t)—T, T, Pl (T.T) 1 '

-P?'(L T) + KPi{tS)

for I< < Gf{T)

for K > GfiT) 
(7.5.17)
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for 0 < t < T < T and i G {0,1,...,d} with notation (7.2.1) —(7.2.3), (7.5.3), 
(7.5.10) and (7.5.11).

For one final occasion observe that the results of Corollary 7.5.3 can be used to 
recover put-call parity for zero-coupon bond options, as stated in (2.5.20).

Investigation of these real-world EMMM prices in Corollary 7.5.3 and comparison 
to the risk-neutral deterministic short rate prices for options on zero-coupon 
bonds given in (2.5.21) —(2.5.22) reveals consistent results with both the MCEV 
model and the SMMM, as is to be expected. Thus we find for a call option 
on a zero-coupon bond, that the real-world EMMM price (7.5.16) is always less 
than the corresponding risk-neutral price in (2.5.21). However, such a definitive 
conclusion is not possible when comparing the EMMM put option price (7.5.17) 
against the risk-neutral put price given in (2.5.22). We do note however, the 
desirability of separating the solution of the EMMM zero-coupon bond put option 
price into the two cases given above, especially for computational purposes.

Interest Rate Caps and Floors

Obviously, the results of the previous subsection for options on zero-coupon 
bonds can be transformed to prices for interest rate caps and floors via rela
tions (2.5.23) —(2.5.25). In the interest of brevity we mention that these EMMM 
results possess similar qualitative behaviour to that previously observed for inter
est rate cap and floor prices under either the SMMM or MCEV model. Therefore 
we omit corresponding EMMM implied volatility charts for interest rate caps and 
floors, as supplied in previous chapters.

Conclusions on the Extended MMM

This chapter details the dynamics of the EMMM and then provides real-world 
prices for zero-coupon bonds, options on the GOP, options on exchange prices 
and lastly interest rate caps and floors. It can also be interpreted as a summary 
of the work presented in previous chapters on the MCEV model and the SMMM. 
In particular the EMMM adds considerable flexibility beyond the SMMM by the 
addition of a constant parameter for the BESQ process dimension. The main 
drawback of the EMMM is obviously the inability to correctly model the term 
structure of interest rates because of the deterministic short rate. However, we 
observed in the previous chapter that the addition of a stochastic short rate under 
the SMMM provides promising results. This could be extended to the EMMM 
case, which itself would add considerable flexibility over the SMMM in terms 
of modelling medium- and long-term maturities of the yield curve to aid such a 
project.
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion

The two chief advantages of the benchmark approach are the fair pricing of con
tingent claims under the real-world measure and the ability to relate nearly all 
financial quantities to the growth optimal portfolio (GOP). The real-world pric
ing formula is more general than the pricing rules of the classical approaches 
of risk-neutral and forward-adjusted pricing, since there is no need to change 
probability measure and the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative need not be a 
martingale. This thesis synthesises both of these advantages by the systematic 
application of the real-world pricing methodology to zero-coupon bonds, options 
on the GOP. options on exchange prices and interest rate caps and floors. In 
essence, each of these contingent claims has been analysed within the paradigm 
of four distinct models, namely a Black-Scholes-Merton model (BSMM), a mod
ified constant elasticity of variance (MCEV) model, the stylised version of the 
minimal market model (SMMM) and lastly the extended version of the minimal 
market model (EMMM). Each model is characterised by its specification for the 
volatility of the GOP.

In the simplest case, under the BSMM, the volatility of the GOP is specified as a 
constant and hence the dynamics of the GOP are lognormal. In this situation, the 
real-world and risk-neutral probability measures are equivalent, and the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative is a martingale. Therefore the BSMM of this thesis illustrates 
how to recover classical risk-neutral results under the benchmark approach.

Unfortunately simple standard market models with nice mathematical properties, 
such as the BSMM, do not accurately reflect empirical market data. The next 
step beyond lognormal models is the development of MCEV type models that 
incorporate market features such as the leverage effect, leptokurtic returns and 
endogenous stochastic volatility by expressing volatility as a power function of the 
underlying. Application of this class of models under the benchmark approach 
occurs via specification of the MCEV form for the volatility of the GOP. Within 
this setting, this thesis derives new analytic formulae for zero-coupon bonds, 
options on the GOP and options on exchange prices. These are the first analytic



formulae for this model class that explicitly illustrate the difference between real- 
world and hypothetical risk-neutral prices. Semi-analytic results are also provided 
for interest rate caps and floor markets under the same paradigm.

While the MCEV model is an obvious improvement on lognormal GOP dynam
ics, its volatility structure is non-stationary arid is thus unrealistic, especially 
for the pricing of long-dated contingent claims. This is particularly important 
in the context of the benchmark approach where differences between real-world 
and hypothetical risk-neutral pricing follow when the Radon-Nikodym is a strict 
supermartingale. Indeed, when calibrating to historical market data, differences 
between the two pricing approaches are marginal in the very short term. However, 
significant pricing differences are encountered for long-dated contingent claims. 
Thus the need for a realistic parsimonious model that accurately reflects the un
derlying market over a long period of time leads to consideration of two versions 
of the minimal market model.

Under the SMMM, analytic real-world prices are derived for all contingent claims 
studied in this thesis. These reveal differences to hypothetical risk-neutral prices 
by direct comparison. The cause of these differences in prices is the strict super
martingale property of the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative. An intuitive 
explanation arises for the SMMM via the natural involvement of the non-central 
chi-square random distribution with zero degrees of freedom. Here one obtains 
a distribution with both discrete and continuous components, where the discrete 
element represents the probability of absorption at zero under a hypothetical 
risk-neutral measure.

The EMMM. discussed in the final chapter, not only generalises the SMMM, it 
also produces results that take the same structural form as under the MCEV 
model. Once more the differences between real-world and hypothetical risk- 
neutral prices are due to the strict supermartingale property of the candidate 
Radon-Nikodym derivative.

We conclude by briefly mentioning a possible direction for future research follow
ing from this thesis. We saw in the case of the SMMM, that realistic results for 
the term structure of interest rates are only possible when the short rate is allowed 
to be stochastic. Thus the obvious place to continue further research is the study 
of the interest rate term structure for the EMMM with a stochastic short rate. 
Beyond that, minimal market models with random scaling or market activity, 
based on historical market data, should also be explored, with particular appli
cation to interest rate modelling. The ultimate goal should be the simultaneous 
calibration to interest rate swap and cap markets.
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Appendix A

Selected Results on Stochastic 
Processes

Here we present selected theorems and definitions from the theory of stochastic 
processes that are used repeatedly within the thesis. These results were taken 
from Klebaner (1998) and Karatzas & Shreve (1991).

Theorem A.l (Dambins, Dub ins-Schwarz) If M = {Mt, t G [0, oo)} is a 
continuous (A. P)-local martingale vanishing at zero such that (M)^ = oc and if 
we set

then, W = {WT, r G [0, oo)} with WTt = Mt is an (A, P)- Wiener process with 
Mt = W(M)t- We refer to W as the DDS Wiener process of M.

Definition A.2 A probability measure P* on a measurable space (fhA) is 
called absolutely continuous with respect to a second probability measure P on 
the same space, written as P, <C P, if P(A) = 0 infers that P*(A) = 0 for any 
set A G A. P* and P are called equivalent if P* <C P and P <C P*. That is, both 
probability measures possess the same null sets.

Hereafter E denotes expectation with respect to the real-world probability mea
sure P. whilst P* represents expectation with respect to probability measure P*.

Theorem A.3 (Radon-Nikodym) Let P be a probability measure and P* <C 
P, then there exists a random variable A. such that A > 0, E(A) = 1 and

for any measurable set A. A is P-almost surely unique. Conversely, if there exists 
the random variable A with the above properties and P* is defined by (A.2), then 
P* is a probability measure and P, <C P.

rt = inf{s : (M)s > t} (A.l)

(A.2)
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Theorem A.4 (Bayes) Let A = {A*, t G [0.T]} be a strictly positive (A,P)~ 
martingale such that E[At] = 1. Define a new probability measure P* by the 
relation /A = f. At dP, where the Radon-Nikodym derivative at time T can be 
denoted AT = ~. Then P* is absolutely continuous with respect to P and for 
any At-measurable random, variable X one obtains

EfiX\At\ = E
Xj
X x A, (A.3)

for any t G [0. T].

We stress the important assumption underlying Theorem A.4, namely that the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative process A is an (A. P)-martingale.

Theorem A.5 (Girsanov) Let W = [Wu t G [0. T]} be an (A. P)-Wiener pro
cess and H = {Ht, t G [0. T]} be a predictable process with f Hf ds < oc. The 
Radon-Nikodym derivative is then given by

At = Lp(W) = exp {- f Hs dWs - i £ H2S dsj (A.4)

for t G [0,T]. Assuming that the candidate Radon-Nikodym derivative is an 
{A, P)-martingale, then there exists a probability measure P* equivalent to P such 
that the process pt

w: = wt Ha ds (A.5)

is an (A. Pfi-Wiener process.

Definition A.6 A stochastic process X = {Xt, t G [0,cxj)} is an (A, P)-local 
martingale if there exists a sequence of stopping times (rn)neN, that may depend 
on X, such that lim rn a= oc and each stopped process

n—mx>

= {A7" = XtArn, t s [0. oo]} (A.6)

is an (A. P)-martingale, where t A rn. = min(t, rn).

Corollary A.7 The following three statements are important results for local 
martingales.

i. An almost surely non-negative, continuous (A. P)-local martingale is an 
(A. P)-supermartingale.

ii. An almost surely uniformly bounded (A. P)-local martingale is an (A,P)- 
martingale.

Hi. A square integrable (A. P)-local martingale X is a square integrable (A, P)- 
martingale if and only if E ((X)T) < oc for all T > 0.



Appendix B

Selected Probability 
Distributions

Within this appendix we provide results for the probability densities and distribu
tion functions for Gaussian, central and non-central chi-square, gamma, central 
and non-central F. as well as non-central beta random variables. In addition, de
tails of useful functions related to these random variables are also provided. We 
also document a number of relationships that exist between each of the considered 
random variables.

The aim is to concisely summarise all relevant information relating to the random 
variables used within the thesis, including their notation. Although some of these 
results are duplicated within the main text of the thesis, we include them here 
for completeness and easy reference.

Gaussian Random Variables

Standard results for Gaussian, or normally distributed random variables are com
mon to all probability arid statistics texts. We repeat results for the probability 
density and distribution functions in both the univariate and bivariate cases. If 
we denote a standard Gaussian random variable by A/"o;i, then the corresponding 
probability density Pn(z) and its associated distribution function W(u), are given 
by the formulae

/'U
Pm(z) dz (B.2)

■ oo
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for u G (—oc, +oo). We will write the more general form of a Gaussian random 
variable with mean p and standard deviation cr, as WM;cr. Its probability density 
pjq(x: p, cr) and corresponding distribution function A/"(it; p, a) can be written as

Pss(x;h,<t) = -j=

/u
p^(x\ p. a) dx (B.4)

-oo

exp
7r <7"

1 / X
2 cr

(B.3)

for p G (—oo, +oc) and a > 0.

It is also convenient to introduce a standard Gaussian bivariate random variable, 
given bv J\f2. In its standard form we will denote the bivariate probability density 
by pj/2(zi, z2: p) and the cumulative distribution by Af2(ui, u2; p). The respective 
definitions are provided as

PM'2 (~1 1 ~2l P) 

Af2(uuu2;p)

2 7T v/ l “ P-
exp j-2 pPzprzj 

2(1 -p2)
'U1 -U2

PagI^t^sp) gG2

(B-5)

(B.6)

for p G [—l.+lj. Finally, we consider a general bivariate Gaussian random vari
able ,/j,2\<7\,<72The probability density is given by p^2(xi, x2; pi, P2; cri,a2; p) 
while the distribution function is denoted as A2(mi, u2; pi, p2; cr1? cr2; p). Such a 
generic bivariate Gaussian random variable can be defined by

PAG (21, 22; P!, p2; Ui , cr2; p) =
1

1
exp

2(1 -p2:

27T (7i (72\J\ - PS 
2

(B.7)

Xi - Pi \ _ 2 / Xi - Pi \ / x2 - p2
O-l cr 1 cr 2

X2 ~ P 2 
^2

/Kl
PM2(.Xi,x2\pl,fi2\(jl.(j2]p)dxldx2 (B.8)

OC J — OC

for pi G ( — 00, +00), p2 G ( — 00, +00), <7i > 0, cr2 > 0 and p G [—1, +1].

Chi-Square Random Variables

Denote a central chi-square random variable with is degrees of freedom as xti 
its probability density as px2(x; is) and its distribution function as y2(u ; is). Re
call from Johnson. Ivotz & Balakrishnan (1994) that the density function and
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distribution functions are defined respectively as

px2(u;

eXP { — 2 } (f)

arm

K2(u : v ) = I py2 (x : v) dx = 1
r(l)

for u > 0 and where rOO
F(q) = exp {—x}xa~ldx

Jo

(B.9)

(B.10)

(B. 11)

for a > — 1 is the gamma function. Within the central chi-square distribution 
functions one observes the incomplete gamma function, which is defined as

/
OC

e*p{-|}x“-> dx (B.12)

for u > 0, a > — 1 and /3 > 0. The ratio of gamma functions in (B.10) is some
times referred to as the regularised incomplete gamma function, as in Abramowitz 
& Stegun (1970). Formally, we write

Q(u;cv) r (u;a) 
T(a)

(B.13)

for u > 0, a > 0. It is also useful to define the inverse of the regularised 
incomplete gamma function Q-1(p:a) such that p = Q{u:a). As an extension 
of these concepts, consider the generalised regularised incomplete gamma function, 
again from Abramowitz & Stegun (1970), defined as

Q(ui,u2 ;<T
r(iq, u2 : a)

r(o)
(B.14)

where analogous to (B.12) we have the generalised incomplete gamma function

ru2
r(itl5 u2 ; a) = T(ui; a) — r(u2 ; of) = exp{— x} xa~l dx

J U\

(B.15)

for ui > 0. u2 > 0, and a > —1. The generalised regularised incomplete gamma 
function can be used as an alternative representation for the central chi-square 
distribution function (B.10), since y2(u;z/) = Q(0, |; §). Also note, the corre
sponding inverse of the generalised regularised gamma function Q~l(u\,p\a) is 
defined such that p = Q(u\,u2 ; a).

A corresponding non-central chi-square distributed random variable with v de
grees of freedom and non-centrality parameter A is denoted \/2.A- Its probability 
density is px2(x ; is, A) and its distribution function is x2(u ; is, A). Johnson, Kotz



& Balakrishnan (1995) define the density and distribution functions for the non
central case as

(B. 16)

X2(u ; v, X) =

for x > 0, u > 0, v > 0 and A > 0. Therefore we observe that the non-central 
chi-square distribution function can be expressed as a weighted sum of central 
chi-square distribution functions (B.10), where the weights equal the probabilities 
of a Poisson distribution with expected value A/2. The non-central chi-square 
probability density (B.16) can similarly be seen to be a mixture of central chi- 
square probability densities. More interestingly, the probability density for a 
non-central chi-square random variable can be written as

for x > 0, v > 0 and A > 0. Note that this expression is identical in form to that 
of the transition density function of a squared Bessel process of general dimension 
v > 2. Also note the inclusion of the modified Bessel function of the first kind 
/^(le), which is defined as

Gamma Random Variables

It is well-known that central chi-square random variables are a specific case of 
the more general gamma distributed random variables. In particular, a central 
chi-square random variable with v degrees of freedom is identical to a gamma 
random variable with shape parameter z//2 and scale parameter 2. If. in general, 
we denote a two-parameter gamma random variable by with shape parameter 
a > 0 and scale parameter f3 > 0. then xt = Therefore, standard results on 
gamma random variables, such as those found in Johnson, Kotz & Balakrishnan 
(1994) or Schroder (1989), can prove extremely useful. The probability density 
Pg( f ;a) is defined as

(B.18)

(B. 19)

X exp{—§} (fW1
(B.20)
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for x > 0, a > 0 and /3 > 0. To ensure consistency with existing results in the 
literature we introduce the complementary distribution function f/(| ;a), defined 
as f*OQ

pg(^;a)dx (B.21)
P Ju P

for u > 0, q > 0 and (3 > 0. A useful result, that is easily proven using integration 
by parts, is the recurrence relation

5 Q + 1) = 3 • p$(— ; a + 1) + Q(— ; a) (B.22)

for u > 0, a > 0 and /3 > 0. The corresponding recurrence relation for a standard 
gamma random variable is found in Abramowitz & Stegun (1970) or Schroder 
(1989).

F Random Variables

Chi-square random variates are also related to F distributed random variables. 
From Johnson, Kotz & Balakrishnan (1995), a standard FUltU2 distributed random 
variable, is defined as a ratio of central chi-square distributed random variables 

and xl2, scaled by the degrees of freedom zq and n2 for each distribution, such 
that

F ^r V\ , "2
Xlji'i
Xljvi

(B.23)

for vk > 0, and k G {1,2}. FUl_U2 random variables appear naturally in many 
applications of statistical testing.

Similarly, a doubly non-central F distributed random variable F"^ ^.A| Ao with 
vi, 7/2 degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameters Ai, A2 is defined by a 
ratio of non-central chi-square distributed random variables scaled by the degrees 
of freedom, such that

F.V\,V2 ; Ai,A2 xl2; A2M l'lXl2;X2
(B.24)

for uk > 0. \k > 0 and k G {1-2}. Historically, the majority of applications for the 
doubly non-central F distribution have set the second non-centrality parameter 
A2 to zero. Hence the denominator in definition (B.24) reduces to a central chi- 
square random variable. The resulting ‘singularly’ non-central F random variable 
F;/] Ai then satisfies the relationship

xGa.Gi =
xi.h'-i 'A xl2 (B.25)
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for vk > 0, \k > 0 and k G {1.2}. Therefore by reciprocity —
(F' W1v ^1,^2 ; Ai / •
Within this study, we are primarily concerned with doubly non-central F random 
variables without scaling by degrees of freedom. Therefore we introduce the 
following random variable

5
n
vi,v2; Ai, A2

Wi ; Ai 
Xl2-x2

(B.26)

for vk > 0, Ajt > 0 and k G {1,2}. In the absence of a universally accepted 
description for this random variable, we refer to (B.26) as an unsealed doubly non
central F distributed random variable, as in Hulley, Miller & Platen (2005). This 
random variable is denoted as GUi l/2(A1,A2) in Johnson, Kotz & Balakrishnan 
(1995). It is easy to relate the two random variables in (B.25) and (B.26) via

^Ti,;/2 ; A!.A2 ~ ~ $vi,v2 ;Ai,A2> (B.27)

which may prove useful in taking advantage of in-built software for practical 
calculation of functions relating to doubly or singularly non-central F distributed 
random variables.

Beta Random Variables

The unsealed doubly non-central F random variables introduced in (B.26), is 
actually a special case of a doubly non-central Beta random variable 2’i/1iv2;a1,a2 
with the shape parameters zz1? v2 and non-centrality parameters Ai, A2.

The probability density for a doubly non-central Beta distributed random vari
able, denoted by pj(x ; V\, v2 ; A1? A2), is given by

pz(x ; v 1, v2 ; Ai, A2) = exp
Ai + A2 00 00

EE
0=0 m=0

(¥)e(¥r
e\ ml

m+e-iX 2 ^ (1 +x) — (£+m+ Q ^

B(e+%;m + f)
(B.28)

for x > 0, vk > 0, Xk > 0 and k G {1-2}, where B(a; (3) is the Beta function

B(a ; (3)
F(a) Yf(3) 
F(a + (3)

xa 1 (1 — x)13 1 dx,0-1 (B.29)

as defined in Abramowitz & Stegun (1970). The corresponding distribution func
tion associated with a doubly non-central Beta random variables will be denoted
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(B.30)

T(u: i.*2 '■ Ai,A2)- It is defined as
nu

vu c2 ; Ai, A2) = Pi(x; cx, c2 ; Ax, A2) dx 
Jo

= exp < -
Ai + A2 EE

£=0 m—0

p Y(¥r
t\ ml

(t + y ; m +

for > 0. r'fc > 0, A/e > 0 and A: G {1,2}. Here 4 (ct : /?) is the incomplete beta 
function ratio, itself defined as

40; /?)
4u(a; /?)
5 (a; /?)

Jq xa 1 (1 — x)^ 1 dx 

B(a; /?)
(B. 31)

for u > 0, a > 0 and /3 > 0. This ratio, should not be confused with the 
incomplete Beta function Bu(a: /?), the numerator in the ratio expression (B.31).

If we denote the distribution function of the unsealed doubly non-central F ran
dom variable defined in (B.26), as $ (u; c 1, c2 ; A1? A2) then one finds

$ (a ; ci, c2 ; Ax. A2) = 1 1 + u 

exp \ -

; ci, c2 ; Ai, A2 Pi(x ; ci, c2 ; Ax, A2) dx

\ 1 \ "1 0,0 00 / AiT f A2Ai + A2 I ^ ^ j 1~2~; j
£=o m—0

7! m! 1+'
^+U;m+u 

2 2
(B.32)

for u > 0, uk > 0, \k > 0 and k G {1,2}.

I11 all of the above F and Beta distributed random variables, the order of the 
degrees of freedom (or shape parameters) and non-centrality parameters is im
portant. As an example, from definition (B.30) it is clear that aRd
(-42,i/i ; A0.A1)~1 have identical distributions. I11 particular, it is easy to verify that

T{u ; ci, c2; Ax, A2) = 1 - J(1 - u ; c2, vY; A2, Ai) (B.33)

for u > 0, c/t > 0, Afc > 0 and k G {1-2}. However it should be noted that this 
relation does not hold in the case when V\ = 0 since the right-hand-side of (B.33) 
is ill-defined, as explained in Hulley, Miller & Platen (2007). Furthermore, within 
this thesis an important variation of the doubly non-central Beta distribution 
function is where the first shape parameter (or degrees of freedom) is set to 
zero. I11 Hulley, Miller & Platen (2007), it is shown that for the corresponding 
distribution function J(u: 0, c; Ai,A2) to be well-defined, it takes the following 
form

ru

l(u; 0, c ; Ai, A2) = Pi(x; 0, c; Ax, A2) dx 
Jo

= exp Ai
2

-P exp Ai+A5 00 00 / Ai T fx2\i
EF - —
£=1 m=0 7! ml

(B.34)
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for u > 0, isk > 0, Afc > 0 and k G {1,2}. This result is analogous to the special 
case of the non-central chi-square distribution function, given within the thesis 
as relation (5.1.23).
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Appendix C

Contingent Claim Prices: 
Summary Tables

This final appendix is designed to summarise the majority of formulae derived 
within the thesis, especially for the purposes of comparing each model under the 
set of contingent claims studied.

Forward Prices

To start we provide a summary of forward prices for each of the key contingent 
claims studied throughout the thesis. It should be noted that the following results 
for forward prices are all model-independent, in contrast to the remaining results 
within this Appendix.

Contingent Claim Notation Formulae

Price Process

Primary Security Account

Savings Account 

Exchange Price

Wealth Process

Growth Optimal Portfolio

Forward Zero-Coupon Bond

vt

s;j

Bi
X'tJ

sis

siA

Pf(f, T)

pi 1u;
T,tM > Pl(t,T) — Pl(t,T)

pi n\ _ chj Mfd)
1 T, V ' Pj (t.T)
pi (t] _ Bt ^ b;

P3(t,T) — P^t.T)
pi (f \ _ yiJ Pj(t,T)
rT,Xi’iei pi(t,T)Qli.S * At fipi (f \ _ < 2l
1 T,S1'6pi {t.T) — P3(t,T)

Qi.8*pi (f\ — _1 T, S*'6* pi(t,T)
pi (p _ Pl{t,T)
1 T, pi(T,T) W/ P*(t,T)

Table C.l: Forward prices for various contingent claims.
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Zero-Coupon Bond Prices

Next, we summarise the pricing of zero-coupon bonds for each of the models 
studied within the thesis. Zero-coupon bonds provide the most concise illustration 
of the differences between real-world prices and classical risk-neutral prices.

Model Formulae

BSMM
MCEV
SMMM
EMMM

Pl{t. T) = Glf(t) = P[exp{ — ftT rls ds} At]
Pl\t. T) = exp{ n(T t)} x2(£^ ; )
Pl(t, T) = exp{—r* (T - t)} (1 - exp{-Azf/2})
P?(E T) = exp{—r?: (T - t)} y2(Ab ; v{ - 2)

Table C.2: Zero-coupon bond prices under each model in the thesis.

Options on the GOP

The GOP is the most fundamental financial quantity of interest within the thesis 
because of its role as the numeraire in real-world pricing. Here we provide a table 
for options on the GOP for each of the models studied within the thesis. We 
divide call and put options on the GOP into separate tables.

Model Formulae
BSMM
MCEV
SMMM
EMMM

s,.». (t) = +sii- w+d^sy-)] - k *-*•<?-*> w+msi*-))
d,K.s‘.‘. (*) = +S'0- (I - X2(4 ^.4)) - x*(4: A ■ 4)
cT.k.sm.(*) = - x2AfAAlT)} - Ke~rdf-ts>[l -x2(ulf\ 0,A^)]

P) = - X2(Pf' uiAf)\ ~ Ke-^-^x 2(A^;ni - 2 ,ulf)

Table C.3: Call options on the GOP under each model in the thesis.

Model
BSMM
MCEV

SMMM
EMMM

Formulae

Pt.k.s’’s* P) = +K e~rdT-i) Af[-d2(Si'6*

Pf.K.S16* P) = +Ke-r-(T-tHx2(Sl!r;-rtK)

Pf.K.S'-6* P) = +Ke-rdT-t)[x2(uy,0,\ir

Pt.k.si-5* P) = +Ke-rdT-t)[x2{\y,Vi-[

-S't'd*x2(Pf-0yiAf)

map 4)]

2)

0,

3-X‘f/2] _ 
x,2(alT'vi ~ 2'K)\

x2{ulf‘AAlf)

Table C.4: Put options on the GOP under each model in the thesis.
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Options on an Exchange Price

Real-world prices for both call and put options on exchange prices under each of 
the models studied within the thesis are provided in the two tables immediately 
below.

Model Formulae
BSMM
MCEV

SMMM

EMMM

CT. K, X'-i (d = +A'i'b-ri(f-f)Af[+d1{X\'i)) - Ke-r^T-t'>M[+d2(X1t’j)}

:(t)

4 /<•

ViA*)

( t/d, j _ 1—2/3 3 — 2/3 , ci] ni \ _ r) ( ~T . 1
V 1 + 1/di,j' 1-/3’ 1-/3 ’ 7” 77 ^ \2 ' 2(1-0) J= +AVJe-0^-t)

— Ke—rj(T-t) \\—x{ -El.. ■ 3-.—2/3 3-2/3 . r. J \ 1
1/ 'LV1 + di,3’ 1-/3’ 1-/3

r ^i0,4;4,4)]
= +A7’je-*}(?-»

= +XltJ e~ri Z-0 

-I<e~r' Z-0 [l-X

if

4
2

1 Tcf?
1 /rfj ,j

1 + 1/di j ’ 4 ^ > ^7” 4

d-i.
oix4-'^

-Ke-r‘ |1 - J( ^4- ; 4-//,!/;

Table C.5: Cali options on an exchange price under each model in the thesis.

Model Formulae
BSMM
MCEV

SMMM

EMMM

Pt, k, X'-j
tV. A'. X*'3 

tV. A'. XA3 (^)

= -x;:j e-ri(T-bA/'[- di(X*J)] + AT e-rdT-bA/’[- d2(X*J)]
— _ ytt p — rj (T —t) 1 _ T ( _t1 — 2/3 3 - 2/3 . nj_ ,

C ‘ [ fl + l/d/.l’ !-/3 ’ 1-/3 ’M1’'

+A-f-.(f-,) y yf. ^4,4) - 2 vir, 2<w5)

= -X'de-rAT-t) [l-x(Ii^i4,0;4,A§
+A'e~r‘ T-b Z

4, *,**.;(*) = -Ar'e-VZ-O
i+dij ’ C 4; \lT, \JT 
l — I (; 4 - c, c; A V M

exp{-¥)

+ATe~ri T-i) Z d,
1 + d

11 + 1 /di
4- ; 4 — zy c ; A^ Q 1 ^L v-2

2

Table C.6: Put options on an exchange price under each model in the thesis.
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Options on Zero-Coupon Bonds

Lastly, we summarise the results with respect to options on zero-coupon bonds 
under each of the models considered within the thesis. Separation of the results 
into call and put options is useful because of the complexity of the formulae for 
put options on zero-coupon bonds.

Model Formulae

BSMM

MCEV
SMMM

EMMM

zbefTK(t) =E §- (G't(T) - I<)+ At
’ ’ [ T

zbc?T,T,A'P) = [+e r'(T t] Ke r'iT f)]X2(^;i-0pPi) af5',pi(f,r)W
zb4.T.x(P = [+e-ri(T-f) - a:e-^T-h] [i _ jffa ■ 0, Aj,)]

-e-ri(T-t) e--£ _x2(]3. ; O.Vf)]
zbc?T,T,xP) = [+e'r‘(T-i) - A' e-MT-*)] y2(A^; vt - 2,pr) - ^T pi(f^T){t)

Table C.7: Call options on zero-coupon bonds under each model in the thesis.

Model Formulae
BSMM zbpL T, K h) = E

MCEV zbpf.T.Kb) = (

SMMM zbpT.T.K'b) = <

EMMM zbpt,T,xh) = <

bi't {!< - G\(f)) A

(V. (4;
+ Ke-r,(f-,) j*! (£<,; jJj-) - ^ (4;
—Ei-+ . - (t)TJ\P‘ (T.T) v > _

-P?:(CT) + K P‘(t, r)
Xi 'j

-e~r^T-t'>[x2(Pi;0, XlT) - e_T x2(p2;0, A^)] I
+K e~ri('f'~t')[x2(Pi; 0, A^) - ] j

— Pl(t, T) + K Pi(t,T)
_e-r,(7 ~0[x2(\lt\U7 - 2) - X2(A lt\Pi - 2. Pi)]

+Ke-r,(T-t)[x2(Ay;I/. _ 2) - x2(A^;^ - 2,^)1
—E*-+ - (f)T, T, PpT.T)' l

-Pl(t,T) + K Pi (t, T)

Table C.8: Put options on zero-coupon bonds under each model in the thesis.
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